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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The City of Martinsville has commissioned this
Downtown Revitalization Action Plan to breathe new
life and energy into the city center for the benefit
of all Martinsville and Morgan County residents
and visitors, with an additional focus on capturing
the interest of future I-69 travelers. In order to
thrive as a community, the City of Martinsville must
compete with other cities and towns on multiple
levels. Martinsville routinely competes for jobs,
residents, attractions, business investments,
private development, institutions, foundations,
etc. Decisions to locate one’s family, business or
institution within a given community routinely weigh
the assets, attractions, offerings and amenities that
a community provides. Strengthening connections
to and from Interstate 69 will play an influential
role in supporting a vibrant and active downtown.
This Plan proposes a family of Martinsvillebranded gateways that visually relates to the
mainline gateway features on I-69. Consistency
in wayfinding and gateway design enhances travel
corridors and identifies clear routes to attractions
and assets that Martinsville offers. Therefore, the
City is embarking upon this Plan to advance the

City’s competitive advantages while at the same
time improving Quality of Life amenities.
This Downtown Revitalization Action Plan
prescribes targeted and phased civic investments
within the public realm to support the day to day
success of downtown merchants and the staging
of community events. The nine block area
surrounding Courthouse Square is the focus for
initial civic improvements. Recommendations are
made to include the broader study area as well as
main corridors from I-69 and S.R. 67.
This Action Plan has been developed under the
direction of the City of Martinsville administration
with guidance and direction from the Steering
Committee comprised of City and County officials
and local business and property owners. An online
survey and public meetings hosted by the City have
provided several opportunities for additional input
from local officials, downtown merchants, downtown
property owners, and the general public.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
STUDY AREA
The Downtown Revitalization Action Plan study area is bounded by Graham, Columbus, West, and
Harrison streets. Preservation, restoration and adaptive reuse of local historic resources in downtown
Martinsville are a foundational “Place Making” strategy and a primary recommendation of this Plan.
The nine City blocks comprising and surrounding Courthouse Square are the focus of short term public
investment recommendations. Longer term Plan recommendations are proposed for the study area and
corridors leading into the Downtown.
STUDY AREA
Harrison St.

FOCUS AREA
Pike St.

Traffic from North
I-69 Corridor
Graham St.

Sycamore St.

Jefferson St.

Main St.

Mulberry St.

Morgan St.

Marion St.

West St.

Traffic from
S.R. 67 Corridor

Washington St.

Jackson St.

Traffic from South
I-69 Corridor

Columbus St.

Main Corridors to Study Area

PURPOSE OF THE PLAN
Successful downtown redevelopment is rooted in capitalizing
upon the uniqueness of the city’s commercial core to provide
live/work/play experiences within an environment found
nowhere else. Opportunity Planning seeks to capitalize
upon those opportunities inherent within the public realm and
the private real estate realm. The public realm comprises
city streets, walks and publicly owned land, such as the
Courthouse Square and City Hall. Given the stature and
prominence of the Morgan County Courthouse and grounds,
collaboration between the City of Martinsville and Morgan
County is crucial to the success of this Action Plan for the
benefit of all Morgan County Residents. The Courthouse
Square, when combined with Martinsville’s unique collection
of privately held historic buildings, will serve as the
foundation for a successful implementation of this Downtown
Revitalization Action Plan.
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Martinsville Courthouse
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VISION STATEMENT
Via the employment of strategic urban redevelopment strategies, this Action Plan will capitalize upon the
iconic presence of the Morgan County Courthouse and the unique collection of historic buildings within the
surrounding downtown urban fabric for the benefit of the entire community.
City leaders have embarked on this Downtown Action Plan to accomplish the following goals:

•• To expand public gathering places,
••
••
••
••

amenities and attractions within
Downtown Martinsville
To expand and increase downtown
merchant opportunities for success
To facilitate community celebrations held
around the Courthouse Square
To provide pedestrian connectivity and
alternative transportation options
To promote private real estate
investment and development

•• To preserve and embellish historic
••
••
••

Martinsville’s architectural heritage
To strategically plan for targeted and
appropriate infill development
To capitalize on the benefits of Interstate
69 interchanges in close proximity to the
Downtown
To invest in a family of gateways and
wayfinding that establish the City’s
identity and direct patrons to Downtown

Source: visitmorgancountyin.com

ACTION PLAN GOALS
This Downtown Action Plan recommends the following steps to accomplish the above goals:

•• Further design and then implement
••
••

••
••

downtown streetscapes with a focus
toward balancing parking and pedestrian
needs
Continue efforts to extend the downtown
trail network
Maintain dialogue with City and County
stakeholders to achieve the common
goal of an economically successful public
gathering space for day to day use and
community events
Bolster façade restoration and building
investment program by increasing local
funding support
Continue investigating and courting
private development opportunities for

••
••
••
••

Downtown Action Plan - Section A

Festivals in Martinsville

infill locations while maintaining the
standards set forth within this plan
Promote and support downtown events
programming as offered by organizations
such as ‘Rediscover Martinsville’
Complete citywide branding and
marketing initiative to raise awareness
of downtown Martinsville offerings at a
regional level
Establish a healthy urban tree canopy
with infiltrated stormwater runoff to
enhance pedestrian and merchant
activities
Obtain coordinated streetscape
appurtenances to promote downtown
visitor linger time
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROJECT KICK-OFF
December 2018
•

On-site visit

•

Existing conditions
assessment

•

Parking review

•

Corridor assessment

December 12th, 2018
Steering Committee
Meeting #1

EXISTING CONDITION
EVALUATION
December 2018 January 2019
Program inventory

•

Community attitude survey

•

Preliminary corridor study

North
Focus Area
Study Area

37
69

So

ut

h

Central

•

Historical Precedents

Corridor Opportunities

VISIONING & DESIGN
January - March 2019

Community attitude survey
results

•

Identification of proposed
catalyst sites

Public Open House

Amphitheater
Event Space
Pike St.

21. In an average month, how often do you eat lunch at a restaurant in Downtown
Martinsville?
dŚƌĞĞŽƌŵŽƌĞƟŵĞƐ

22. When is it most convenient for you to shop (choose 2)?
Upgraded
Pedestrian
Alley

ĂƌůǇǀĞŶŝŶŐ;ϱƉŵͲϳƉŵͿ

Morgan St.

ĂǇƟŵĞ;ϭϬĂŵͲϱƉŵͿ
^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇĂŌĞƌŶŽŽŶ

Restored
Green Space
Mulberry St.

^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇDŽƌŶŝŶŐ
ǀĞŶŝŶŐ;ĂŌĞƌϳƉŵͿ

Event Space #2
Event Space #1

Upgraded
Pedestrian
Alley

Sycamore St.

•

Jeff
f erson St.
Jefferson

Focus area schematic
concept plan & review

Main St.

•

February 20th, 2019

Upgraded
Pedestrian Alley

DŽƌŶŝŶŐ;ϳĂŵͲϭϬĂŵͿ

21. In an average month, how often do you eat lunch at a restaurant in Downtown
Martinsville?
dŚƌĞĞŽƌŵŽƌĞƟŵĞƐ

Upgrade
All
22. When is it most
convenient
for you to shop (choose 2)?Washington St.
Sidewalks

Street Replaced
Pedestrian Plaza

ĂƌůǇǀĞŶŝŶŐ;ϱƉŵͲϳƉŵͿ
ĂǇƟŵĞ;ϭϬĂŵͲϱƉŵͿ
^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇĂŌĞƌŶŽŽŶ
^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇDŽƌŶŝŶŐ

with

Upgraded
Pedestrian
Alley
Upgraded
Vehicular
Alley

ǀĞŶŝŶŐ;ĂŌĞƌϳƉŵͿ
Jackson St.

Events

DŽƌŶŝŶŐ;ϳĂŵͲϭϬĂŵͿ
0

Concept Plan

Events
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PLANNING PROCESS

March 19th, 2019
Steering Committee
Meeting #2
Alley

Alley

Morgan Street

Fountain/Monument
Feature
4’ Raised Planters

Trail Connection
Drop-Off

4’ Raised Planters

Drop-Off

Trees in Grates

Urban Swings

10’ Sidewalk
Ramp

Freestanding
Limestone Wall

Enhanced Alley

Enhanced Alley

Fountain/Monument
Event
Lawn

Washington Street

•

Gateway feature design

•

Development of selected
catalyst sites

•

3D renderings

•

Finalize fly-through animation

•

Design guidelines

•

Action plan production

•

Phasing Options

•

Identification of funding
opportunities

•

Draft Action Plan preparation

n

alternative

1

145 perimeter parking

Courthouse Square - Alternative 1

0

n

Enhanced Alley

Corridor enhancements

Event
Lawn

Event
Lawn

Flush Festival Street

Washington Street

Enhanced Alley

•

Enhanced Alley

Limestone Retaining/
Seat-walls

Performance Space

Splash
Pad

Trees in Grates

0

20’ Sidewalk/Retail
Amenity Zone

Sloped Event Lawn /
Amphitheater

Existing Memorial /
Upgraded Hardscape

Focus area detailed design
update & refinement

Ramp

Main Street

Jefferson Street

Main Street

Enhanced Alley

Flush Festival Street

•

Trail Connection

Memorial Garden

Raised Planters

Urban Swings

Jefferson Street

PLAN
RECOMMENDATIONS
April - July 2019

Limestone Screen/
Seat-Wall

Morgan Street

alternative

2

150 perimeter parking

Courthouse Square - Alternative 2

May 22nd, 2019
Steering Committee
Meeting #3
SECONDARY GATEWAY: SCHEME B

Downtown Opportunity Planning

WAYFINDING CONCEPTS

June 18th, 2019
Downtown Opportunity Planning

Presentation to
Business Owners
June 19th, 2019
Presentation to
Trails Group
Presentation to
Redevelopment
Commission

Downtown Action Plan - Section A
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PLANNING PROCESS

July 15th, 2019
City Council Meeting
with Public Comment
July 17th, 2019
Steering Committee
Meeting #4
INDIANA

39
INDIANA

67
INDIANA

39

INDIANA

39

69
INDIANA

37

FINAL PLAN &
ADOPTION
August September 2019
•

Submit Action Plan document

•

Final presentation & Plan
adoption

INDIANA

39

August 8th, 2019
Draft Plan Submittal

August 27th, 2019

City of Martinsville
Downtown Action Plan

Plan Commission Hearing;
Approved and Certified
to Martinsville Common
Council

September 9th, 2019
Date
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Martinsville Common
Council Presentation;
Approved and Adopted
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Section B
Analysis

ANALYSIS
HISTORIC FABRIC
The City
Martinsville has a rich history revolving around water, beginning
with the discovery of mineral water in the late 1800’s that
spurred nationally-acclaimed sanitariums and put the City on
the map. During the same period, the aquaculture industry
began and experienced great success, with Grassyfork
Fisheries, now known as Ozark Fisheries, ranked as the
largest goldfish hatchery in the world. These industries
prompted an economic boom as hotels, restaurants, and
other businesses were constructed to serve the thousands of
visitors that came to see the fish and experience the restorative
properties of the sanitariums. The Downtown Revitalization
Action Plan works to incorporate elements that acknowledge
this important historic legacy of water.
The Courthouse Square
In most Indiana county seats, the downtown center of
activity is undeniably courthouse square. The brick Morgan
County Courthouse, built between 1857 and 1859 complete
with limestone accents and iconic tower, clearly is a worthy
architectural feature around which to plan civic investments to
fuel a downtown revitalization.
Martinsville’s commercial core of largely intact historic buildings
along the Courthouse Square provides a foundation for private
real estate investments. These investments, with City support
for façade restorations, will embellish these architectural
gems for the benefit of local merchants, residents and future
generations. Additionally, preserving these historic downtown
assets, appropriately managing adaptive reuse, and guiding
the design of infill development is critically important to a
successful Downtown Revitalization Action Plan. This Plan
utilizes Martinsville’s architectural heritage for new Place
Making experiences, venues and amenities while achieving an
economically sustainable utilization of downtown real estate.
When City and County administrations choose to collaborate
for the benefit of local residents and merchants, the potential of
Courthouse Square as an anchor to a downtown resurgence is
maximized. The architectural integration of several renovations
promotes Morgan County Courthouse as an iconic setting
for community events while adding to the Quality of Place
experiences for residents and visitors. Collaborations between
City and County also provide place making opportunities in the
design and construction of civic space - where local history and
culture are celebrated within existing and proposed monuments
and memorials as well as publicly inspired art.

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
CULTURAL & SOCIAL RESOURCES
Martinsville enjoys both city and county-wide festivals, parades
and downtown events throughout the year. The Cookie Stroll
and Fall Foliage Festival are two of the largest events held
downtown that attract many locals and visitors to Martinsville
during the fall and winter months. Events such as these give
city and county residents reasons to gather and celebrate
community, sharing these events with friends and family year
after year. Just as important, when the downtown is designed
to support and embellish community events, more tourists and
visitors will be drawn to participate in the events, adding to
the financial success of Rediscover Martinsville’s Main Street
program.

Cookie Stroll

Live Music Audience at Artie Fest

Annual Downtown Festivals & Events
• Anything on Wheels Car Show
• Artie Fest
• Chili Cook-off and Chalk Art Contest
• Cookie Stroll
• Fall Foliage Festival
• Keep the Spirit of ‘45 Alive!
• Morgan County Farmers Market

Band at Keep the Spirit of ‘45 Alive

Farmers Market Vendor

Anything on Wheels Car Show

Photos from visitmorgancountyin.com

CHAMBER MEETINGS
The Martinsville Chamber of Commerce led the efforts to convene downtown merchants and property
owners to provide specific feedback to this planning process as it relates to downtown merchant needs.
On June 18, 2019, the planning team met with downtown merchants at the Brick House on Main, the newly
refurbished downtown events center. Primary discussion topics included: funding sources, automobile
parking changes, Morgan County’s role in the project, vehicular circulation changes, event staging and
planned event venues. Key feedback included modifications to Main Street to eliminate cars hitting
the retaining wall supporting the elevated walk near Washington Street, and that the majority support
Rediscover Martinsville events that bring people downtown and the street closures that accompany those
events.

B-2
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ANALYSIS
DOWNTOWN EVENT STREET CLOSURES
Street closures during three of Martinsville’s
largest events were evaluated by the Downtown
Revitalization Action Plan team and downtown
business and property owners. Most owners support
short-term street closures as the revenue benefit
from event attendees outweighs the vehicular traffic
restrictions.

Courthouse

Courthouse

Anything on Wheels Car Show
Street Closures

Artie Fest Street Closures

Courthouse

Fall Foliage Festival Street Closures

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
DOWNTOWN BUSINESS & PROPERTY OWNER FEEDBACK
A meeting for business and property owners
was held on May 18, 2019 to discuss overall
recommendations, maintenance of traffic, and event
road closures. During the meeting attendees had
the opportunity to fill out an opinion poll (pictured
right) indicating the type of events that best support
their downtown property investment.

Which events beneﬁt your business?
S

A total of 11 opinion poll cards were turned in at the
end of the meeting.
Results shown in the table below indicate that most
business and property owners receive significant
benefit from a variety of festivals and events that
range from a one-day to multiple-day durations.
Several acknowledged that events consume
increased time and resources on the side of the
merchant. However, marketing opportunities to
visitors from outside of the City and generated
revenue make the investment worthwhile.

Significant Benefit

NWT

Car shows &
Cruise-ins

Car sh
Cruise

One-day events

One-d

Multi-day events

Multi-

Other:

Other

Which events beneﬁt your business?
S

N

WT

2

One-day Events

7

1

Multi-day Events

6

1

Write-In: Fall Foliage Festival

2

-

Write-In: Artie Fest

2

-

22

4

Not Worth the Trouble

One-d

2

Multi-

4
Multi-day events

Other:

4

1

5

1

S - signiﬁcantly; N - noticeably; WT - worth the trouble;
NWT - not worth the- trouble
13

Other

S - signiﬁc
NWT - no

4

Which events beneﬁt your business?
S

B-4

Which

Car sh
Cruise

Noticable Benefit
Worth
the Trouble
One-day
events

5

S - signiﬁc
NWT - no

NWT

Car shows &
Cruise-ins

Car Shows & Cruise-Ins

Totals:

WT

S - signiﬁcantly; N - noticeably; WT - worth the trouble;
NWT - not worth the trouble

A few respondents indicated that participating in
events is not worth the expenditure of effort and
time.

Event

N

Which

N

WT

Which

NWT

Car shows &
Cruise-ins

Car sh
Cruise

One-day events

One-d

Multi-day events

Multi-

Other:

Other

S - signiﬁcantly; N - noticeably; WT - worth the trouble;

NWT - notPlan
worth the
trouble
Downtown Action
- Section
B

S - signiﬁc
NWT - no

ANALYSIS
MARKET OPPORTUNITY SUMMARY
Downtown Overview
• Downtown Study Area is bounded by
Graham, Columbus, West, and Harrison
Streets

Currently anchored by government offices
and ancillary service providers

•

Primary study area land uses are singlefamily detached residential, commercial,
and public/institutional; together, they
comprise 96.2% of downtown land

Sycamore St

•

Main St

45-minute drive to Indianapolis (positioned
to improve with completion of I-69), and 30
minutes to Bloomington

Mulberry St

•

Jefferson St

Land Use Acreage

Harrison Street

Morgan St

Focus Area
Washington St

Graham Street

West Street

Pike St

Jackson St

Columbus Street
N

Study Area Diagram

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
Area Investments
• I-69 Extension: A new route connecting Bloomington and Indianapolis has been under construction
for the past decade. The final segment, from Martinsville to I-465 in Indianapolis, is expected to
be completed in 2024. Improvements to the 30-mile corridor are projected to cost $1.5 billion and
will transform State Road 37 to I-69. Once complete, the new route will strengthen Martinsville’s
connection to Indianapolis and provide shorter travel times.

B-6

•

Downtown Reinvestment: A team of local developers are leading efforts to revitalize Downtown
Martinsville. The group has purchased 33 properties near the courthouse square to rehabilitate.
Businesses that have recently opened in properties owned by the group include Fables & Fairy
Tales, Holy Smoke Hog Roast Co., and 21 North Eatery & Cellar.

•

LexisNexis Risk Solutions: The legal and business research company is relocating its office
and over 40 employees from its current location off State Road 37 to Main Street. The company is
receiving $500,000 from the City of Martinsville to remain downtown for seven years.

Downtown Action Plan - Section B

ANALYSIS
COMMUNITY PROFILE
Population Characteristics
• The population of Martinsville grew by 78,
or 0.7%, since 2010

Source: ESRI, US Census, Kimley-Horn
Comparison of population trends, 2010-2018

•

The population is projected to growing
at a similar rate over the next five years;
completion of I-69 could accelerate future
forecasts

•

Downtown Martinsville currently hosts an
estimated 880 residents

•

The median age in Martinsville is 38.3,
slightly higher than 37.1 for the MSA
◦◦ Young children under 15 years old
Source: ESRI, US Census, Kimley-Horn
Comparison of population by age
comprise the largest age cohort
for both geographies; families with
children typically have higher spending potential that other household types
◦◦ Balanced shares of residents in other age groups

Demographic Summary

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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Household Characteristics
• An estimated 50 households were added
between 2010 and 2018 in Martinsville, an
increase of 1.1%
•
• Households are projected to continue
growing slowly over the next 5 years
•

The median household size has remained
stable in Martinsville at 2.47

•

Most households have one or two people,
representing more than 61.1% of total

•

A majority of households are homeowners
◦◦ 55.4% own in Martinsville
◦◦ 66.8% own in the MSA

Comparison of household trends, 2010-2018
Source: ESRI, US Census, Kimley-Horn

Source: ESRI, US Census, Kimley-Horn
Comparison of household by size

Income Characteristics
• The median household income was $50,606 for Martinsville in 2018, nearly 27% lower than the
MSA median
• The most prevalent cohort are households earning an annual income of $50,000-$74,999
• Approximately 78% of households in Martinsville earn less than $75,000 per year, compared with
61% in the MSA

Source: ESRI, US Census, Kimley-Horn
Comparison of household share by income cohort

B-8
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Tapestry Segmentation
• Provided by Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI)
•

Method of psychographics that divides households into 67 groups
based on consumer spending patterns and lifestyle attributes

•

Data provided in this type of analysis is increasingly being used
by developers, builders, and retail tenants in the site selection and
due diligence process
•

Cost -conscious

•

Multiple generations have lived in the same community

•

Low-density, settled neighborhoods

•

Higher unemployment

•

Down-to-earth and community-oriented

•

Primarily young families and senior households

•

1 in 4 households below the poverty level

•

Half of all homes are owner-occupied

•

Avid do-it-yourselfers

•

Rural enclaves in metropolitan areas

•

Mostly single-family, owner-occupied homes

•

Low unemployment

•

Approaching or at retirement

•

Rural settings in metropolitan regions

•

Housing is single-family or mobile homes

•

Older, affordable homes

TRADITIONAL LIVING

SMALL TOWN SIMPLICITY

GREEN ACRES

SOUTHERN SATELLITES

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
Employment
• Major employers in Martinsville include:
◦◦ IU Health Morgan Hospital
◦◦ Walmart Supercenter
◦◦ Morgan County Sherriff’s Dept.
•

The three largest industries in
Martinsville are:
◦◦ Health Care & Social Assistance
◦◦ Retail Trade
◦◦ Accommodation & Food
Services

•

Retail Trade, Public Administration,
Accommodation and Food Services,
and Manufacturing have all
demonstrated measurable momentum

•

Downtown Martinsville hosts the City’s
largest concentration of jobs
Source: LEHD On the Map, Kimley-Horn
Job Density Map, 2015

Commuting Patterns
• As of 2015, nearly 98% of jobs in Downtown were held by people living outside Downtown
•

Downtown commuting driven by the concentration of government agencies and ancillary support
services

•

The remaining 1.2% either live and work in Downtown or commute to jobs elsewhere

Source: LEHD On the Map, Kimley-Horn
Commuting Pattern Diagram
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MARKET CONSIDERATIONS
Multi-family Landscape
• Most of the rental product in Martinsville was
constructed before 1980
•

There are a few large, professionally-managed
communities, but most rental units are in smaller
complexes with under 10 units or converted
single-family homes

•

The average market-rate unit in Martinsville is
810 square feet and rents for $554 per month, or
$0.65 per square foot

•

High-quality rental units are extremely limited in
Downtown; only one unit was advertised as vacant at the time of the study

•

Artesian Group delivered five second-floor downtown units; 100% occupied
◦◦ Attracted wide array of tenant profiles (young professionals, Baby Boomers, etc.)
◦◦ Some relocated from outside of Martinsville
◦◦ Four one-bedrooms (600-700sf) and one two-bedroom (1,000 sf)
◦◦ Interior features elevated over existing product
◦◦ Quoted $1.00 psf rent demonstrates notable premium

•

Additional five units are underway, completion expected in 2019

•

Expanded employment base through relocation of LexisNexis likely to generate demand for
additional units by professionals seeking to live near where they work

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
Retail Leakage
Retail leakage refers to the difference
between the retail expenditures by
residents living in a particular area and the
retail sales produced by the stores located
in the same area. If desired products are
not available within that area, consumers
will travel to other places or use different
methods to obtain those products.
Consequently, the dollars spent outside of
the area are said to be “leaking.”

•

If a community is a major retail center with a variety of
stores it will be “attracting” rather than “leaking” retail
sales, which results in a surplus.

•

The City of Martinsville had an estimated $100.9 million
in retail surplus in 2018, indicating the area draws
customers from outside of the City.

•

There is an even split between the number of retail
sectors with a surplus and those with leakage; however,
the order of magnitude for the surpluses is much larger
than the leakages.

•

The categories with the biggest leaks are:
◦◦ Electronics & Appliance Stores
◦◦ Non-store Retailers
◦◦ Misc. Store Retailers
◦◦ Health & Personal Care Stores

•

Downtown retailers draw a customer-base that extends
beyond Martinsville

•

Key leakage sectors that could be accommodated
downtown are clothing, health & personal care,
furniture, miscellaneous

Retail Leakage Summary

Retail Leakage & Surplus, 2018
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ANALYSIS
Retail Landscape
• Downtown retail has expanded through offerings of newly updated storefronts
•

Key tenants are specialized destinations, including:
◦◦ Local restaurants and entertainment
◦◦ Books and reading
◦◦ Music and adjoining ‘concert hall’
◦◦ Dance studio
◦◦ Antiques
◦◦ Salon
◦◦ Jeweler

•

Customer base extends beyond Martinsville

•

Future uses can capitalize on the destination aspect, creating a combined destination that could
support a day-trip or overnight (future hotel/bed & breakfast opportunity?)

Office Landscape
• Office listings in Martinsville are extremely limited and are often in obsolete spaces that could
double as retail
•

Existing office is dominated by government uses, and ancillary professional services firms seeking a
nearby location

•

LexisNexis announcement is a big win for Downtown
◦◦ Diversifies downtown employment base
◦◦ Increases daytime foot traffic
◦◦ Drives demand for other services, specifically dining and shopping

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
DOWNTOWN OPPORTUNITIES
Return to Downtown
• Downtowns across the United States have
experienced a resurgence as residents continue
to gravitate towards an integrated live-work-play
environment
•

While mixed-use developments have recently surged
in popularity, historic downtown cores are a more
authentic offering and achieve a similar dynamic

•

Demand in downtown is being driven by both younger
Millennials and older Baby Boomers, who are both willing to trade space for a sense of community
and walkability to shopping, dining, and recreation

•

While many will live or work in less space, the demand for high-quality product is notable

Multi-family

Short-Term Opportunities
• Grow population base with second-floor
residential units
• Continue building rehabilitation in small
blocks of 5-10 units
• Identify buildings that could be combined to
construct 15 to 25 units
• Centralize management as inventory
increases
• Leverage established rent premiums

Long-Term Opportunities
• Support higher standards for residential
multifamily as inventory increases
• Support new construction infill opportunity
adjacent to the downtown core
• Target +/- 100-unit urban infill community for
efficiency in management
• Increase common amenities in the
downtown will support additional residential
growth, particularly parks/greenspace

Target Market
Downtown residential units are likely to attract a wide range of tenants:
• Young professionals (government workers, law professionals, LexisNexis capture)
• Baby Boomers (driving demand for integrated living following downsizing; downtown Martinsville
offers an affordable option to communities closer-in to Indianapolis, but authentic)
• Middle-age singles and couples (while families with children will gravitate to single-family houses,
non-children households would drive demand for downtown living)

B-14
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ANALYSIS
Retail

Short-Term Opportunities
• Opportunities will likely follow the trend of
destination-based retailers
• Immediate gaps identified in the leakage
analysis include:
◦◦ Clothing (boutiques, consignment)
◦◦ Health and personal (salon, nails,
fitness/yoga)
• Brew pubs have been on the rise, often
locating in renovated or rehabbed buildings
• Focus on creation of a sustainable
environment, especially as rents come up to
market
• LexisNexis relocation will increase the
daytime population, supporting demand

Long-Term Opportunities
• As additional traction occurs downtown,
development targets could include a small
grocer or deli - in the interim, a weekend
farmers market would drive foot traffic to the
area, supporting other tenants
• Consider additional festivals or pop-up shops
that would attract customers downtown
• Other non-retail uses, like art studios,
museums, or theaters can be leveraged as
attractors and support demand for additional
retail

Target Market

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
Office

Short-Term Opportunities
• Short-term office demand will be primarily
driven by existing anchors, particularly
government
• Second-floor building space could
accommodate small professional offices;
focus on smaller suites or key-man spaces
• Co-working space could offer an affordable
option for entrepreneurs seeking to
work outside their home; public-private
partnership opportunity
• Like with LexisNexis, incentives may be
required to attract larger tenants 		
(either in-town or relocation)

Long-Term Opportunities
• Nationally, office tenants have demonstrated
a shift towards selecting locations based on
employee preference/location/amenities
• Over time, downtown success could attract
a wider range of office tenants but public
investment will likely be required
• Common open/green space in the downtown
will critical as an additional amenity for
tenants

Other Considerations
• Four foundations of downtown success based on
◦◦ Increasing daytime and nighttime
population
◦◦ Increasing income levels and expenditure
potential
•

Creating an integrated live, work, and play
environment

•

Downtown Martinsville has some assets in place
representing all four foundations

•

Focus on creating synergy, balance, and,
ultimately, a multiplier effect

Foundations of Downtown Success Diagram
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ANALYSIS
Long-Term Asset Development
Open/green space
• Community-wide amenity

Dining, Entertainment, and Food
• Farmer’s market

•

Attractive to residents, employees and visitors

•

New concepts that offer synergy, not competition

•

Streetscape connectivity

•

Micro-brewery

•

Food truck events

New residential
• Mixed tenure
•

Second-floor units and infill new

Events
• Draws additional visitors

•

Townhouse product nearby

•

Highlights downtown momentum

Job creation
• Diversify job base downtown

Branding
• City of Martinsville re-branding effort

•

Smaller suites for entrepreneurs

•

•

Coworking or incubator space

Updated wayfinding; connection to I-69 and
State Highway 67

Other Uses
• Museums
•

Art Galleries/Studio Space

•

Education facilities/daycare

Credit: crexi.com

Credit: sfbeautiful.org

Credit: wthr.com

Historic Mixed-Use Apartments

Sidewalk Cafe

Community Amenity

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
COMMUNITY ATTITUDE SURVEY OVERVIEW
A community attitude survey was conducted online with paper copies made
available. A total of 973 people took the survey with 61% being city residents and
6% of those living in downtown Martinsville. Female respondents provided the most
survey input at 66% of total surveys. Nearly half of those responding have lived in
Martinsville for over 10 years. The survey was conducted in order to determine local
residents and stakeholder patronage of downtown offerings as well as their desires,
hopes and dreams for the future of downtown Martinsville.
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ANALYSIS
PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS: DINING & SHOPPING PATTERNS
36% of survey respondents indicated they visited downtown 1 to 2 times in the previous 30 days to dine
and/or shop. 18% visited 3-4 times in the last month, and 29% exceeded four visits during that period.
17% of respondents indicated that they did not shop or dine downtown during the previous 30 days.
The fact that 83% of survey participants shop and/or dine in the downtown indicates interest in new
shopping and dining venues as this Downtown Action Plan is implemented.

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

25.

SURVEY

Choose the 3 store
types most likely to increase the amount of time and money
Choose the 3 stores types most likely to increase the
that you spend downtown:
amount of time and money that you spend downtown:
Bakery/Coffee Shop
Microbrewery/distillery
Grocer/Specialty Foods
Home Accessories
Cards/Gifts/Collectables

Ice Cream/Candy

26.

What best describes your attitude toward the current hours of operations for
existing retail businesses:
Not open when I am
available to shop

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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Possibly later in life

ANALYSIS

PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS: DOWNTOWN HOUSING
37% of survey respondents indicated a desire to live downtown, either now or in the future. Renovated
historic buildings was the most appealing housing type to those interested in living downtown, followed by
lofts & second-story apartments.

14.

Renovated historic apartment building

Downtown loft apartments

Mixed-use with second-story apartments

If answered yes to the above question, what types of downtown housing wo
attract you? Check
all that apply:
What types of downtown housing would attract you?
Renovated Historic
Building
Apartment or Loft
above a store
Senior Living with
Amenities and support
Multi-story building

We live on Jefferson
St near the library
Smaller nicely
renovated home
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ANALYSIS

Parking is insufficient

Parking is sufficient

PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS: DOWNTOWN PARKING
42% of survey participants indicated that parking is either readily available or
sufficient. Over half feel that parking is insufficient or very difficult to find. Nearly
75% of respondents are willing to walk 1-2 blocks from car to destination, with only
12% willing to walk 4 or more blocks. The success of this Downtown Action Plan will
be dependent upon development that meets the needs and desires of local residents
for parking convenience.

8.

How many blocks are you willing to walk from your parked car or your home when

How many blocks
are you
toDowntown
walk fromMartinsville?
your parked car or your home
shopping
orwilling
dining in
when shopping or dining in Downtown Martinsville?
4 or more blocks

MARCH 4, 2019

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE FEEDBACK
Over 675 written responses were reviewed and the following themes were commonly identified:

“I would like the city to become a welcoming
community with a mixture of stores, vendors,
green space, and restaurants ...”
“It would be nice to have access to outdoor
recreation...that connects local and county parks
to our downtown.”

“...I would love to feel safer walking around on
summer evenings with my family, shopping at
stores, etc.”
...to beautify the square...”

“I’d like downtown to be a vibrant location with
variety of quality dining,...safe walking & biking
availability...”

B-22

“...it would be nice if the city was able to have its
‘renewed identity’ firmly in place...”

Downtown Action Plan - Section B

ANALYSIS

Main St.

Jefferson St.

FOCUS AREA

STUDY AREA

Harrison St.

FOCUS AREA

Morgan St.

Washington St.

Graham St.

Sycamore St.

Mulberry St.

West St.

Pike St.

Jackson St.

Columbus St.

Study & Focus Area Map

The Downtown Revitalization Action Plan study area is bounded by Graham, Columbus, West, and
Harrison streets. Preservation, restoration and adaptive reuse of local historic resources in downtown
Martinsville are a foundational “Place Making” strategy and a primary recommendation of this Plan.
The nine City blocks comprising and surrounding Courthouse Square are the focus of short term public
investment recommendations. Longer term Plan recommendations are proposed for the study area and
corridors leading into the Downtown.
The commercial core of Martinsville outlined by the dashed line above is the focus area in which to
incentivize short term public investment. Concentrated revitalization in this area will serve to spark
excitement, cultivating an environment for further redevelopment to take place beyond the focus area.

Downtown Action Plan - Section B
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ANALYSIS
EXISTING ZONING
The majority of the focus area is commercially zoned. Currently there are a number of apartments
within commercially zoned parcels in downtown. Administrative flexibility should encourage mixed-use
development in future zoning requests to support future downtown redevelopment as recommended in this
report.
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ANALYSIS
EXISTING TRAFFIC
Morgan Street and Main Street provide primary through city access for east/west and north/south vehicles
respectively. Washington Street serves as an east / west collector street parallel to Morgan Street and both
provide access to the Courthouse Square. The remaining streets in the study area provide local service for
Martinsville residents. Alleyways allow access to commercially zoned buildings in the downtown core. A one-way
ring road provides double-loaded parking adjacent to the courthouse.
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ANALYSIS
EXISTING PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIVITY
Existing sidewalks serve the entire study area. A significant portion of the focus area infrastructure is in need
of replacement. Crosswalk markings and signals are in need of improvements to better serve the pedestrian.
Streetscape appurtenances that improve the pedestrian experience in downtown Martinsville are mostly
concentrated along the buildings fronting Courthouse Square and include street trees, landscape, and lighting.
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ANALYSIS
On street parking is generally located within the right of way throughout the study area.
The largest concentration of municipal public parking is near the Courthouse, with public lots located a
block away to the north, south and east. The vast majority of remaining surface parking lots are privately
held for local institutions, property owners and businesses. The implementation of this Plan will require the
development of additional public parking facilities to serve the downtown redevelopment.
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ANALYSIS
EXISTING COURTHOUSE SQUARE ASSESSMENT
Numerous examples exist where cities have created
civic and public spaces where people gather
to celebrate community, both daily and during
scheduled events. Successful Indiana examples
include Courthouse Squares in Franklin, Noblesville,
Bloomington, and Lebanon. In each of these, an
architectural icon provides the primary Place-Making
anchor to these community celebrations. Upon
completion of proposed civic improvements, the
Morgan County Courthouse will serve as a backdrop
for festivals and events.
The civic investments being proposed in this
Downtown Revitalization Action Plan will give
Martinsville and Morgan County residents multiple
reasons to enjoy their County Courthouse and the
stature it bestows upon downtown Martinsville.
Alleyways converted into pedestrian corridors with
outdoor dining will frame views of the impressive
courthouse architecture and provide convenient
access to community events on the Square. Historic
monuments will be situated within civic improvements
to encourage public awareness and knowledge
of those memorialized. Pedestrian-friendly living
streetscapes will provide attractive corridors from
which to enjoy the generous greenspace surrounding
the iconic historic courthouse.

Barn on the north side

Dumpster at the north entry Gazebo on the south side

However, as beautiful and unique as the Morgan
County Courthouse is, additions to Courthouse
Square over time have not been in keeping with the
dignity of this iconic building.
While the storage barn relates to the courthouse
color scheme, its location interrupts the consistency
of the north facade. The dumpster located nearby
detracts from the courthouse and its acclaim as
a civic space. Scattered around the perimeter
of the courthouse are various mechanical and
electrical units. Monuments dispersed through out
the Square should be deliberately organized into a
formally arranged and landscaped Memorial Way to
elevate their importance and value. Additionally, the
gazebo on the south side has fallen into misuse and
disrepair.
This Plan proposes design solutions to mitigate the
impacts of the elements listed above.
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Mechanical and electrical units

Monument Examples
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ANALYSIS
COURTHOUSE SQUARE ALLEYWAYS
Alleys play an important role in the day to day
operations and functionality of businesses,
from providing a place for off-street deliveries to
accommodating the utilities necessary to deliver
quality goods and services. Due to straight
routes and relatively unobstructed views, alleys
are also spaces that have potential to serve as
extra space for merchants, while accommodating
enhancements that direct foot traffic into the heart
of downtown.
Alleyways that frame a view of the Courthouse
Square within Martinsville’s 9-block focus area
have potential to become pedestrian corridors,
helping to establish a connected and vibrant
downtown. This Plan focuses on these particular
alleys, as the courthouse view draws pedestrians to
the downtown core.

East Alley

The pictures on this page show how the alleyways
operate and look today, with the north and east
alleys being recently paved, the south in good
condition and the west in fair condition. This Plan
recommends updating only the half of the alley
in closest proximity to the Courthouse Square,
retaining the rest to continue servicing businesses
and utilities.

South Alley

North Alley

Downtown Action Plan - Section B

West Alley
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ANALYSIS
The following pages document the existing conditions observed in the nine (9) block downtown area between and
including Pike Street, Mulberry Street, Jackson Street and Sycamore Street in Martinsville, Indiana.

STREET SEGMENTS

SYCAMORE STREET – Jackson Street to Washington Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both sides of street
Pavement Condition – Fair condition
Curbs – Mostly present, but with reduced curb face exposure likely
due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on each side of the road with several locations
in poor condition.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets are present at midblock alley.
Lighting – One wooden pole light present at midblock alley.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

SYCAMORE STREET – Washington Street to Morgan Street
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both sides of
street.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal cracking near
curbs.
Curbs – Present except for northern ½ on east side adjacent to
Family Dollar. Curbs present have reduced curb face exposure likely
due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on each side of the road with poor condition on
northern ½ on west side. Sidewalk ramps up to church entry on east
side.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – No street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Jackson to Washington

Washington to Morgan

SYCAMORE STREET – Morgan Street to Pike Street
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

B-30

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both sides of
street.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition.
◦◦ Pavement in alley between Sycamore Street and Jefferson Street
in very poor condition with large potholes.
Curbs – Present on northern ½ block with reduced curb face
exposure likely due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present, but in poor condition except for new sidewalk
on northern ½ block on east side.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – No street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Morgan to Pike

Downtown Action Plan - Section B

ANALYSIS
JEFFERSON STREET – Jackson Street to Washington Street
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – Centerline and on-street parking striped.
On-Street Parking – Striped parallel parking spaces on both sides of
road. ADA pavement markings present but ADA ramps not provided
onto sidewalk.
Pavement Condition – Good condition
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Jackson to Washington

JEFFERSON STREET – Washington Street to Morgan Street
•
•
•

•
◦◦
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – One-Way Northbound
Pavement Striping – On-Street parking striped.
On-Street Parking – Parallel on east and angled on west. ADA
pavement markings present but ADA ramps not provided onto
sidewalk.
Pavement Condition – Good condition
New pavement in good condition in alleyway between Jefferson
Street and Sycamore Street.
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks. New sidewalk
improvements in front of BMO Bank.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

Washington to Morgan

JEFFERSON STREET – Morgan Street to Pike Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – Centerline and on-street parking striped.
On-Street Parking – Parallel on east and west sides. ADA pavement
markings present but ADA ramps not provided onto sidewalk.
Pavement Condition – Good condition
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks. New sidewalk
improvements on north ½ on east side.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Morgan to Pike
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MAIN STREET – Jackson Street to Washington Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – Centerline and on-street parking striped.
On-Street Parking – Parallel on east and angled on west side.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal cracking near
curbs.
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks. Sidewalk repairs
being made on north ½ on east side.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

MAIN STREET – Washington Street to Morgan Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – Centerline and on-street parking striped.
On-Street Parking – Parallel on east and angled on west side.
Angled ADA spaces marked on west side without sidewalk ramps.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking throughout.
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks. Elevated
sidewalk and stairs on south ½ west side due to building finish floor
grades elevated above street grade.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

Jackson to Washington

Washington to Morgan

MAIN STREET – Morgan Street to Pike Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – Centerline and on-street parking striped.
On-Street Parking – Angled parking on both sides. Angled ADA
space marked on west side without sidewalk ramp.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in fair condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks. New sidewalk
in front of Reinvention. Tree wells in south ½ on east side filled with
concrete.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Morgan to Pike
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MULBERRY STREET – Jackson Street to Washington Street
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both sides of
street.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in fair condition except for
north ½ west side. Curbs present have reduced curb face exposure
likely due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in fair condition.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – No street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

MULBERRY STREET – Washington Street to Morgan Street
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both west side
and angled parking on north ½ east side in front of Hometown
Transmission.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides of road in fair condition except for
north ½ west side. Curbs present have reduced curb face exposure
likely due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in poor condition except
for new sidewalk on the south ½ west side. Angled parking in front of
Hometown Transmission blocks the sidewalk.
Storm Sewers – One inlet midblock at alley on east side.
Lighting – No street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Jackson to Washington

Washington to Morgan

MULBERRY STREET – Morgan Street to Pike Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on east side.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Sporadically present. Curbs present have reduced curb face
exposure likely due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in poor condition.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – No street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

Morgan to Pike
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JACKSON STREET – Sycamore Street to Jefferson Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – One-Way West
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both sides.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present except for west ½ on south side.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in fair condition except for
west ½ on south side which is in poor condition.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – No street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Sycamore to Jefferson

JACKSON STREET – Jefferson Street to Main Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – One-Way West
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on north side.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides with reduced curb face exposure likely
due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – One wooden pole light present at midblock alley.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

JACKSON STREET – Main Street to Mulberry Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on north and south
sides.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides with reduced curb face exposure likely
due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – One wooden pole light present on south side at midblock
alley.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utilities on the south side of the street
on the western ½ block.

Jefferson to Main

Main to Mulberry
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WASHINGTON STREET – Sycamore Street to Jefferson Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping –Centerline and on-street parking striping present.
On-Street Parking – Angled parking on both sides.
Pavement Condition – Good condition.
Curbs – Present on both sides.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

Sycamore to Jefferson

WASHINGTON STREET – Jefferson Street to Main Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping –Centerline and on-street parking striping present.
On-Street Parking – Angled parking on south and parallel parking on
north side.
Pavement Condition – Good condition.
Curbs – Present on both sides.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

Jefferson to Main

WASHINGTON STREET – Main Street to Mulberry Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping –Centerline and on-street parking striping present.
On-Street Parking – Angled parking on south and north sides. Angled
ADA space marked on west side without sidewalk ramp.
Pavement Condition – Good condition.
Curbs – Present on both sides.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks. Sidewalk ramps
on north side to access fronting buildings.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

Main to Mulberry
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MORGAN STREET – Sycamore Street to Jefferson Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping –Centerline and on-street parking striping present.
On-Street Parking – Parallel parking on both sides.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in fair condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utility crossing at midblock alley.

MORGAN STREET – Jefferson Street to Main Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping –Centerline and on-street parking striping present.
On-Street Parking – Parallel parking on both sides. ADA space
marked on north side without sidewalk ramp.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

Sycamore to Jefferson

MORGAN STREET – Main Street to Mulberry Street
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping –Centerline and on-street parking striping present.
On-Street Parking – Parallel parking on both sides. ADA space
marked on north side without sidewalk ramp.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in good condition.
Decorative brick strip between curbs and sidewalks. Ramp provided
on north side to provide ADA access to Kivett’s.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – Decorative street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – No overhead utilities present.

Jefferson to Main

Main to Mulberry
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PIKE STREET – Sycamore Street to Jefferson Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both sides of
street.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides but have reduced curb face exposure
likely due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in fair condition. New
sidewalk installed on west ½ on south side.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlets present at midblock alley.
Lighting – One wood pole mounted light on north side on the eastern
½ of the block.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utilities present at midblock alley.

PIKE STREET – Jefferson Street to Main Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on both sides of
street. Angled parking on western ½ on north side.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides but have reduced curb face exposure
likely due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in fair condition. Angled
parking on western ½ on north side is blocking sidewalk.
Storm Sewers – No storm inlets present.
Lighting – One wood pole mounted light on south side at midblock
alley.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utilities present at midblock alley.

Sycamore to Jefferson

Jefferson to Main

PIKE STREET – Main Street to Mulberry Street
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Flow – Two-Way
Pavement Striping – No centerline or on-street parking striping.
On-Street Parking – Unmarked parallel parking on south side of
street.
Pavement Condition – Fair condition with longitudinal and transverse
cracking.
Curbs – Present on both sides but have reduced curb face exposure
likely due to mill and overlay improvements.
Sidewalks – Present on both sides of road in poor condition.
Storm Sewers – Storm inlet on south side of street at midblock alley.
Lighting – No street lights present.
Overhead Utilities – Overhead utilities present at midblock alley.

Main to Mulberry
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INTERSECTIONS

INTERSECTIONS
Intersection Streets

Crosswalk
Striping

Jackson

Sycamore

Present

Washington

Sycamore

Present

Morgan

Sycamore

Present

ADA
Ramps
NonCompliant
SW, NE,
SE
NonCompliant
NonCompliant
except
SE
NW, SW,
SE

Truncated
Domes

Pavement
Condition

Street
Signage

Signalized

Storm
Inlets
NE, SE,
NW, SW
NE, SE,
NW, SW
NW,
SW, NE
Corners

No

Fair

SE

No

SW, NE,
SE

Good

NW & SE

No

No

Fair

NW

No

Only SE

Fair

NW

No

SE

NW, SW,
SE

Good

NE

No

NE, SE,
NW, SW

Pike

Sycamore

Present

Jackson

Jefferson

Present

Washington

Jefferson

Present

NonCompliant

No

Good

NW

No

NE, SE,
NW, SW

Morgan

Jefferson

Present

NonCompliant

No

Fair

SW

No

NE, SE,
NW, SW

Pike

Jefferson

Present

NE, NW

NE, NW

Good

SE

No

NE, SE

Jackson

Main

Present

NonCompliant

No

Fair

NE

Washington

Main

Present

NonCompliant

No

Good

On Mast
Arms

Morgan

Main

Present

NonCompliant

No

Fair

On Mast
Arms

Pike

Main

Present

NonCompliant

No

Fair

SE

No

SW, SE,
NE

Jackson

Mulberry

Present
(Needs ReStriped)

NonCompliant

No

Fair

NW

No

SE

Washington

Mulberry

Present

NW, SW

Good

NW, SE

No

NE, SE

Morgan

Mulberry

Present

No

Fair

NW

NO

NE, SE

Pike

Mulberry

No

SE

Fair

SW

No

SW, NE,
SE

NW, SW,
NE, SE
NonCompliant
NonCompliant

Yes (Pole
SW & NE)
Yes (Pole
NE, SE,
NW, SW)
Yes (Pole
NE, SE,
NW, SW)

No
NE, SE,
NW, SW
NE, SE,
NW, SW

Lights
Wooden
Pole NW
Decorative
Pole NW
Decorative
NW & SW
Wooden
Pole SE
Decorative
NW, NE
Decorative
NE, SE,
NW, SW
Decorative
NE, SE,
NW, SW
Decorative
NE & SE
Decorative
NW
Decorative
NE, SE,
NW, SW
Decorative
NE, SE,
NW, SW
Decorative
SW, SE
Wooden
Pole SE
Decorative
NE, SE
Decorative
SE
Wood
Pole SW

Streets and intersections within the focus area are carefully evaluated according to elements across the
following categories: crosswalk striping, ADA ramps, truncated domes, pavement condition, street signage,
signalized intersections, storm inlets and street lights. The pavement condition is ranked from poor to
excellent, scoring fair/good overall. However, most intersections lack provisions for those with disabilities,
including ADA ramps and truncated domes.
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CORRIDORS

There are three major corridors for accessing the downtown, each with it’s own unique character. Analysis
for these three corridors can be found on the following pages.
INDIANA

39
INDIANA

REUBEN DR.

INDIANA

39

S.R. 44

W

H

IT

E

R

IV

ER

67

E. MORGAN ST.

HO

SP

IT
AL

DR

INDIANA

39

MAIN ST.

.

S.R. 252

GARFIELD AVE.

69
GRAND VALLEY BLVD.
OHIO ST.

INDIANA

37

LEGEND

.

STUDY AREA

AV
E

INDIANA

39

M

O

R

TO

N

FOCUS AREA

OHIO ST.

MAINLINE GATEWAY LOCATION

SECONDARY GATEWAY LOCATION

S.R. 39

WAYFINDING SIGNAGE LOCATION

There are three major corridors for accessing the downtown, each with it’s own unique character. Analysis
for these three corridors can be found on the following pages.
S.R. 44 Interchange: This north route provides access to the downtown from the northeast. This is an
important route as it will be used by visitors coming from the Indianapolis area. The main portion of this
route is E. Morgan Street. In the future, after the I-69 improvements, Morgan will be accessed from a
paired set of interchanges, one at Reuben Drive and the other at Hospital Drive.
S.R. 39 Interchange: This south corridor provides access from the southwest. This route includes Morton
Avenue and portions of S. Main Street. A secondary access from the south will be on S. Ohio Street, which
will receive some prominence as an interchange from the I-69 improvements. However, most visitors from
out of town using I-69 will likely exit at the first Martinsville interchange they encounter, therefore this is a
less important corridor in terms of establishing an arrival and directing visitors to the downtown.
S.R. 67 Intersection: This west access is provided by State Road 39, which connects the City to the State
Road 67 & 39 corridor to the northwest. This route connects to W. Morgan Street, which provides a direct
connection to downtown. While I-69 is under construction, this will be a very important route into and out of
the City.
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NORTH CORRIDOR
E. Morgan St.

REUBEN DR.

E. MORGAN ST.

HO

SP

IT
AL

DR

MAIN ST.

.

E. Morgan St. & Hospital Dr.

North Corridor Diagram
GARFIELD AVE.

Characteristics
Reuben Dr.
• Important link to Indianapolis
• E. Morgan Street forms main portion of this route
• Reuben and Hospital Drives will provide access to I-69
• Primary Gateways should be 69
provided near interchanges
• Secondary Gateway where Hospital Drive meets Morgan Street
• Wayfinding should direct37
visitors to turn onto Morgan
• Morgan should be enhanced with consistent street trees similar to
blocks on W. Morgan Street
LEGEND
• Decorative lighting along Morgan would enhance the arrival character
• Maximum building setbacks or build-to lines should be considered
toAREA
STUDY
maintain the quaint, enclosed character of this corridor
• Majority of corridor is through residential neighborhoods
FOCUS AREA
OHIO ST.

INDIANA

ORRIDOR

PRIMARY GATEWAY LOCATION

SECONDARY GATEWAY LOCATION
WAYFINDING SIGNAGE LOCATION

North Corridor Existing Conditions

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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W. MORGAN ST.

INDIANA

GARFIELD AVE.

OHIO ST.

39

INDIANA

O

R

TO

N

AV
E

.

39

M

Characteristics
• Major link from I-69 providing access to
the southwest
• Morton Avenue provides primary corridor,
connecting to Main Street and the
downtown
• Ohio Street provides a secondary
southern access from I-69 and would
likely serve more local traffic
• Primary Gateways should be near
interchanges
• Secondary Gateway could be provided at
Ohio and Garfield
• Wayfinding needed to direct visitors onto
Morton and keep them from following
State Route 39
• Wayfinding also needed to direct turning
movements from Ohio onto Garfield, and
from Morton and Garfield onto Main
• A curbed edge of the road should be
considered, as opposed to the existing
shoulder, to improve the character
• Morton should be enhanced with street
trees to soften the corridor and improve
the aesthetics
• Decorative lighting along Morton would
enhance the arrival character and
improve the appearance of scale
• Building setbacks could be
reduced along Morton to help make
redevelopment of irregularly size and
shape parcels easier

MAIN ST.

SOUTH CORRIDOR

South Corridor Diagram
Morton Street

Main Street

SOUTH CORRIDOR

South Corridor Existing Conditions

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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WEST CORRIDOR
W. Morgan St.

INDIANA

39

W. Morgan St.

INDIANA

67
INDIANA

IT
E

R

IV
E

R

39

W
H

S.R. 37 at S.R. 69
W. MORGAN ST.

E. MORGAN ST.

INDIANA

MAIN ST.

West Corridor Diagram

39
Characteristics
GARFIELD AVE.
• Important connection to the west with few alternate routes
• Link to State Routes 67 and 39 will be important when I-69 is under construction
• State Route 39 provides the primary corridor, connecting to W. Morgan Street and the downtown
• Primary Gateway should be provided before the bridge over the White River
69
• Secondary Gateway could be provided at the intersection of 39 and Morgan
• Wayfinding needed to direct turning movements onto Morgan
• Consider formalizing roadway shoulder and introducing a bike lane to provide for alternate 37
transportation options
• Consider enhancing the median with additional landscape
• Additional landscape and screening of properties adjacent to corridor should be encouraged
• There are not significant opportunities for development and existing setbacks appear appropriate
OHIO ST.

INDIANA

INDIANA

N
TO
O
R
M

WEST CORRIDOR

AV
E

.

39

EXISTING
CONDITIONS
West
Corridor
Existing Conditions
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GATEWAYS
North Gateway on State Road 37
The primary existing gateway for the City
of Martinsville is located off State Road 37,
approximately 1 mile north of the City. It is
composed of wood posts and lattice which
displays a variety of club logos. A slogan
reads “Gateway to Beautiful Southern
Indiana”.

Gateway at Main & Morton
A smaller gateway monument was erected
following Indiana’s bicentennial at the
triangular intersection of Main, Morton,
and Edgewood streets. This monument
acknowledges the historic courthouse and
tower with a brick and limestone base and
a standing metal seam roof.
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ORDINANCE REVIEW
Kimley-Horn and Associates reviewed the materials provided by the City of Martinsville that relate to the
current downtown planning process. In reviewing these materials, there are several items to draw attention
to as they may influence or impact the current planning and design process for the downtown.
The following represents a summary of information within existing City documents that is pertinent to the
current process.
Stormwater Management & Erosion Control Ordinance and Stormwater Design Manual – June 2004
This document establishes minimum stormwater management requirements to help reduce flood damage
and reduce other negative impacts of increased run-off.
•
•
•

Applies to improvements where increase in impervious area is 0.25 acres or more
Unclear if streetscape or other public improvements would be required to follow the ordinance or
if the Office of City Engineer (OCE) would waive the requirement or provide a variance
The ordinance includes perimeter landscape requirements that would be detrimental to the
character of the downtown if a redevelopment project was required to adhere to them, which is
established as a minimum five-foot (5’) landscape strip around the perimeter of lots 1.5 acres or
larger

Martinsville Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance – August 2004
The zoning ordinance establishes a range of traditional
zoning districts and typical regulations for rural
development.
To accommodate for the historic downtown, there
is a Historic Downtown District that is applied to the
nine square blocks centered on the courthouse. The
boundaries are defined as Pike Street on the north,
Mulberry Street on the east, Jackson Street on the south,
and Sycamore Street on the west.
This special district provides tailored and appropriate
regulations for the downtown, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Permitted/prohibited uses
Allowance for residential dwelling units on upper floors and the rear of the ground floor
Development standards that if a building is destroyed, the replacement building shall not have
a smaller foot print than the previous building, with the exception of a reduction of 24’ off of the
rear lot line to allow for parking
Development standards also specify heights no larger than the previous building, requirement
to provide continuous storefront along the whole front lot line, and pedestrian oriented design of
storefronts that include minimum for 75% glass in the storefront
Provisions for parking, including that buildings shall not be demolished for the specific purpose
of providing parking, and reduced requirements for off-street parking of one space for each
bedroom in a non-owner occupied residential unit.
The ordinance provides for additional regulations on exterior building design, signage and
demolition.
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Morgan County Interim Report, Indiana Historic Sites and Structures Inventory,
Martinsville Commercial Historic District – no date
This document outlines the history of the Commercial Historic District around the Courthouse and provides
and inventory of the signs and buildings in the District.
Planning Study for Downtown Revitalization – September 2010
This document describes the planning study completed in 2010, funded by a Community Focus Fund grant
from the Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs.
The study focused on the nine-block downtown core and provides recommendations on streetscape/
landscape, building and site signage design, and building façade design:
•

•

•

•

Provides detail analysis and recommendations for four specific buildings:
◦◦ 27-29 East Washington Street
◦◦ 75-77 East Washington Street
◦◦ 50 North Main Street
◦◦ 46 North Main Street
Streetscape and Landscape Recommendations
◦◦ Highlight northeast, northwest, and southwest intersections around Courthouse as
downtown entry portals
◦◦ Enlarge corner islands around Courthouse and incorporate landscape, signage, and
sculpture
◦◦ Activate underdeveloped City owned property with uses that drawn and keep people
downtown
◦◦ Develop a park on the open lot near Arts District at southeast corner of Pike and Jefferson
Streets, potentially including a terrace/amphitheater
◦◦ Improve alleys to create safe and attractive pedestrian routes
◦◦ Improve visible alley facades
◦◦ Buffer existing parking lots in the downtown with planting or low walls
◦◦ Change angle parking to parallel to gain landscape and pedestrian space
◦◦ Incorporate street trees along sidewalks
◦◦ Introduce outdoor dining space with tables and chairs
◦◦ Remove yellow plastic delineation posts in front of the post office
◦◦ Introduce landscape bump-outs to improve pedestrian crossings
◦◦ Improve traffic and street signage to assist first time visitors
◦◦ A palette of streetscape furniture is included in the report
Building and Site Signage Recommendations
◦◦ Provides recommendations for types and character of signs in the downtown
◦◦ Provides analysis of existing signage within the downtown as well as recommendations for
changes to key building signage
◦◦ Provides recommendations for City gateway locations and several alternate design
concepts
Building Façade Assessments and Recommendations
◦◦ Provides guidance for construction materials and methods of restoring historic facades
◦◦ Provides façade enhancement approaches for 16 downtown buildings
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Martinsville Downtown Design Guidelines – August 2015
The guidance provided in the Historic Downtown District ordinance
discussed previously was challenged in 2014, which indicates it could
be strengthened to avoid future conflicts. So, in 2015, new guidelines
were established to encourage reinvestment while providing clarity on
how to protect and maintain historic features. These guidelines build on
the positive momentum generated by the historic renovation of a series
of downtown buildings between 2006 and 2015, showing the potential
of this kind of work and revealing an interest in additional projects.
This series of renovation projects included six buildings completed in
2014-2015 as part of the Main Street Revitalization Program façade
improvement project.
While this document was never adopted by the City, it provides guidance
for rehabilitation, signs, demolition, new construction/additions, and site
development. The site development portion addresses streets, alleys,
parking, streetscape, wayfinding, and landscape.
Comprehensive Plan – December 2017
The Comprehensive Plan provides land use guidance for the entire City. Throughout the plan there is
significant background and justification provided for the current planning and design process.
•
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Background information that may be helpful to the planning and design process:
◦◦ The Plan establishes a vision for a vibrant, diverse, and thriving City
◦◦ Strengths of the City include a tight-knit community, unique history, and accessibility of
high quality natural environments in the area
◦◦ Unique history highlighted, including:
• Old Hickory Company
• Grassyfork Fisheries/Ozark Fisheries
• Adams Brick Company/Martinsville Brick Company
◦◦ Poston Knobstone blocks could provide an opportunity to include history
in streetscape
• Mineral water – sanitariums/wellness resorts
• Twigg Industries
◦◦ Concerns of “nothing to do” in the City identified
◦◦ Optimism within the community due to current initiatives, including:
• Creation of co-working space
• Redevelopment of downtown structures and businesses
• OCRA grants for façade improvements
• Efforts by the Tourism Commission and CVB to have more events
• Rehabilitation of historic landmarks
• Establishment of Rediscover Martinsville, a Main Street Organization
◦◦ Completion of Interstate 69 seen as having potential to cause positive transformation in
the City
◦◦ Recognition that conveying the story of Martinsville will help with future growth which ties
into the fundamentals of Placemaking
◦◦ Wisdom of Wooden Public Art Initiative a positive element on which to build
◦◦ Several Historic Districts and significant Historic Resources within the downtown area

Downtown Action Plan - Section B

ANALYSIS
In addition to plans that touch upon the downtown, there are several plans that were reviewed that discuss
the Interstate 69 corridor and access from I-69 to the downtown.
Interstate 69 Economic Development Plan – November 2016
The plan summarizes a process to help align the I-69 improvements, including interchange locations, with
development opportunities, so that investment in infrastructure has the most positive impact on Martinsville
as possible.
• The plan makes several recommendations for the final design of Segment 6 of I-69, including:
◦◦ Maintain the interstate at grade through the Martinsville area, as opposed to elevated
◦◦ Provide an Ohio Street interchange with Ohio Street crossing over I-69
◦◦ Provide a grade separated crossing at Burton Lane with Burton crossing over I-69
◦◦ Provide a grade separated crossing at Grand Valley Boulevard with Grand Valley
crossing over I-69
◦◦ Create frontage roads and other connections to address gaps in the road grid between
access points
◦◦ Limit use of sound barriers to only areas most adversely impacted and where desired by
adjacent property owners

Reuben Drive at S.R. 37

Morton Street at S.R. 37
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ANALYSIS
Comprehensive Plan – December 2017
The Comprehensive Plan recognizes that the construction of I-69 will have the biggest impact on the
Martinsville transportation network as well as land use and economic development impacts. It identifies
Special Development Areas around each of the proposed interchanges and discusses the preferred land
uses and potential development.
•

•

•

SR 39/Morton Avenue Special Development Area
◦◦ Mix of commercial, mixed density residential, and industrial uses are encouraged
◦◦ Closure of Burton Lane may create new redevelopment opportunities over time
◦◦ Some room for infill and increased density
◦◦ Access to downtown provided by Morton Avenue (a Major Arterial) and S Main Street (a
Minor Arterial)
Ohio Street/Grand Valley Boulevard Special Development Area
◦◦ Ohio Street (a Minor Arterial) provides an access point to the downtown, seen as a key
gateway
◦◦ Not significant redevelopment opportunity at this interchange or along access to the
downtown
◦◦ Improvements suggested for the Ohio Street corridor include signage, landscape, and
urban design features
◦◦ An abandoned railroad that runs parallel to Circle Street could be converted to a multiuse trail and act as part of a gateway into the downtown along the Ohio Street corridor
SR 44/ SR 252 Special Development Area
◦◦ New interchange(s) will provide access to the downtown on E. Morgan Street (a Major
Arterial) through Hospital Drive (a Major Arterial) and Reuben Drive (a Minor Arterial).
◦◦ Area acts as key gateway to City
◦◦ Commercial and hotel uses are encouraged at the northwest corner of the interchange
and commercial and mixed-use development is expected to increase in this area

The plan also establishes a critical path implementation strategy for improving local connectivity to I-69.
I-69 Aesthetic Preference Boards – March 2018
• Detail aesthetic enhancements along the I-69 corridor including bridges/entry monument signs
• Includes a preliminary plant palette for landscape enhancements
OHIO STREET BRIDGE UNDER I-69

GRAND VALLEY BLVD. BRIDGE OVER I-69 - ALTERNATE A

GAP ALLOWS LIGHT BETWEEN BRIDGES

S.B. I-69

BRICK VENEER CAST INTO
FACE OF BARRIER. BRICK
TERMINATES AT END OF
MSE WALLS

CENTER PIER DESIGN
CUT LIMESTONE BLOCK
N.B. I-69

BRICK VENEER
CAST INTO FACE
OF MSE PANELS
PLANTERS - CONCEPT
ONLY. NEED TO VERIFY
PRACTICAL FEASABILITY AND PROPOSED
DETAILS PRIOR TO
FULL ACCEPTANCE OF
CONCEPT.

PILASTERS AT CORNERS
REFERENCE INDIANA LIMESTONE

Birds-eye View to Northwest
Birds-eye View to Southeast
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Section C
Design Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS
ORDINANCE RECOMMENDATIONS
Kimley-Horn and Associates reviewed the materials provided
by the City of Martinsville that relate to the current downtown
planning process. In conjunction with analysis of these documents,
recommendations that influence the current planning and design
process are provided.
Stormwater Management & Erosion Control Ordinance and Stormwater Design Manual – June 2004
Recommendation:
• For the purposes of this current process, it is recommended that the design team coordinate
with the Stormwater Management & Erosion Control Ordinance and the Stormwater Design
Manual to understand the expectations related to any proposed streetscape or downtown
redevelopment projects
Martinsville Zoning & Subdivision Ordinance – August 2004
Recommendations:
• The City should consider extending the Historic Downtown
District further along Morgan and Main streets. The
remainder of the City’s zoning districts have large front
yard setback (minimum of 40’), large off-street parking
requirements, restrictions preventing sign projecting into
the right-of-way, and other elements that could impact the
design and character of the area immediately surrounding
the Historic Downtown District.
•

The City should consider revising the height limitations
for this area to relate to the adjacent buildings, or the
buildings on the block, as opposed to the building being
replaced. While most of the buildings are two-story, it
would provide more flexibility to redevelopment if the
building height is set as an average of the adjacent
buildings or buildings on the block.

Morgan County Interim Report, Indiana Historic Sites and Structures Inventory, Martinsville
Commercial Historic District – no date
Recommendation:
• This document should be used as a reference for this process.
Planning Study for Downtown Revitalization – September 2010
Recommendation:
• Review the streetscape, landscape, and site signage
recommendations from this report and re-evaluate if they
are appropriate to the current project, alongside current
stakeholder input.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Martinsville Downtown Design Guidelines – August 2015
Recommendation:
• The site development guidelines should be reviewed and referenced as part of this design
process. The guideline for streetscape, wayfinding, and landscape are good without being
prescriptive, which provides flexibility for current design thinking.
Comprehensive Plan – December 2017
Specific downtown recommendations with which future plans should align:
• Continued support of downtown redevelopment and
revitalization is seen as a critical path process
◦◦ Focus on infill development encouraged
◦◦ Support of increased density where appropriate
◦◦ Mixed-use developments encouraged
• Downtown specific goals:
◦◦ More walkable and pedestrian friendly
◦◦ Make the downtown a destination
◦◦ Make connections to future I-69
◦◦ Support continued revitalization
◦◦ Increase housing diversity and strengthen adjacent
residential areas
◦◦ Encourage use of upper floors
• Downtown should have urban parks, public gathering spaces,
cultural attractions, recreational access and connections to the
river
• Economic Development for the City includes improving the
“Quality of Place” and highlighting unique character.
◦◦ Recommends improved public amenities and activities
and enhanced community heritage.
◦◦ Recognition that high quality of life leads to economic
growth
• Extension of high-speed telecommunications could help
position the city for future development
• Replacement of deteriorated sidewalks and the introduction of
new sidewalk and multi-use trails is encouraged
• Critical path implementation strategies include:
◦◦ Developing the story of Martinsville and communicating
it to a range of audiences
◦◦ Continue to redevelop and revitalize the downtown
I-69 Aesthetic Preference Boards – March 2018
Recommendation
• Review the monument sign design and plant palette when
developing the final plans for entry locations
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RECOMMENDATIONS
DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN OVERVIEW
Quality of Life in the downtown environment is a top
consideration for new residents and new business
ventures. Equally important are well marked and
visually consistent routes to the downtown, with the
purpose of welcoming residents and visitors alike to
the amenities the City of Martinsville has to offer.
An active and vibrant downtown with multiple options
for dining, shopping, working and playing routinely
ranks at the top of the list for decision makers when
considering a move, be it for personal or business
reasons. Martinsville has all the bones upon which
to build an active and vibrant downtown: An iconic
County Courthouse and Square, historic buildings
surrounding the Courthouse, alleyways that frame
views of the Courthouse, and plenty of right of way to
Courthouse greenspace
improve the pedestrian experience.
Plans are currently underway to develop properties
within and just outside of the 9-block focus area.
Once constructed, these plans will promote an active
and vibrant downtown environment, especially if
care is taken to incorporate alternative transportation
access, connecting to Courthouse Square and
greater downtown area conveniences.
Two design alternatives for the Courthouse Square
were developed with input from various municipal
entities, committees and groups, and the general
Washington Street
public. Amenities voiced by these groups included
more greenspace and streetscapes that enhance the
downtown, more space for merchants to interact with
the public realm, and a dedicated space to increase
the success of Martinsville’s community events.
Similarities between the alternatives include living
streetscapes with wider sidewalks, an urban trail
through downtown, urban bench swings, and a type
of water feature. After receiving group feedback on
both designs, elements from each were combined
into one final scheme.
Main Street sidewalk

Downtown Action Plan - Section C
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RECOMMENDATIONS
COURTHOUSE SQUARE ALTERNATIVE 1
In this curvilinear approach, Washington Street is
revitalized as a curbless paver street. Parking is
aligned at 90 degrees to define event space while
maximizing parking. Bollards are placed between
the street and sidewalk to increase pedestrian and
driver safety. Centered upon the courthouse’s main
entrance, a splash pad, which doubles as a stage
area, opens onto Washington. Mirrored on either
side of the splash pad are low curved walls, defining
a memorial space to the west, and a lawn to the
east that slopes to an additional performance space
at the corner of Washington and Jefferson streets.
Chicanes on Jefferson Street slow traffic and
provide room for living streetscapes. Living
streetscapes separate vehicles and pedestrians,
offer shade for outdoor merchant activities, and
designate areas for furnishings and signs to be
placed outside of the lane of travel. The urban trail
passes through the Square on Jefferson, extending
along Washington to the south and Morgan to the
north.

The north side of the Square accommodates a
limited-access drop-off area for use by the sheriff
and authorized personnel. Trees line the south side
of Morgan Street, emphasizing the available civic
greenspace. Paver crosswalks are proposed at all
intersections to convey a sense of arrival.
At the corner of Morgan Street and Main Street,
a place for a water feature or artwork is provided.
Living streetscapes continue down the west side
of Main. Urban bench swings are located on the
Courthouse Square, inviting residents and visitors to
linger and enjoy the vibrant downtown.
Alleys opening onto the Square are converted to
pedestrian walkways with pavers and catenary
lighting.

Enhanced Alley

Fountain/Monument
Feature
4’ Raised Planters

March, 2019

Morgan Street

Trail Connection
Drop-Off
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Raised Planters

Urban Swings

10’ Sidewalk
Ramp
Jefferson Street

Main Street

Enhanced Alley
Freestanding
Limestone Wall

Sloped Event Lawn /
Amphitheater

Existing Memorial /
Upgraded Hardscape
Trees in Grates

Enhanced Alley
Limestone Retaining/
Seat-walls

Performance Space

Splash
Pad

Flush Festival Street

Washington Street
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RECOMMENDATIONS
COURTHOUSE SQUARE ALTERNATIVE 2
In this second concept, the curbless paver street
is expanded to include both Washington and
Jefferson, with parking aligned at 90 degrees to
maximize available stalls. Chicanes are shown on
both streets to slow traffic and bollards are placed
between the sidewalk and parking to increase
safety. Living streetscapes flank both sides of
Jefferson and the south side of Washington. At the
intersection, a fountain or monument is proposed
to anchor the event space. The urban trail weaves
through the Square, following Washington to
Jefferson and from there turning north to Morgan
Street.

Alleyways leading to the Square are upgraded
with pavers and catenary lighting as pedestrian
walkways.

Enhanced Alley

Main and Morgan are main thoroughfares through
downtown. Paver crosswalks and new landscaping
create a cohesive environment and relate to
improvements elsewhere on the Square. Angled
parking on Main functions similarly to existing
conditions, and the addition of angled stalls on
Morgan increases parking counts.

The layout of the Square establishes order using a
rectilinear design. A large event lawn with smaller
counterparts on each side connects Washington
Street to the Courthouse’s main entrance. On the
north side, a drop-off for the sheriff is screened by
a limestone seat wall softened by a grove of trees.
A memorial garden at the intersection of Morgan
and Main provides a dedicated space for relocated
monuments. Continuing south on Main, urban
bench swings are placed between raised planters
and the courthouse lawn.

Limestone Screen/
Seat-Wall

Trail Connection

Memorial Garden
Drop-Off

Trees in Grates
Jefferson Street

Urban Swings

Main Street

Ramp
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RECOMMENDATIONS
COURTHOUSE SQUARE FINAL SCHEMATIC DESIGN
The final schematic plan combines the curvilinear
Half of the alleys on the east and west side of the
layout of Alternate 1 with the festival paver streets
Square are upgraded to pedestrian corridors with
of Alternate 2. Greenspace is expanded around
pavers and catenary lights, retaining vehicular
the courthouse with ample space at Main and
access to buildings along the Square. The full
Morgan for interactive public art installations. On
length of the north and south alleyways are
the opposite corner, the urban trail widens at the
enhanced to provide access to the urban trail as it
intersection of Washington and Jefferson to mark
continues past the Courthouse.
the centerpoint of the festival space. The mid-block
crossing on Washington Street is accented with
The urban trail follows Jefferson Street from Pike
pavers, defining a space suitable for small-scale
to Jackson Street. This corridor is the spine that
events and performances. A serene water feature
connects destination points such as the library,
on the square offers seating where City employees
city hall, courthouse square, downtown retail, and
and downtown patrons can enjoy lunch.
performance park. This trail also extends east to
west along Washington Street to connect to create
Additional seating is provided by urban swing
a network with city and county trail routes.
benches on the west side of the Courthouse,
adjacent to existing memorials enhanced with
ornamental landscape. To the north, a drop-off area
allows courthouse activities to be separate from
public entrances.

0
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RECOMMENDATIONS
SCHEMATIC DESIGN ELEMENTS

INTERACTIVE PUBLIC ART
Public art that is unique and
meaningful builds upon the cultural,
social, and economic values inherent
to the City of Martinsville. Welldesigned interactive art will invigorate
the downtown district and aid in
creating a memorable community
identity.
Whether permanent or temporary, art
installations activate the imagination
and encourage people to pay attention
to the environment around them and
learn about the city in which they are
standing.
“I am Indy”
Indianapolis, IN

“Male Tourist, Female Tourist, Free Money”
Indianapolis, IN

“Love”
Indianapolis, IN
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RECOMMENDATIONS
CHRISTMAS TREE

A timeless tradition, a festival
centered on the decoration and
lighting of the Christmas Tree will
draw residents and visitors alike to the
Courthouse Square. A holiday icon
such as this allows the community
to participate and take ownership of
the city and county in which they live.
Opportunities for interaction include a
tree decorating contest and ornament
painting. Activities may also be
scheduled in conjunction with existing
festivals, such as the Cookie Stroll.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
URBAN BENCH SWINGS

Bench swings offer an alternative
seating option as well as an
opportunity for play. More
stimulating than a static bench, these
swings will encourage people to
stay awhile and relax in downtown
Martinsville. Swing benches are
available in many styles, including
double sided bench seating, lounge
seating, and overhead shade
structures.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
MEMORIAL WAY
As is the case on courthouse squares around
our great State of Indiana, memorials have been
erected around Courthouse Square to honor local
service men and women who have proudly served
their country. The largest memorial, Veterans
Memorial Wall, is located on the southwest corner of
the square, constructed of brick and limestone. In
its’ current location, it will continue to serve as the
anchor to Memorial Way, a new paver sidewalk with
landscape embellishments leading to the Morgan
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County Courthouse. Along the new walkway leading
up to Veterans Memorial Wall, vertical monolith
memorials currently elsewhere on the Square will
line Memorial Way like sentinels guarding the way.
The aggregation of military service memorials within
this formally arranged Memorial Way will further
honor Morgan County residents who have faithfully
served our country.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
ARTESIAN SPRINGS

{

{

“The ills that flesh is heir to” have given
rise to beautiful sanitariums with which
this “Artesian City” abounds and prove the
estimate placed upon the curative powers
of our mineral water.”

This excerpt is from an advertisement for the National
Sanitarium, which operated at the northwest corner of
Mulberry and Morgan Streets. Discovered during a
drilling operation seeking gas, oil, minerals or precious
stones, the artesian well sprung forth from a depth of
650 feet and kept on flowing. The enterprising farmer,
Captain Barnard, acquired an analysis of the water
that claimed medicinal properties, and the Martinsville
Sanitarium era was born.

Artesian Springs will hearken back to the mineral water days of Martinsville by celebrating the animation,
playfulness and cooling effects of water jets shooting into the air on courthouse square. Lounging benches
will surround this playful space providing respite for parents and grandparents of children getting soaked.
A marker will celebrate the mineral water history and culture of the day, highlighting the newest mode of
transportation, the Interurban, which brought the masses of people seeking the curative powers of the
Artesian Wells. In a sense, the curative powers of local waters will continue here on the Morgan County
Courthouse Square - as we now know that active play, the soothing sounds from spraying water splashing
and capturing a moment of solitude in a lounging bench are all beneficial to personal health and wellbeing,
mental health and relaxation.

Downtown Action Plan - Section C
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RECOMMENDATIONS
COURTHOUSE COURTS: SECURE ACCESS & DROP-OFF
Early on during the development of this Martinsville
Downtown Action Plan, the City and consulting
team met with County leadership to discuss
possibilities for downtown redevelopment, the role
that the Morgan County Courthouse Square might
play in activating downtown and specific needs of
County operations. Morgan County leadership has
been an engaged, active and supportive partner in
the Downtown Action Plan’s evolution and design
recommendations.
The meetings with County leadership have led to
the current plans for Courthouse access. The public
entrance will remain at the south entrance to the
Proposed secure north entrance and drop-off
Courthouse near the bell tower. Courthouse Courts
access for the Sheriff’s Department will be through the north entrance, accessed by a “Morgan County
Sheriff’s only” drop off zone. This ingress and egress approach will provide the Morgan County Sheriff’s
Department with an improved building security management arrangement. An enclosed masonry waste
enclosure adjacent to the building will provide convenient access for building maintenance staff using the
proposed walkway and drop off zone.

Existing south entrance

The redesign for Courthouse Square is focused on maintaining the parklike context of this iconic historic
building surrounded by mature shade trees gracing this civic space. Final design plans will include tree
preservation measures with the addition of new shade trees native to Indiana and placed in strategic
locations to enhance the anchor role of the Morgan County Courthouse in downtown Martinsville.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
STREETSCAPE ENHANCEMENT
Washington Street on the Square
In addition to accommodating alternative
transportation corridors to and through
downtown Martinsville, the proposed Living
Streetscapes will grace civic space and
accomplish these goals:
•
•
•
•

To create an appealing pedestrian
environment that supports increased
merchant activity
To implement a wayfinding system to
improve the visitor experience
To increase visitor linger time spent
downtown
To sustain a healthy urban tree canopy
sustained with storm water runoff

Of the four streets surrounding Courthouse
Square, Washington and Jefferson have lower
traffic counts and therefore are being designed to
support community events, oftentimes with vehicular
traffic banned from the area on both streets or,
for smaller events, just one street. Both streets
will feature a curb free environment to provide
greater accessibility and staging of events. Ease of
accessing electrical and water service will appeal to
vendors who rent booths for Rediscover Martinsville

Main Street events, Fall Festival, Cookie Stroll, etc.
The center of Washington Street is designed to be
the hub of community events with a larger paved
space for staging musicians and speaker podiums.
Washington Street on the Square will feature living
streetscapes and two-way traffic supported with
perpendicular parking stalls, all working together
to bring more vibrancy and activity to downtown
Martinsville.

Downtown Action Plan - Section C
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RECOMMENDATIONS
STREETSCAPE ENHANCEMENT
Jefferson Street on the Square
Jefferson Street will feature living streetscapes,
an urban trail and two-way traffic supported
with perpendicular parking stalls, all working
together to bring more vibrancy and activity to
downtown Martinsville. The living streetscapes
will be designed to expand the merchant
activity zone along storefronts to accommodate
sidewalk sales, pop up signs for today’s special
and outdoor dining. The “living” aspect of
these streetscapes will support the needs
of street trees to thrive in an urban context.
Silva cells will support a suspended sidewalk
system. This approach aids in stormwater
capture and sustains the street trees with
water and nutrients. It also avoids the issues
associated with tree roots creating trip hazards
by pushing up and offsetting sidewalk panels
over time.
Jefferson Street will be embellished with an urban
trail running along the east side of the square,
providing an important link connecting Performance
Park with the library. This corridor will support
walking, running and biking activities and will be a
catalyst for increased merchant transactions through
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an emerging active living downtown Martinsville
lifestyle. Urban trails have also proven to increase
developer interest in market rate housing projects
within the commercial core along such active living
corridors.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
STREETSCAPE ENHANCEMENT
Morgan Street on the Square
Of the four streets surrounding Courthouse
Square, Morgan and Main Streets are the busiest
from a vehicular traffic standpoint. Therefore,
this area has been designed to emphasize the
parklike northern portion of the Square, where
open lawn areas populated with mature and new
native Indiana shade trees provide a peaceful
setting for the historic Courthouse. An Indiana
limestone seat wall provides an appropriate edge
to the square and serves as integral seating
during community events.
The street cross section is designed to support
parking on both sides of Morgan Street: parallel
parking on the north and angled parking on the
south. Light fixtures with banner arms provide
seasonal interest and announce upcoming
events. The north side of Morgan Street will also
be embellished with large planters for seasonal
displays of flowers and, in the winter, evergreen
boughs and holiday accents will add a festive
look to downtown.

Downtown Action Plan - Section C
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RECOMMENDATIONS
STREETSCAPE ENHANCEMENT
Main Street on the Square
Main Street in Martinsville is designed to be oriented
toward the Morgan County Courthouse, the open
lawn areas with mature shade trees, the perimeter
Indiana limestone seat wall and the urban bench
swings facing the merchant storefronts. Casual
lounging appurtenances that are oriented toward
storefronts, has an influence upon one’s inclination to
go into one or more of those storefronts. Therefore,
the limestone seat walls and urban bench swings
have a purpose beyond just a place to take a pause
in one’s ambulatory activity.
The street cross section is designed to support
parking on both sides of Main Street: angled parking
on the east and parallel parking on the west. Light
fixtures with banner arms provide seasonal interest
and announce upcoming events. The merchant zone
has been expanded to twelve feet wide and within the north half of this block, tree planters with perennial
landscapes provide a buffer between pedestrians and automobiles. On the south half of this block, the
separation is provided with the retaining wall, a necessary construct to meet grade conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
PEDESTRIAN ALLEYWAY ENHANCEMENT
Downtown alleys typically exhibit deferred maintenance, poor or no lighting and drainage issues. Yet, they
can be catalysts for changing people’s attitudes about downtown. The alleyway enhancements proposed
in this Action Plan will convert downtown alleys into pedestrian-ways with upgraded pavement, drainage
improvements and lighting. These improvements expand pedestrian connectivity into downtown with the
added benefit of framed and expanding views of the iconic Morgan County Courthouse, every step of the
way.
Communities are discovering that their improved alleys make great communal
dining venues for a totally unique local experience. Monthly, throughout
the summer, a local rotating restaurant and/or caterer teams with a local
microbrewery, vineyard and/or distillery to host the dinner. Working with their
STUDY AREA
Main Street
coordinator, residents sign up online for an evening dinner in
the alley with whomever else signs up. The evening prompts spontaneous
Harrison St.
relationships creating a memorable shared experience,
built upon those iconic
views of the courthouse and the people they just met.
FOCUS AREA
Pike St.

ALLEY IMPROVEMENTS
Sycamore St.

Jefferson St.

Main St.

Mulberry St.

Marion St.

Morgan St.

Washington St.

Jackson St.

Columbus St.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
DOWNTOWN URBAN TRAIL
Neighborhood connectivity into Courthouse Square is a
key strategy to support downtown merchants and property
owners. The urban trail on Jefferson Street and Washington
Street provides a direct route from adjacent neighborhoods
to the downtown focus area. Easy access and an enjoyable
walk encourages people to walk farther than they might have
otherwise.
One way trails enhance quality of life is by providing logical
space for amenities such as shade trees, ornamental planting,
bike racks, and benches. These amenities make it easy for
people to walk or bike farther than they might have otherwise.
More users on the trail also increases safety as more people
are passing public spaces and spending more time downtown.
STUDY AREA
In order

to be well-used, it is important to have an organized
trail system in place that is maintained. Successful urban
trails have unique signage and wayfinding that clearly
Harrison St.
communicates directional information and highlights areas of
interest.
PERFORMANCE PARK &
SPLASH PAD

FOCUS AREA
Pike St.

PROPOSED LIMITS OF
STREETSCAPE RENOVATIONS

FEATURE LOCATION:
• Public Art
• Christmas Tree

EVENT SPACE

ALLEY IMPROVEMENTS
Sycamore St.

Jefferson St.

Main St.

Marion St.

Mulberry St.

Morgan St.

Washington St.

URBAN TRAIL

Jackson St.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
TRAIL CORRIDORS
Neighborhood connectivity is only one layer of a welldesigned trail system. Another layer is implementing
a larger network of trails throughout Martinsville, even
expanding into Morgan County.
Connecting to adjacent communities presents
Martinsville as a welcoming city with points of interest
worth traveling to see. Extended trail corridors
provide alternative transportation options, reduce
vehicular traffic, improve health outcomes for
residents, and attract potential residents who enjoy an
active lifestyle.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
CORRIDOR MAP
As Interstate 69 will increase the number of vehicles
that pass Martinsville on a daily basis, it is vital to invest
in gateways unique to the City located by interstate
exits and at key locations leading to the downtown. It
is recommended to devise a family of gateways that will
communicate the Martinsville brand in a variety of contexts.
These monuments vary in shape and size, yet maintain
continuity through a limited palette of limestone and brick,
with decorative quoining and a standing metal seam cap
inspired by the courthouse tower.
Note: Martinsville’s Mainline Gateways within the Interstate right-ofway have been designed by others under contract with the Indiana
Department of Transportation.

BURGANDY STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOF
TOWER FROM BASE
APPROXIMATELY 40' TALL.
TOWER COLUMN IS 6'-4"
WIDE.

BACKLIT MARTINSVILLE "M"
BACKLIT ARTESIAN IMAGE.
POTENTIAL FOR DYNAMIC
IMAGE.

I-69 Martinsville Mainline Gateway

I-69 Martinsville Entrance Monument - Tower Concept - 1 of 3
I-69 Section 6 Martinsville - May 2019
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RECOMMENDATIONS
SECONDARY GATEWAYS
Once a driver has exited the I-69 with the intention
of visiting the downtown, they need continued
direction to find the easiest and quickest route.
Secondary gateways are smaller than the mainline
towers, and are designed to fit at local intersections.
Viewed at slower speeds than the mainline
gateways, these monuments are more detailed and
portray the character of Martinsville to visitors.

Other locations include:
• S.R. 39 and Morgan St.
• S.R. 39 and Morton Ave.
• Reuben Dr. and Hospital Dr.
The following page presents two alternative
schemes for secondary gateway design
consideration.

Due to lower speeds and less traffic, a secondary
gateway is proposed at the intersection of S.R. 67
and 39.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Standing seam
metal cap

SECONDARY GATEWAY MONUMENT SCHEMES

Metal lettering

Brick masonry with
limestone quoining

Clock may
be placed on
limestone panel in
lieu of City logo

Limestone block with
smooth finish

Limestone panel
with City logo

Offset laser-cut
metal panel

Ornamental
landscape

A
Standing Seam
Metal Cap

Limestone
panel with
City logo

Brick masonry with
limestone quoining
Clock may be placed on
limestone panel in lieu of
City logo
Offset metal
lettering

Ornamental
landscape
Rough-cut limestone with
smooth finish on base
Offset lettering

B
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RECOMMENDATIONS
LOCATION MARKERS & TRAILSIDE MONUMENTS
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SECONDARY GATEWAYS
The smallest members of the gateway family include location
markers and trailside monuments. The scale of these piers
are allow them to be integrated along sidewalks and trails.
As these elements are repeated throughout the City, they
establish a unified sense of place unique to Martinsville.
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Location Marker
• 9’ - 12’ height
• Opportunity to showcase historical
events / places

Trailside Monument
• 3’ - 4’ height
• Opportunity to further City
brand and provide mileage
from County courthouse
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Section D
Catalyst Projects

CATALYST PROJECTS
POTENTIAL CATALYST SITES
As the Downtown Action Plan recommendations are
implemented, private mixed-use development activity
will increase. The economic success and vibrancy
of downtown Martinsville depend in part on more
people choosing to live near the courthouse square to
patronize stores and contribute to a lively downtown
atmosphere.

Potential Catalyst Sites

To meet this anticipated need, a number of sites within
the study area have been evaluated for potential future
redevelopment. These locations support higher density
construction and support a walkable lifestyle. High
density downtown housing routinely increases local
merchant activities. Proximity to local merchants will
facilitate local resident’s ability to enjoy key features of
the plan such as the Courthouse Square amenities, the
urban trail, and Performance Park.
Harrison St.

3

2
1
Pike St.

4a

4b

Wayne St.

5

Sycamore St.

Jefferson St.

Main St.

Marion St.

Mulberry St.

Morgan St.

Washington St.

9

8

7

6

Jackson St.

10

Columbus St.

Note: This Downtown Revitalization Action Plan is a planning document, and as such, has made assumptions to
demonstrate redevelopment potential in the marketplace. All parcels were studied with the understanding that
willing buyers and sellers must come to agreement before redevelopment can take place as shown.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
SELECTED CATALYST SITES
Out of 10 proposed locations, the following three
sites are selected for further study.
1. Main St. & Pike St.
2. Mulberry St. & Jackson St.
3. Washington St. & Sycamore St.

Concepts presented within the next pages are for
planning purposes and further design development
requires collaboration with current property owners,
business owners, and developers.

1
Pike St.

3

Washington St.

2
Jackson St.

Note: This Downtown Revitalization Action Plan
is a planning document, and as such, has made
assumptions to demonstrate redevelopment
potential in the marketplace. All parcels were
studied with the understanding that willing
buyers and sellers must come to agreement
before redevelopment can take place as shown.
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Sycamore St.

Jefferson St.

Main St.

Mulberry St.

Morgan St.

CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: Main Street & Pike Street
Commercial with Residential Above

Located on one of the major commercial
thoroughfares in Martinsville, the Main Street site
is considered an important entry to the downtown
area. A new commercial building located on Main
Street would both extend the potential commercial
space available in downtown and continue the urban
façade of the downtown to the north.

The Pike Street frontage provides an opportunity
for new multi-family housing as a transition from the
commercial core of the city to the existing single
family residential to the west and northwest. More
dense housing would produce additional consumers
within walking distance of the downtown commercial
core and in turn would encourage new commercial
development.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: Main Street & Pike Street
Commercial with Residential Above

Proposed new commercial structures facing
Main Street would be two to three stories with
architectural features that would be compatible with
the scale and materials of other historic buildings in
the downtown area. Architectural features should
complement not necessarily mimic the historic
facades. Durable and authentic materials such as
brick or limestone, and a cornice or detailing are
encouraged. More contemporary facades would
also be welcome if they comply with the scale and
massing of current historic downtown buildings.

D-4

Multi-family residential buildings should also comply
with the surrounding buildings’ scale and materials
while evoking a residential image. Front doors
facing the city streets are essential to a comfortable
human-scale environment and a lively street façade.
Commercial and residential markets along with city
ordinances and building codes will help define the
final building footprint size and site development.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: Mulberry & Jackson Street
Commercial Complex with Residential Apartments

The large footprint of the existing Key Bank building
provides an opportunity to remake this building
into multiple offices/retail spaces and to re-imagine
the 1970’s building façade that holds a prominent
position on one of the main streets in downtown.
The parking lot facing Jackson and Mulberry Streets
provides an undeveloped space for future multifamily residential housing. A multi-family housing
project in this location would increase the density
of consumers who are within an easy walk of the
commercial spaces downtown. New housing would
be developed with similar standards detailed for the
Main and Pike Street site.

Renovation of the existing Key Bank could produce
multiple smaller tenant spaces within the bank thus
creating multiple front doors to the building which
is in keeping with the other historic downtown
buildings. The front of the building could be pulled
closer to Main Street to reinforce the urban edge
of the other downtown buildings and new façade
materials could evoke a more historic feel to the
building which would be compatible with the other
brick facades in the commercial core.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: Mulberry & Jackson Street
Commercial Complex with Residential Apartments
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: Washington & Sycamore Street
Mixed-Use Commercial & Residential with Parking
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: Washington & Sycamore Street
Mixed-Use Commercial & Residential with Parking

This prominent space with street frontage on the
main east-west corridor into downtown and the
courthouse square provides an opportunity for
multiple options for future development.
One option would create a performing arts space
fronting Morgan Street with pedestrian access to the
upgraded alley leading to the courthouse square. A
multi-story parking garage with commercial space
on the first floor is located facing Washington Street.
While current needs may not justify a parking
structure, it does provide a viable option for parking
as the commercial, residential and entertainment
density increases. A parking structure provides
more spaces in a smaller area and reduces the
political pressure to tear down existing commercial
and residential properties in the downtown area to
create surface parking.
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An alternative solution is to provide additional
commercial space at street level for the two lots
and add multi-family housing above the commercial
spaces, mimicking how many of the current
downtown historic buildings are currently used.
The increased residential offerings provide new
consumers for existing and future commercial uses
in the downtown area. The building facades should
match materials and scale of other historic buildings
in the downtown area. A parking structure should
include architectural details of commercial buildings
below the structure. A performance space might be
a little more flexible in design style and be a little
more playful with architectural detail to convey the
‘arts’ spaces within the building. All buildings should
provide pedestrian access from to the adjacent
upgraded alley leading to the square.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: PERFORMANCE PARK

Proposed Building:
• Concessions
• Pulbic Restrooms
• Park Office

Stage

Shade Trees

Catenary Lights

Tot Area

Existing Art
Sanctuary Building

Pike Street

Seating

Umbrella

Event Lawn

Splash Pad
Fence

New Overhang

Earthen Mound

Loading / Unloading
Access
Seating
Jefferson Street

Earthen Mound
with Trees

Upgraded Alley

0

15
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N

Performance Park redevelops two
adjacent sites currently functioning as
a parking lot and lawn area. Located
one block north of the courthouse
square, this amenity brings an urban
park to downtown with a splash pad,
public restrooms, shade trees and
an open lawn for active play, making
downtown living appealing to families.
Performance Park also serves
as a venue for music and dance
performances as well as other events
such as weddings, public addresses,
organizational activities, benefits, and
reunions.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: PERFORMANCE PARK
Event Lawn
The east portion of the park is a passive event space, suited
for staging concerts, Art Sanctuary events and larger festivals.
Anchoring the park at the east end is the stage connected to the Art
Sanctuary. This location provides functional access to either side
for set-up and tear-down. The size of the event lawn allows it to
have flexible seating options - from lawn chairs to tables to earthen
mounds. The two mounds are oriented toward the stage and the
change in grade separates the space from Jefferson Street.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: PERFORMANCE PARK
Splash Pad
The west side centers around the splash pad with
amenities such as a tot area, umbrella tables and
benches. The Pike Street provides public restrooms,
concessions, and park office, with an open atrium
through the center. On the south side adjacent to the
alley, an earthen mound provides screening and noise
control. This public park adds greenspace close to the
courthouse and a safe environment for children and
families to play downtown.
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CATALYST PROJECTS
CATALYST SITE: PERFORMANCE PARK
Jefferson Street
When a larger event space is needed, the curbless design
of N. Jefferson Street allows the event lawn and splash pad
areas to function as a continuous space. Much like the paver
streets on the Square, Jefferson Street is raised to be flush
with the sidewalk, creating a level surface for pedestrians
crossing from one end of the park to the other. Catenary
lights cultivate a lively atmosphere and convey that this space
is more than just an urban park.
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Section E
Streetscape Design Guidelines

STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES & STANDARDS
The intent of the following Streetscape Design Guidelines and Standards is to establish
a uniform set of design parameters and site features for development occurring within
specified streetscapes and districts throughout the City of Martinsville.
GENERAL CONDITIONS
Accessibility
All development within the defined downtown district shall be accessible to all people, including those
with disabilities. New design features and site improvements shall comply with the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act for Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG).
Historic Character
Historic character adds community value. The Streetscape Design Guidelines and Standards aim to
highlight and embellish the characteristics, features, and symbols of historic Martinsville. Period-style site
furnishings and materials will compliment downtown’s historic context.
Environmental Issues
These Design Guidelines and Standards address sustainable design and management where possible.
The following design principles are intended to promote a healthy and sustainable framework for the City of
Martinsville.
Alternative Transportation
A key feature of the project is the expansion and improvement of pedestrian and bicycle corridors
throughout the City. These corridors will provide residents and visitors with alternative transportation
options such as walking, running, and bicycling. Use of alternative transportation routes encourages
reduction of automobile use and carbon emissions, improved air quality, and a more active lifestyle for
community residents. (See page E-7 for Pedestrian & Bicycle Corridors)
Stormwater Management
Stormwater distribution and water quality are a community responsibility that can be improved with site
design features. Vegetated bio-swales capture and slow water while removing particulate matter. Pervious
pavement also allows stormwater infiltration and reduces stormwater runoff. These techniques can be
employed where feasible in order to enhance stormwater best management practices (BMPs) within the
City while also reducing flood impacts.

Courthouse Square, Franklin, IN
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Courthouse Square, Lebanon, IN
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Native Vegetation
Native plant material typically requires less maintenance once established, thus
requiring less energy and costs associated with maintenance. New plantings shall
utilize native plant materials to meet design requirements where feasible.
(See page E-8 for Landscape & Plantings)
Choice of Materials
High quality, durable materials shall be specified in order to reduce long-term
maintenance costs. Preference shall be made for recycled content materials and
locally produced and / or regionally quarried materials where feasible.
Energy Conservation
Design standards shall seek to implement energy efficiency, such as:

••
••
••

Low energy site lighting (LED, compact fluorescent, sensor controls for night
lighting, etc.)
Use of native groundcover instead of lawn to reduce high maintenance costs
Planting trees strategically to reduce urban heat island effect and
cooling costs

Utilities
All new major utility lines and building connections shall be sub-surface, wherever
feasible. There should be further study to determine feasibility to bury existing electric
and communication utilities throughout the downtown redevelopment district. If
feasible, this work should be done in conjunction with improvements outlined in these
guidelines.
Vehicular Circulation

••
••
••
••
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INDOT design guidelines and standards shall be followed for lane widths,
design speeds, horizontal and vertical alignment, cross slopes, side slopes,
lateral clear zones, curbs, roadway pavement, pavement markings, drainage,
traffic signals, lighting and utilities
Safe pedestrian routes and crossings shall be provided
Median barriers, guardrails, lighting, and wayfinding signage design shall
incorporate materials in keeping with the overall “gateway” character
Enhanced traffic signals shall be incorporated into corridor development.
New traffic signal styles shall conform to the style of proposed light fixtures
(See Traffic Signal Arms on page E-16)
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
CORRIDOR DESIGN GUIDELINES & STANDARDS
The intent of the following Corridor Design Guidelines and Standards is to establish a uniform set of design
parameters and site features for development occurring within specified corridors from I-69 and S.R. 67 to
Downtown Martinsville.
Property Development Along Corridors
It is important to develop aesthetically-pleasing building exteriors, especially along corridors that welcome
visitors to Martinsville. Therefore, the following development guidelines for new construction are
recommended:

•

Building Mass
A front facade greater than 100’ in length should have architectural offsets to 				
break up the continuous facade.

•

Transparency
The minimum percentage of doors and windows that shall cover the front facade of a building shall
be 30% for the ground floor and 15% for upper stories. Mirrored and darkly tinted windows are not
permitted.

•

Screening
Dumpster enclosures and service areas must be located to the side or rear of buildings and must
be screened from view from adjacent property and public street right-of-way. Screening materials
include opaque walls and fences, and dense landscape planting.

•

Vehicular Access
The portion of the lot fronting the public street shall not be continuously paved. Access drives shall
be limited to a maximum of 24’ in width.

Downtown Action Plan - Section E
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
INTERSECTION DESIGN GUIDELINES & STANDARDS
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) gives general
guidance regarding when and where to mark pedestrian crossing
locations.
The following guidelines are intended to serve engineers and planners
who share a responsibility to find ways for vehicles, pedestrians, and
bicyclists to coexist safely within the study area. Accommodating
pedestrians with disabilities is required in the planning, design, and
construction of pedestrian facilities. The purpose of this section is to
provide guidance for consistent engineering solutions to pedestrian safety
concerns, particularly with regard to crosswalks.
These guidelines are not to be used as warrants, as circumstances
may vary depending on location and no set of guidelines can cover
every condition or guarantee improved safety. This section is intended
to improve the consistency of pedestrian crossing treatments for future
construction projects and for retrofitting existing crosswalks.
Background
Marking crosswalks serves two main purposes: (1) it shows pedestrians
the best place to cross; and (2) it warns drivers that pedestrians may be
present. Additional advantages are listed below:
Helping pedestrians find their way across complex intersections
Designating the shortest path
Directing pedestrians to the point of best visibility/sight distance
Providing drivers visual warnings of pedestrian crossing zones

••
••
••
••

Paver Crosswalk Example

Thermoplastic Inlay Example

Ladder Pattern Example

General Guidance
As with the installation of any traffic control devices, engineering judgment
is essential. All crosswalk pavement markings and signs shall be
selected, designed, and installed in conformance with the MUTCD.
Crosswalk markings should not be used at all intersections. If used
extensively, motorists would become desensitized to their presence.
Crosswalk markings should generally be used only at locations where
pedestrian activity is significant. Significant pedestrian activity is defined
as meeting one or more of the following:
At least 15 pedestrians crossing the street during each of the two
highest one hour traffic periods in a day
On a school route
On a route to and within 1,000 feet of a park, community center, or
transit facility

Stripes Pattern Example

••
••
••

The design of intersections should always be completed with pedestrian
crossings in mind.
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
GUIDELINES FOR MARKING CROSSWALKS
The table below provides guidance for the selection of the recommended traffic control devices for most
circumstances as determined by the street characteristics, posted speed limits, and traffic volumes.

Source: Boulder, San Jose, Virginia DOT

Types of Pedestrian Crosswalks
Level 1
Level 1 crosswalks should be marked with parallel lines. The lines shall
be white and shall be reflective. The lines may be painted at low vehicular
traffic locations and should be thermoplastic or preformed plastic at high
volume locations. At stop or signal controlled intersections, stop bars
shall be installed in advance if the crosswalk lines in conformance with the
MUTCD.
Level 2

Level 1 Crosswalk Graphic

Level 2 crosswalks should be marked with high visibility pavement markings
and advance warning signs. High visibility markings should include
hatching (ladder or zebra designs) and advance “Ped Xing” or “School Xing”
markings.

Level 2 Crosswalk Graphic
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Level 2 Crosswalk Signage
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Level 3
Level 3 crosswalks should have pedestrian refuge islands and/or curb extensions
(bump-outs) in addition to the Level 2 markings and signs.

Level 3 Crosswalk Graphic

Overhead Pedestrian Crossing Signal Example

Level 4
Level 4 crosswalks should be marked with overhead warning signs,
flashing beacons (including HAWK or RRFB), or in-pavement lighting
in addition to the Level 2 and 3 traffic control pavement markings and
signs.
Level 5
Level 5 crossings should be considered for pedestrian signals
or grade separation. Pedestrian signals shall be installed only
when determined to be warranted and designed and installed in
conformance with the MUTCD. Pedestrian signal locations shall
include Level 2 and 3 traffic control devices and may include Level 4
devices.

Pedestrian Bridge Example

Mid-Block Pedestrian Crossings
Mid-block pedestrian crossings should be avoided, especially when
designing new facilities. They are generally acceptable only in low
speed, low traffic areas, such as downtown. When installed, they
should have the appropriate level of protection as determined by
accepted standards.
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Pedestrian Tunnel Example
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
PEDESTRIAN & BICYCLE CORRIDORS
Pedestrian and bicycle corridors throughout the City provide residents
and visitors with alternative transportation options. These corridors
are the avenues by which residents and visitors will experience
the City through walking, running and biking. A network of paths
connected to nodes of community activity promotes accessibility and
active recreation while simultaneously reducing carbon emissions
from vehicular travel.
By making the corridors visibly well marked, aesthetically attractive,
and safe, trail system navigation will be easier for users. Further
study is needed to determine detailed design specifications at precise
locations throughout planned pedestrian and bicycle corridors.

Heritage Trail, Kokomo, IN

Guidelines

••
••
••
••
••
••

Location markers and trailside monuments shall be
integrated into trail corridors at appropriate locations
Landscape treatments shall reflect different trail types
Streetscape appurtenances shall be consistent throughout
the pedestrian corridors, regardless of trail type
Emergency call boxes shall be strategically placed to provide
safety and security measures for trail users

Sharrows, West Lafayette, IN

Light fixtures shall be incorporated throughout the trail
system in compliance with INDOT standards
(where applicable)
Wayfinding signage shall guide both pedestrian and
auto-oriented users in terms of trail accessibility, locations of
community landmarks, and safety

Alternative Transportation Standards

•• Alternative Transportation standards within the Downtown
shall aspire to achieve Complete Street Standards for the
benefit of all local citizens.
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Asphalt Trail, Lebanon, IN
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
LANDSCAPE & PLANTINGS
Landscape Beds
A landscape bed with a raised decorative masonry curb and decorative
aluminum fencing will be utilized where appropriate within the Downtown,
and will include street trees and perennial landscaping. Existing
landscape beds shall be maintained and widened where feasible to allow
enhanced landscape plantings.
Guidelines
Strive to achieve minimum width 5’-9” from curb face to curb face
for landscape bed
Curb height 6” minimum
Planting material shall include a low groundcover and shade
trees spaced at approximately 20’-0” on center (Landscape and
Plantings)
Site lighting should be thoughtfully integrated into landscape beds
where appropriate (Site Lighting)
Where minimum 5’-9” minimum width for planting cannot be
achieved, upgrade sidewalk with benches, litter receptacles, bike
racks or planters

••
••
••
••
••

Naturalistic Planting Example

Urban Corridor Planting Principles
Location
The urban corridor shall be defined as all landscape areas along the
urban trail and urban streetscape, on both sides of the street within
the public right-of-way.
Street Trees
Street trees enhance visual streetscape characteristics and help to
mitigate urban heat island effects by contributing to the City’s urban
tree canopy. Include urban tolerant shade tree species along street
corridors at the required spacing, depending on land use. Street trees
shall be located within the public right-of-way and be maintained by
the City of Martinsville.

Street Planter Example - City of Franklin

Bioswale Planting Example - Town of Speedway
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Street Trees, continued
Typical spacing shall not be greater than one (1) shade tree
per forty (40) linear feet
Plant trees in prepared tree pits with minimum 6’ – 0” width
and 12’ – 0” length, larger where possible. If minimum width
is not feasible, consider the use of a modular suspended
pavement system such as Deeproot Silva Cell (or equivalent)
for increased tree health and survivability
Use continuous planting strips where feasible
Areas beneath urban corridor trees shall require a vegetated
groundcover and a low decorative metal fence in high
pedestrian traffic areas

••
••
••
••

Street Trees Example

Ornamental Plantings
Ornamental planting design shall be formal in style, and shall
incorporate more geometric shapes and forms into the landscape
patterns. Plant groupings will be highly structured and maintain
hard line edges. Simple, rhythmic patterns shall create balanced
order within the urban corridor areas, and provide visual interest and
ecological functionality.
Rain Garden Plantings
Rain gardens shall be located along urban trail and urban streetscape
corridors, and shall incorporate runoff into vegetated basins located in
the public right-of-way that collect and filter water from storm events.
Rain garden plantings shall integrate a mix of native species that can
tolerate periods submerged in water as well as drought. Perforated
underdrains and overflow systems shall be incorporated into the rain
garden design where necessary to prevent long-term standing water
and flooding.

Suspended Pavement System Example

Street Trees and Ornamental Plantings Example

Rain Garden Example
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
SITE FURNISHINGS
The following site furnishings shall be required as unifying elements to create visual consistency within the
City’s Downtown District and Corridors. The quality and craftsmanship of the manufacture and installation
of these components is important to the overall visual aesthetics throughout the City. Site furnishings shall
be located mainly along major use areas such as recreational paths, urban trails, and upgraded streetscape
areas.
Guidelines
Site furnishings should maintain consistency throughout the defined district and corridor zones
Minimize the number of different materials and color choices to unify components
Elements shall be grouped where possible to avoid visual clutter
Priority shall be given to quality furnishings including those fabricated with recycled materials

••
••
••
••

*All street pavers shall be a minimum of 80mm thick for vehicular traffic. Special situations may need an
upgraded base profile or 120mm thick pavers and should be addressed as needed by the City Engineer.
Benches
Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer:		
Representative:
			

Plainwell Bench without Intermediate Arms
Wood or Aluminum Seat with Aluminum End Frame
Bronze Powder Coat
72” or 96” L x 26” W x 32” H
Landscape Forms
Anita Wojda, Landscape Forms
800-430-6206 x 1335

Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer:		
Representative:
			

Melville Bench, Concord Collection
Wood or Aluminum Seat with Aluminum Frame
Bronze Powder Coat
76” L x 19” W x 30” H
Landscape Forms
Anita Wojda, Landscape Forms
800-430-6206 x 1335

Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer:		
Representative:
			

RBF-28, Steelsites™ RB Collection
Steel Seat with Welded Steel Frame
Bronze Powder Coat
72” or 96” L x 26” W x 32” H
Victor Stanley
Jeff Miller, Streetscape Products, Ltd.
1-866-662-9944

Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer:		
Representative:
			

FMS-324, Framers Modern Collection
Steel Seat with Welded Steel Frame
Bronze Powder Coat
72” or 96” L x 25” W x 32” H
Victor Stanley
Jeff Miller, Streetscape Products, Ltd.
1-866-662-9944
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Trash / Recycling Receptacles
Type:			
Poe Litter Receptacle, Concord Collection
Material:		
Metal Side Panels with Polyethylene Liner
Color:			
Bronze Powder Coat
Dimensions:		
29” W x 44” H x 34 Gallon
Manufacturer: 		
Landscape Forms
Representative:
Anita Wojda, Landscape Forms
			
800-430-6206 x 1335

Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer:		
Representative:
			

SD-42, Ironsites Collection
Metal Side Panels with Polyethylene Liner
Bronze Powder Coat
28” W x 42” H x 36 Gallon
Victor Stanley
Jeff Miller, Streetscape Products, Ltd.
1-866-662-9944

Bicycle Racks
Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:

1939 World’s Fair Bike Rack
Ductile Iron, Stainless Steel Pipe, Steel Bar
Bronze Powder Coat
Hoop: 27.25”W; 32.5” H; Length Varies
Kenneth Lynch and Sons
Kenneth Lynch and Sons; (203) 264-2831

Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:
			

Loop Bike Rack, 35 Collection
Aluminum Casting
Bronze Powder Coat
Hoop: 36”L; 31” H; 14” D
Landscape Forms
Anita Wojda, Landscape Forms
800-430-6206 x 1335
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Bicycle Racks, Continued
Type:			
Ring Bike Rack
Material:		
Stainless Steel Tubing
Color:			
Bronze Powder Coat
Dimensions:		
Hoop: 35”L; 37” H;
Manufacturer: 		
Landscape Forms
Representative:
Anita Wojda, Landscape Forms
			
800-430-6206 x 1335

Bollards
Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer:		
Representative:

R-7539 Decorative Bollard
Ductile Iron
Black Powder Coat
Post: 36”H; Base: 10”W
Reliance Foundry
Reliance Foundry; 888-735-5680

Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer:		
Representative:

Geneva 8701LED Decorative Bollard
Cast Aluminum
Black Powder Coat
Post: 45”H; Base: 11”W
Sternberg Lighting
ESL Spectrum; 317-951-2300

Type:			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:
			

Hawthorn Path Light
Cast Aluminum, Stainless Steel Base
Bronze Powder Coat
Post: 37”H; Base: 11”W
Landscape Forms
Anita Wojda, Landscape Forms
800-430-6206 x 1335
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Pavers
Application:		
Type: 			
Material: 		
Dimensions: 		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:

Street
Holland Stone in Adobe
Brick					
4 x 8 x 3-1/8d or 4 x 8 x 4d
Belgard
Northfield; 800-424-0190

Application:		
Type: 			
			
Material: 		
Dimensions: 		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:
			

Street
Holland Stone with Parkway finish in
Antique Red
Brick					
3 -7/8 x 7-13/16 x 3-1/8d
Pavestone
CDC Sales Pavestone-Cincinnati;
513-259-6275

Application:		
Type: 			
Material: 		
Dimensions: 		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:

Urban Trail / Accent Pavers
Holland Stone in Antique and Harvest Blend
Brick					
4 x 8 x 3-1/8d
Belgard
Northfield; (800) 424-0190

Application:		
Type: 			
Material: 		
Dimensions: 		
			
Manufacturer:		
Representative:

Urban Trail / Accent Pavers
Brown Ironspot Pavers: #470-479 Dark
Clay					
3-5/8 x 7-5/8 x 2-1/4d or
3-5/8 x 11-5/8 x 2-1/4d
Belden Brick Company
Indiana Brick Corp; 317-896-1600

Application:		
Type: 			
Material: 		
Dimensions: 		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:

Urban Trail
Boardwalk Pavers with up to a 5 color blend
Architectural Clay
2-1/4 × 9 x 2-1/4d or 2-1/4 × 9 x 3d
Whitacre - Greer
Edgewood Building Supply; 317-902-1480
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Pavers, Continued
Application:		
Type: 		
Material:		
Dimensions: 		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:

Urban Trail
Hanover® Asphalt Block with smooth finish
Asphalt
8” hexagonal x 2-1/2d
Hanover Architectural Products
The Boots Group; 317-431-7746

Application:		
Type: 		
Material:		
Dimensions: 		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:

Urban Trail
Hanover® Asphalt Block with smooth finish
Asphalt
6 x 12 x 2-1/2d
Hanover Architectural Products
The Boots Group; 317-431-7746

Application:		
Material: 		
Type: 		
Dimensions: 		
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:

Urban Trail
Concrete paver with flamed finish
PlankStone®
2-7/8 x 23-1/2 x 4d
Hanover Architectural Products
The Boots Group; 317-431-7746

Application:		
Type: 		
Material:		
Dimensions: 		
			
Manufacturer: 		
Representative:
			

Accent Pavers
Tuscan Series
Concrete
18 x 18 × 3-1⁄8d
(for pedestrian use only)
Pavestone
CDC Sales Pavestone-Cincinnati;
513-259-6275
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Site Lighting
The lighting options for the greenway corridors and gateway feature areas will directly impact visual
accessibility within the night environment, providing safety and security measures. The lighting shall
be dark sky compliant, directing light downward where it is needed. Throughout the day, the lighting
fixtures will also present aesthetic qualities that maintain visual consistency throughout the corridors
and downtown. Lighting fixtures shall have historic visual character with current energy efficient LED
technology for long-term maintenance and energy cost savings. The LED lighting shall maintain standard
4500K color temperature, effectively producing a white light similar to metal halide lighting options. The
fixtures shall be located in the greenway corridors, gateway feature areas and in parking lots, park open
spaces, downtown streetscapes, Courthouse Square and adjacent property developments. Banner arms
shall be incorporated to promote community events.

Pedestrian Scale Lighting Fixtures
Fixture:		
A850SRLED Old Town Series;
			
Post Top Mount
Base and Pole:
1200 Fort Wayne Series; Double 			
			
Banner Arms; Surface Mount
Lamp:			
LED
Material:		
Cast Aluminum
Color:			
Black Powder Coat
Dimensions: 		
Fixture: 16”W x 40.5”H
			
Base and Pole: 18.6”W x 44”H with Straight 		
			
Octagonal Shaft
Manufacturer:		
Sternberg Lighting
Representative:
ESL Spectrum; 317-951-2300
Traffic Signal Arms
Type:			
Base:			
			
			
Material:		
Color:			
Dimensions:		
			
Manufacturer:		
Representative:

Arm: CA – Curved Arm
5700 Plainfield Series
Pole: RSF – Round Straight Fluted
Cap: RBCC3 Ball Finial Post Cap
Cast aluminum
Black Powder Coat
Varies; Design to AASHTO 2009 at
100 MPH
Sternberg Lighting
ESL Spectrum; 317-951-2300

*The above signal pole and arm selections represent the preferred standard and
have been successfully installed in Indiana communities. However, additional
regulatory coordination and discussions may be necessary to determine current
acceptance. Design criteria for price quote is AASHTO 2009 at 100 MPH.
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
BRANDING
An important Downtown Action Plan goal is to create a downtown
that becomes regionally identifiable and uniquely associated with
Martinsville. Design standards for streetscape components will play a
significant role in achieving this goal.
Streetscape design standards include the following elements:
Gateways Features
Historic Markers
Light Fixtures
Site Furnishings including:
- Seating
- Litter Receptacles
- Bike Racks
- Lighted Bollards
Wayfinding
Street Trees
Landscape
Trailhead Appurtenances
Application of Complete Streets Metrics
Bicycle & Pedestrian Corridors
Crosswalk Designs and Pedestrian Refuges
Pedestrian Accommodations at Key Intersections

••
••
••
••

Branding Example- South Haven, Michigan

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

When these various components are predetermined for their function
and aesthetics, phased implementation is simplified and successfully
delivers consistent public improvements. Even more important,
the design standards combine to establish a unique and attractive
downtown for visitors and residents, thereby building the “Martinsville
Brand”. This branding also serves to promote public safety, as the
various components of a thoughtfully executed streetscape promote
traffic calming and the desired traffic speed reductions being sought.

Cultural Trail - Indianapolis

BRAND RE-DESIGN
The City of Martinsville is currently in the process of developing a
strategic marketing initiative which includes a re-branding effort and
an updated visual identity. As the re-branding effort for downtown
Martinsville evolves, streetscape design guidelines, proposed design
elements and gateway and monument features will take form and
embellish the Downtown Martinsville experience.

Monument Feature Example - City of Franklin
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
SIGNAGE
Street and wayfinding signage will be incorporated within the trail and
gateway corridors to provide ease of navigation for residents and
visitors of the City, increase awareness of cultural and recreational
opportunities, and allow users to easily locate and access points of
interest within the community. Wayfinding style will feature colors,
styles, and forms consistent with other streetscape elements located
within the major corridors, further reinforcing the “Martinsville Brand”.
Guidelines:
All metal shall be cast aluminum with black powder coated
finish
Sign, pole, base and finial components supplied by
‘The Streetscape Company, LLC’ or sign fabricator with
equivalent quality and craftsmanship standards
All street, regulatory, warning, guide and ADA signs shall be
located and mounted as per required ordinances and codes
Smaller regulatory, guide and ADA signs shall be mounted
on a 2” diameter round smooth post with ball finial

••
••
••
••

Street Signage Example

Clearly marked routes promote the highest use of these public
facilities that serve local residents, visitors and tourists navigating
their way around the City. Properly designed and unique wayfinding
will be more functionally effective for all users. The design standards
for signage will address text color, background color, sign size, post
materials, directional graphics and user graphics. Guided by current
MUTCD standards, uniform text and graphics are effective means to
increase the efficacy of the wayfinding system.

Public Parking Signage Example
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Wayfinding
Potential wayfinding sign design schemes have been developed for the
Downtown Action Plan to merge the iconic elements of Martinsville with the
City’s color scheme in a style consistent with various streetscape items outlined
within this section. The design team referenced technical guidance, such as
Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) standards and the Manual of
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), for the location adjacent to vehicular
travel lanes and appropriate letter height respectively. The following wayfinding
concepts are included as the City embarks on a re-branding initiative.

Downtown Marker
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Wayfinding

Wayfinding Concept A
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STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES
Wayfinding

Wayfinding Concept B
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Section F
Implementation

IMPLEMENTATION
PHASING PLAN
The estimated phasing in this section is based upon concept
level design and should be used for planning purposes.

Main St.

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.

2

3

3

1B

4

Morgan St.
Sycamore St.

1C 1A

Mulberry St.

Marion St.

3

1D

Washington St.

1D
Jackson St.

PHASE 1A
Courthouse Drop-off, Jefferson Street
Urban Trail

PHASE 2
Performance Park, Jefferson St. with
Urban Trail, Alley Improvements
Columbus St.

PHASE 1B
Washington Street & Alley Improvements,
Jefferson Street & Alley Improvements,
Courthouse Square Enhancement
PHASE 1C
Courthouse Square Enhancement with
adjacent parking

PHASE 3
Morgan & Main Streetscape
PHASE 4
Main Street & Alley Enhancement,
Washington Streetscape with Urban Trail

PHASE 1D
Washington St. with Urban Trail,
Jefferson St. with Urban Trail
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IMPLEMENTATION
INDIANA OFFICE OF COMMUNITY &
RURAL AFFAIRS (OCRA):
A variety of grants are distributed to assist
communitIes in revitalizing downtowns.
Website: www.orca.in.gov
Community Development Block Grants
(CDBG) are available with a required 20%
match. They include the following types of
projects:
• Water projects
• Sewer projects
• Storm drainage projects
• Infrastructure in support of housing
projects
• Senior care centers
• Daycare centers
• Community centers
• Downtown revitalization
• Historic preservation
• Libraries
• Healthcare centers
• Special needs buildings
• Fire stations / Firetrucks
CDBG funds are available up to $600,000 with
a required 20% match to the following:
• Non-entitlement cities
• Community governments
• Town governments
• County governments
These grants are used for the following
purposes:
• Eliminate slums and blight
• Benefit low to moderate income persons
• Infrastructure improvements
• Downtown revitalization
• Community and daycare centers
• Historic preservation

These grants are used for the following
purposes:
• Feasibility studies
• Downtown revitalization plans
• Historical preservation studies
• Affordable housing studies
Main Street Revitalization Program (MSRP,
administered by OCRA) offers grant
opportunities, networking, and information
to Indiana cities and towns. Emphasis is
placed on the preservation and development
of traditional downtown resources. To qualify,
communities must become Indiana Main Street
members. The offer Downtown Enhancement
Grants for planning, marketing and restoration
efforts. An Internet database of buildings
available for purchase or rent can be used.
INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION (INDOT)
2019 Community Crossings Matching Grant
Program provides funding to cities, towns, and
counties across Indiana to make improvements to
local roads and bridges. Community Crossings
is a partnership between INDOT and Hoosier
communities, both urban and rural, to invest in
infrastructure projects that catalyze economic
development, create jobs, and strengthen local
transportation networks. Projects that are
eligible for funding include road resurfacing and
preservation, bridge rehabilitation or replacement,
alternative transportation connectivity, and road
reconstruction with Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) compliance in connection with a road
project. Material costs for chip sealing and crack
filling operations are also eligible for funding.
Website: www.in.gov/indot/2390.htm

Community Planning Funds are up to
$50,000 for individual communities and up to
$15,000 for two communities.
• Non-entitlement cities
• Incorporated towns
• County government
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IMPLEMENTATION
INDIANA LANDMARKS
A private non-profit statewide organization with
8,000+ members. Headquarters are located in
Indianapolis with a regional network of seven
offices and two house museums.
Website: www.indianalandmarks.org
Efroymson Family Endangered Places
Grants: Grant funding is available to local
preservation organizations up to $2,500. The
grants are available for redevelopment costs
such as architectural or engineering services.
Efroymson Family Endangered Places Loan:
This loan program is available for up to $75,000
to non-profit organizations for acquisition
and / or rehabilitation of historic properties.
Recipients will have low interest terms for three
years and must attach Indiana Landmarks
protective covenant to the property deed.
Special consideration is given to projects that
will save buildings listed or eligible to be listed
in the National Register of Historic Places or
located in a National or State Register Historic
District.
INDIANA HOUSING AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
This state agency focuses on housing needs in
regard to home ownership and the development of
rental housing, and provides support to community
housing development organizations. The authority
is based in Indianapolis.
Website: www.in.gov/ihcda
Rental Housing Tax Credits (RHTC):
Tax credits are distributed for a period of ten
years to developers of affordable housing.
•
•
•

Property acquisition
Rehabilitation of existing housing
New housing construction

HOME Funds (distributed through
Housing and Urban Development HUD) are
available to local governments and non-profit
organizations up to $500,000 with a required
25% match.
•
•
•
•

Develop affordable housing for low to
moderate income
Property acquisition
Rehabilitation housing
Counseling to families

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA)
The SBA works with lenders to provide loans to
small businesses. The agency doesn’t lend money
directly to small business owners. Instead, it sets
guidelines for loans made by its partnering lenders,
community development organizations, and microlending institutions. The SBA reduces risks for
lenders and makes it easier for them to access
capital.
Website: www.sba-gov/funding-programs/loans
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
Public Works Grants: A grant program of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic
Development Administration. Funds can be
used to revitalize, expand, and upgrade a
community’s physical infrastructure to attract
new industry, encourage business expansion,
diversify local economies, and generate or
retain long-term, private sector jobs and
investment. Website: www.eda.gov/programs/
eda-programs
Economic Adjustment Assistance Program:
This program provides technical, planning
and infrastructure assistance in distressed
economic regions. Website: www.eda.gov/
programs/eda-programs
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IMPLEMENTATION
INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES (DNR)
The DNR is a state agency that administers
numerous programs impacting historic preservation,
outdoor recreation and the environment. The
Indiana Division of Historic Preservation &
Archaeology (DHPA) administers the bulk of the
historic preservation-related programs in state
government. It is based in Indianapolis.
Historic Preservation Fund (HPF) is funded
by an annual distribution of federal dollars form
the National Park Service (NPS). Funding is
available to government entities, educational
institutions, and non-profit organizations.
Grants are for pre-development costs (up to
$35,000) and project costs (up to $50,000)
including acquisition, development, and
archaeology with a required 50% match.
Architectural projects include:
• National Register nominations for
eligible historic districts
• Feasibility studies
• Architectural and engineering plans
• Specifications for the rehabilitation and/
or adaptive reuse of National Registerlisted properties
• Historic structure reports for National
Register-listed properties
• Historic context studies with National
Register nominations for specific types
of historic resources
The grant program provides matching grant
assistance. All grant funds are paid out on a
reimbursement basis. Grant awards are subject
to maximum award amounts.
Website: www.in.gov/dnr/historic/7589.htm
The Land & Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF) was passed by Congress in 1965
to assist eligible governmental units in the
provision of new park areas. The LWCF is
a matching assistance program. The main
source of funding for the LWCF grants comes
from federal offshore oil lease revenues. Since
the LWCF is a reimbursing program, the project
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sponsor does not receive the grant funds at
the time of application approval. The sponsor
must have the local matching 50% of the
project cost available prior to the application.
The sponsoring park and recreation board
is reimbursed 50% of the actual costs of the
approved project. Local funding sources used
to match the federal assistance may be derived
from appropriations, tax levies, bond issues,
force account labor, gifts, donations of land,
cash, labor, materials, and equipment. Other
federal funding sources cannot be used as
the local share of the project, except revenue
sharing, Community Development Act funds,
and Farmers Home Administration loans.
https://secure.in.gov/dnr/outdoor/4071.htm
Recreational Trails Program Grant (RTP) is
a matching assistance program administered
through the Division of Outdoor Recreation
that provides funding for the acquisition and/
or development of multi-use recreational trail
projects. Both motorized and non-motorized
projects may qualify for assistance. The
assistance program is sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA).
All units of government and agencies
incorporated as 510(c)(3) not-for-profit are
eligible. Grant requests between $50,000
and $200,000 will be accepted. At the time of
application, the project sponsor must have at
least 20% of the total project cost available.
The RTP will provide 80% reimbursement for
eligible projects after project costs are paid.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction of multi-use trails
Acquisition of easement or property for
trail
Development of trailheads and other
support facilities
Operation of educational programs
to promote safety and environmental
protection related to trails
Providing stream and river access
Construction of bridges, boardwalks,
and crossings
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NATIONAL TRUST FOR
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Chartered by Congress in 1949, this privatelyfunded non-profit organization is charged with
preserving America’s most significant historic sites.
It is based in Washington, D.C. with a Regional
office in Chicago, Illinois.
Website: www.nationaltrust.org
Historic Preservation Grant Program
(administered by OCRA) strives to preserve
and rehabilitate historic properties in order
to further incentivize downtown economic
development. Applications can be submitted at
any time. Projects must meet certain minimum
program requirements:
•

•
•

The lead applicant must be any
individual, partnership, form,
association, joint venture, limited liability
company or corporation
A non-profit facilitating affordable
housing organizations are also eligible
as lead applicants
The lead applicant must be able to show
title / ownership upon grant award

Grant requests between $10,000 and $100,000
will be accepted. Eligible requests must be no
more than 35% of eligible project costs. Local
match must be greater than or equal to 65% of
total eligible project costs.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR NATIONAL PARK SERVICE (NPS)
This federal agency administers numerous
programs impacting historic preservation, forestry,
national park systems, and Native American tribal
preservation. Based in Washington, D.C. with a
Regional office in Omaha, Nebraska. Website:
www.nps.gov/ and www.nps/gov/history/hps/tps/tax

NPS Tax Credit Program: A 20% income
tax credit is available for the rehabilitation of
historic, income-producing buildings that are
determined by the Secretary of the Interior,
through the National Park Service, to be
“certified historic structures”. The State Historic
Preservation Offices and the National Park
Services review the rehabilitation work to
ensure that it complies with the Secretary’s
Standards for Rehabilitation. The Internal
Revenue Service defines qualified rehabilitation
expenses on which the credit may be taken.
Owner-occupied residential properties do not
qualify for the federal rehabilitation tax credit.
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
This agency provides grants to organizations
for several types of programs related to the arts,
including museums, preservation of art forms, etc.
Website: www.nea.gov/grants/index.html
The grants required 50% matching funds and
pertain to the following disciplines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Artist communities
Arts education
Dance
Design
Folk & Traditional arts
Literature
Local arts agencies
Media Arts: film/radio/television/
museums
Music
Musical Theater
Opera
Presenting
State and Regional
Theater
Visual Arts
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IMPLEMENTATION
INDIANA ARTS COMMISSION
This state agency offers funding for various art and
art education programs. Website: www.in.gov/arts/
Grant programs include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arts in the Parks & Historic Sites
Arts Organization Support III
Community Consultancies
On-Ramp Career Accelerator
Partnering Arts, Communities and Education
(PACE)
Regional Arts Initiative Grants
Regional Arts Partner
Statewide Cultural Districts

MORGAN COUNTY CONVENTION &
VISITORS BUREAU
This agency offers community grant programs
to help organizations within the community to
better develop and promote high quality visitor
experiences. Website: www.visitmorgancountyin.
com/about-us/industry-partners/grant-programs/
Festival & Event Grant Program: This grant
program assists growth of local tourism festivals
and events within Morgan County. Qualifying
events include:
•
•
•
•
•

Overnight or day trips to Morgan County
Promoting visitation in off-peak months
Creating a direct local economic impact
Attracting 150 people or more
Drawing positive media exposure

Cooperative Marketing Match Program:
These matching funds assist local businesses
and organizations in promoting themselves to
visitors. Requirements include:
•
•

Tourism Enhancement & Development Fund:
Funds are available to assist organizations that
invest in quality local projects that support the
Bureau’s mission. Eligible projects should:
•
•
•

Enhance and develop tourism
Improve quality of visitor and resident
experiences
Support current tourism strategies and
initiatives.

Applications are accepted at any time.
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS (TIFs)
Tax increment financing dedicates tax increments
within a certain defined district to finance the
debt that is issued to pay for the project. TIF was
designed to channel funding toward improvements
in distressed, underdeveloped, or underutilized
parts of a jurisdiction or public works projects where
development might otherwise not occur.
Expanding the existing TIF Districts would help in
the financing of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pay expenses of Redevelopment
Commission for public improvements
Pay principal and interest on bonds or
leases
Roads, streetscapes, and sidewalks for
access to new development
Construction of water and sewer lines
Acquisition of real estate
Parking facilities
Street lights

The businesses or events must be
Morgan County visitor/tourism-oriented
Eligible paid advertising efforts must be
in markets outside of Morgan County

Applications for 50% reimbursement toward
eligible marketing efforts will be accepted.
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ACTION PLAN SUMMARY
Streetscape / Events Space
•

Finalize streetscape enhancements for
Courthouse Square

•

Implement ideas for Courthouse
Square and alleyway enhancements.
Begin detailed design to further
understand project cost, impact and
potential land acquisition needs.

•

Continue collaborations with Morgan
County leadership

•

Investigate and finalize gateway and
corridor enhancements

•

Consider and implement walk / bike
trail connectivity to the downtown and
adjacent park systems

Downtown Businesses and Buildings
•

Apply for applicable grant funding related
to building façade enhancement and
identified streetscape implementation
projects.

•

Further develop business owner
relationship with downtown festivals and
events by promoting and creating active
downtown offerings attractive to customers
and local residents. Invite local businesses
to participate in downtown festivals and
events.

•

Scout and attract successful small
businesses within surrounding communities
that would like to expand their operations in
an historic downtown environment.
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IMPLEMENTATION
ACTION PLAN MATRIX: MARKETING THE PLAN
The following matrix proposes detailed action items to be performed within a recommended time frame,
supporting the implementation of the Downtown Plan. It also notes local, regional and state resources that
can be utilized to supplement funds as design development and construction progress.
The cost to implement the design ideas for the downtown events space and streetscape enhancements for
each phase should be evaluated in further detail as described below. The work will include the appropriate
demolition and the installation of curbs, sidewalks, street trees, lawn, ornamental landscape, street lighting
and appurtenances, pavement milling and resurfacing, decorative pavers and pavement markings from
building façade to façade.
Schedule
Phase
Construction and Infrastructure Projects

Potential Funding Source / Resources

Potential Funding
Source / Resources
Schedule
Task
Action Needed
Phase
1A:
Construction
of
courthouse
drop-off
and
City
of
Martinsville
Redevelopment
Commission; OCRA:
Planning
and Design Development Projects
1 - 2 years
Jefferson Street urban trail
Community Development Block Grants; Morgan County
Assemble active group to meet on a regular basis
0-3
comprised of Mainstreet, City, County and various
Form Downtown Action Committee
N/A
months
stakeholder representatives
Phase 1B: Construction of streetscape enhancements, urban trail on
City of Martinsville Redevelopment Commission; OCRA:
Washington, paver streets, upgraded crosswalks, alleyway
1 - 2 years
Community Development Block Grants; Morgan County
enchancements, and installation of architectural water feature
Complete survey, preliminary design and
City of Martinsville Redevelopment
0-6
engineering, plan development and detailed cost
Complete schematic design for all phases
Commission; Morgan County
months
estimates
Phase 1C: Construction of streetscape enhancements, Courthouse
City of Martinsville Redevelopment Commission; OCRA:
Square improvements and adjacent parking, monument relocation,
1 - 2 years
Community Development Block Grants; Morgan County
seating area, and installation of public art
City of Martinsville and Downtown Action
Committee to meet with entities such as INDOT,
Meet with various grant and funding
0 - 1 years
N/A
OCRA, DNR, etc. to discuss and raise awareness
agencies
of pertinent projects
Phase 1D: Construction of streetscape improvements, urban trail on INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
2 - 3 years
Washington and Jefferson streets
Commission; OCRA: Community Development Block Grants
Complete detailed design for Courthouse Complete design and engineering, plan preparation
City of Martinsville Redevelopment
1 - 2 years
and bidding documents
Square Phase 1
Commission; Morgan County

2 - 3 years
2 - 3 years

Phase 2: Construction of splash pad and related amenities, event lawn INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
and stage,detailed
Jefferson
Street
with catenary lighting,
Commission; OCRA: Community Development Block Grants;
Complete
design
forreconstruction
Phase 2;
Complete
design and engineering, plan DNR
preparation
City ofConservation
Martinsville Redevelopment
upgraded alleyways,
and Pike
Street
streetscape
enhancements
Land and Water
Fund
Performance
Park, Jefferson
Street,
and
and bidding documents
Commission; Morgan County
adjacent alleyways

Phase 3: Construction of streetscape enhancements and
INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
Complete detailed design
for streetscape
upgraded
crosswalksComplete design and engineering,
Commission;
OCRA: Community
Development
Block Grants
plan preparation
City of Martinsville
Redevelopment
2 - 4 years enhancements on Morgan and Main Streets
and bidding documents
Commission; Morgan County
for Phase 3

3 - 4 years

Phase
4: Construction
of upgraded
signalized intersections on Main
INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
Complete
detailed design
for streetscape
3 - 5 years
Complete design and engineering,
plan preparation
City of Martinsville
Redevelopment
Street, streetscape
enhancements,
Commission;
OCRA: Community
Development
Block Grants
2 - 4 years enhancements
and intersection
upgrades and
on upgraded alleyway
and bidding documents
Commission; Morgan County
Main Street for Phase 4
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT), Main Street Revitalization Program (MSRP),
Office of Community and Rural Affairs (OCRA)
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IMPLEMENTATION
ACTION PLAN MATRIX: NEXT STEPS TO IMPLEMENTATION
Schedule
Phase
Construction and Infrastructure Projects

Potential Funding Source / Resources

1 - 2 years

Phase 1A: Construction of courthouse drop-off and
Jefferson Street urban trail

City of Martinsville Redevelopment Commission; OCRA:
Community Development Block Grants; Morgan County

1 - 2 years

Phase 1B: Construction of streetscape enhancements, urban trail on
Washington, paver streets, upgraded crosswalks, alleyway
enchancements, and installation of architectural water feature

City of Martinsville Redevelopment Commission; OCRA:
Community Development Block Grants; Morgan County

1 - 2 years

Phase 1C: Construction of streetscape enhancements, Courthouse
Square improvements and adjacent parking, monument relocation,
seating area, and installation of public art

City of Martinsville Redevelopment Commission; OCRA:
Community Development Block Grants; Morgan County

2 - 3 years

Phase 1D: Construction of streetscape improvements, urban trail on
Washington and Jefferson streets

INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
Commission; OCRA: Community Development Block Grants

2 - 3 years

Phase 2: Construction of splash pad and related amenities, event lawn INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
and stage, Jefferson Street reconstruction with catenary lighting,
Commission; OCRA: Community Development Block Grants;
upgraded alleyways, and Pike Street streetscape enhancements
DNR Land and Water Conservation Fund

3 - 4 years

Phase 3: Construction of streetscape enhancements and
upgraded crosswalks

INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
Commission; OCRA: Community Development Block Grants

3 - 5 years

Phase 4: Construction of upgraded signalized intersections on Main
Street, streetscape enhancements, and upgraded alleyway

INDOT Community Crossings; City of Martinsville Redevelopment
Commission; OCRA: Community Development Block Grants

Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT), Main Street Revitalization Program (MSRP),
Office of Community and Rural Affairs (OCRA)
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Section G
Appendix

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

1.

SURVEY

How often in the past 30-days have you visited Downtown Martinsville to shop
or eat?

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

SURVEY

3.

Do you consider the Main Connection to be part of Downtown Martinsville?

4.

Please check the following places that you have visited in the past 90-days.

DŽƌĞƚŚĂŶϰƟŵĞƐ

2.

Do you consider City Hall south of Washington Street to be part of Downtown
Martinsville?

ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ/ŶĚŝĂƉŽůŝƐ

ĂƐƚůĞƚŽŶ^ƋƵĂƌĞDĂůů
ƌŽĂĚZŝƉƉůĞsŝůůĂŐĞ
None of the Above

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

5.

SURVEY

How many times in the last year have you visited the Morgan County Farmer’s
Market on Tuesdays at Friends Church?

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

7.

How would you describe the amount of available parking in Downtown
Martinsville?
WĂƌŬŝŶŐŝƐǀĞƌǇĚŝĸĐƵůƚ
ƚŽĮŶĚ

DŽƌĞƚŚĂŶϰƟŵĞƐ

SURVEY

WĂƌŬŝŶŐŝƐƌĞĂĚŝůǇ
ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ

WĂƌŬŝŶŐŝƐŝŶƐƵĸĐŝĞŶƚ
WĂƌŬŝŶŐŝƐƐƵĸĐŝĞŶƚ

6.

How many times in the last year have you visited the Morgan County Farmer’s
Market on Saturdays at the Main Connection?
DŽƌĞƚŚĂŶϰƟŵĞƐ

MARCH 4, 2019

8.

How many blocks are you willing to walk from your parked car or your home
when shopping or dining in Downtown Martinsville?
ϰŽƌŵŽƌĞďůŽĐŬƐ

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

9.

SURVEY

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

11.

When parking in Downtown Martinsville, how long is your average visit?

SURVEY

Select your level of comfort when crossing Morgan St in Downtown Martinsville
as a pedestrian or bicyclist:

DŽƌĞƚŚĂŶϰŚŽƵƌƐ

sĞƌǇhŶĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ

>ĞƐƐƚŚĂŶϭŚŽƵƌ

sĞƌǇŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ

10.

Select your level of comfort when crossing Main St around the courthouse
square as a pedestrian or bicyclist:

12.

Have you jogged, walked or ridden a bike on any of the following
KƚŚĞƌĐŽƵŶƚǇƚƌĂŝů

sĞƌǇhŶĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ

:ŝŵŵǇEĂƐŚŝƚǇWĂƌŬ
ƚƌĂŝůƐ
sĞƌǇŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ

KƚŚĞƌĐŝƚǇƐƚƌĞĞƚ

MARCH 4, 2019
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13.

SURVEY

Could you see yourself living in Downtown Martinsville?

MARCH 4, 2019
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15.

If you answered the last question, would you prefer to:

16.

Do you work remotely and/or from home?

SURVEY

WŽƐƐŝďůǇůĂƚĞƌŝŶůŝĨĞ

14.

If answered yes to the above question, what types of downtown housing would
attract you? Check all that apply:
ZĞŶŽǀĂƚĞĚ,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐ
ƵŝůĚŝŶŐ
ƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚŽƌ>ŽŌ
ĂďŽǀĞĂƐƚŽƌĞ
^ĞŶŝŽƌ>ŝǀŝŶŐǁŝƚŚ
ŵĞŶŝƟĞƐĂŶĚƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ
DƵůƟͲƐƚŽƌǇďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ

tĞůŝǀĞŽŶ:ĞīĞƌƐŽŶ
^ƚŶĞĂƌƚŚĞůŝďƌĂƌǇ
^ŵĂůůĞƌŶŝĐĞůǇ
ƌĞŶŽǀĂƚĞĚŚŽŵĞ

MARCH 4, 2019

MARCH 4, 2019
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17.

18.

SURVEY

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

19.

How frequently in the past 30-days have you used your laptop, tablet or
smartphone to work in a public place like a coffee shop, library or
co-working space?

In an average month, how often do you eat dinner at a restaurant in
Downtown Martinsville?
dŚƌĞĞŽƌŵŽƌĞƟŵĞƐ

20.
When shopping in Downtown Martinsville, how much is your average
purchase?

In an average month, how often do you eat lunch at a restaurant in Downtown
Martinsville?
dŚƌĞĞŽƌŵŽƌĞƟŵĞƐ

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

21.

SURVEY

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

23.

When is it most convenient for you to shop (choose 2)?

ĂƌůǇǀĞŶŝŶŐ;ϱƉŵͲϳƉŵͿ

SURVEY

Do you patronize local businesses before or after a festival or parade in
Downtown Martinsville?
ďŽƵƚĞǀĞƌǇŽƚŚĞƌƟŵĞ

ĂǇƟŵĞ;ϭϬĂŵͲϱƉŵͿ
^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇĂŌĞƌŶŽŽŶ
^ĂƚƵƌĚĂǇDŽƌŶŝŶŐ
ǀĞŶŝŶŐ;ĂŌĞƌϳƉŵͿ

DŽƌŶŝŶŐ;ϳĂŵͲϭϬĂŵͿ

22.

How many times have you attended a festival or parade in Downtown
Martinsville in the last 3 years?

MARCH 4, 2019

24.

How many times in the past 12-months have you visited the Library?

MARCH 4, 2019
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25.

SURVEY

Choose the 3 store types most likely to increase the amount of time and money
that you spend downtown:

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

27a.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Bicycle Access

27b.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Cleanliness of Streets/Sidewalks

SURVEY

ĂŬĞƌǇͬŽīĞĞ^ŚŽƉ
DŝĐƌŽďƌĞǁĞƌǇͬĚŝƐƟůůĞƌǇ
'ƌŽĐĞƌͬ^ƉĞĐŝĂůƚǇ&ŽŽĚƐ
,ŽŵĞĐĐĞƐƐŽƌŝĞƐ
ĂƌĚƐͬ'ŝŌƐͬŽůůĞĐƚĂďůĞƐ

/ĐĞƌĞĂŵͬĂŶĚǇ

26.

What best describes your attitude toward the current hours of operations for
existing retail businesses:
EŽƚŽƉĞŶǁŚĞŶ/Ăŵ
ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞƚŽƐŚŽƉ

^ŚŽƵůĚďĞŽƉĞŶŵŽƌĞ͕
ůŽŶŐĞƌŚŽƵƌƐ

MARCH 4, 2019
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SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019
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27c.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: General Safety

27e.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Pedestrian Access

27d.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: General Attractiveness

27f.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Pedestrian Safety

MARCH 4, 2019

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

SURVEY

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

27g.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Parking Convenience

27i.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Trafﬁc Flow & Conditions

27h.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Street Lighting

27j.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Public Facilities in
Downtown Martinsville: Wayﬁnding Signage

MARCH 4, 2019
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SURVEY

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019
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SURVEY

28a.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Local Businesses in
Downtown Martinsville: Building Appearance

28c.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Local Businesses in
Downtown Martinsville: Employee Knowledge of Products

28b.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Local Businesses in
Downtown Martinsville: Employee Friendliness

28d.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Local Businesses in
Downtown Martinsville: Interior Appearance of Business

MARCH 4, 2019

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

SURVEY

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

28e.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Local Businesses in
Downtown Martinsville: Merchandise Display

28g.

28f.

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Local Businesses in
Downtown Martinsville: Quality of Goods Available

29.

SURVEY

Please rate overall satisfaction with the following Local Businesses in
Downtown Martinsville: Hours of Operation

What public enhancements would you like to see most in
Downtown Martinsville? (Choose 3)
DŽƌĞƉƵďůŝĐƉĂƌŬŝŶŐ
ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶĞǀĞŶƚƐ
ƐƉĂĐĞ

dƌĂƐŚZĞĐĞƉƚĂĐůĞƐ

MARCH 4, 2019
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30.

SURVEY

Indicate your desire for outdoor dining adjacent to restaurants on the public
sidewalk:

MARCH 4, 2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

32.

SURVEY

Do you live in:
ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶDĂƌƟŶƐǀŝůůĞ
KƵƚƐŝĚĞŽĨDŽƌŐĂŶ
ŽƵŶƚǇ

sĞƌǇƵŶĂƉƉĞĂůŝŶŐ

DŽƌŐĂŶŽƵŶƚǇ͕ďƵƚ
ŽƵƐŝĚĞŽĨDĂƌƟŶƐǀŝůůĞ

ŝƚǇŽĨDĂƌƟŶƐǀŝůůĞ͕ďƵƚ
ŽƵƚƐŝĚĞŽĨŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ

31.

33.

Do you work in:

Are you:
ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶDĂƌƟŶƐǀŝůůĞ

DŽƌŐĂŶŽƵŶƚǇ͕ďƵƚ
ŽƵƐŝĚĞŽĨDĂƌƟŶƐǀŝůůĞ

None of the above

ůŽĐĂůŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ
ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐŽǁŶĞƌ
ŝƚǇŽĨDĂƌƟŶƐǀŝůůĞ͕ďƵƚ
ŽƵƚƐŝĚĞŽĨŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ

ůŽĐĂůŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ
ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŽǁŶĞƌ
ZĞƟƌĞĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ
ĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞŽƌďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ
owner
ůŽĐĂůŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ
ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇŽǁŶĞƌΘ
ďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐŽǁŶĞƌ

KƵƚƐŝĚĞŽĨDŽƌŐĂŶŽƵŶƚǇ

MARCH 4, 2019

MARCH 4, 2019
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34.

SURVEY

How long have you lived at your current location?

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

36.

How many people live in your household?

37.

What is your age group?

SURVEY

>ĞƐƐƚŚĂŶϭǇĞĂƌ

35.

What is your gender?

DŽƌĞƚŚĂŶϲϱǇĞĂƌƐ

MARCH 4, 2019

MARCH 4, 2019

38.

jotform_untitled_markdownI'd like to see the area grow and prosper with an eye to the future instead of
insisting on keeping things the way they've always been done.

16/01/2019 6:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore activity to draw families. Business open and area appears “alive”.

16/01/2019 11:45 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownGrowth
Look and model after downtown Franklin.

9/01/2019 10:45 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTest

9/01/2019 10:15 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownRenovate all buildings around the square

9/01/2019 10:14 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownRenovate all buildings around the square

9/01/2019 10:14 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore options for dining and entertainment

9/01/2019 10:03 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownActive space in the evening

Showing 677 responses

What are your hopes and wishes for Downtown Martinsville?

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

MARCH 4, 2019

SURVEY

JotForm · Reports

22/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownA welcoming community with a mixture of stores, vendors, green space, and
restaurants built on a foundation of sustainability for the future.

17/01/2019 12:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCome alive!

17/01/2019 12:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see every building with a thriving business and see people walking around the
square going into these businesses.

17/01/2019 12:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownJust to be safe and more friendlier.

17/01/2019 12:22 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it become a place where younger families desire to live and grow. Where
youth will want to return to work and live.

17/01/2019 12:21 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like for it to be a thriving, bustling downtown with shops and eateries and
also events to bring the community together. I live off East Washington and would love to be able to spend
most of time in the area that I live.

17/01/2019 12:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue to grow&prosper!

17/01/2019 6:47 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to be more attractive and pull in outsiders from our community! I love
Martinsville and want others to see its beauty also.

17/01/2019 6:36 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow into a quaint bustling gathering area for shopping, eating, socializing and
visiting.

17/01/2019 6:06 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownWould love to see more businesses other than little craft / flea markets

17/01/2019 3:08 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMartinsville is coming along..I like what has happened and more to come...you had
questions on safety! Morgan and Jefferson intersection (have you crossed there? Not everyone stops!) why is
it not a problem at Washington and Jefferson? Just a block away! But drivers stop at that
intersection...Parking: Workers take up spots! A couple examples: Doesn’t the county have lots for employees
to park and the post office has a lot? And there are a few businesses that have vehicles (with there names on
the vehicles) park in spots all day..(while speaking on parking, the transmission shop just a block off the square
on W. Morgan, why are they allowed to have vehicles parked on the sidewalk at an angle, with portions of the
cars/trucks in the street?)...Parking: the lot at Morgan and Sycamore, can it not be repaved, stripped and used
for downtown parking...the alleys, they need repaved off the square especially for pedestrian walkways..the
question about trash, I believe there are trash receptacles, but I think the curbs need to be swept more often,
to many cigarette butts!...and back to safety, a few places the sidewalks need repaired on the square..
I see Downtown Martinsville with a very bright future....Thank you to all that’s making it happen!

17/01/2019 3:06 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownAnything that offers an actual activity to keep young ones busy with something
good, not drugs/alcohol/just driving around. Having to leave town to have a family even is pathetic.

16/01/2019 9:47 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurant choices

16/01/2019 7:29 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

3/4/2019
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JotForm · Reports

JotForm · Reports

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownWould love an alternative to Wal-mart. Small grocery or meat market.
https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

17/01/2019 1:42 PM

17/01/2019 1:38 PM

17/01/2019 1:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be a place people want to come to

17/01/2019 1:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAffordable fun and dining for the majority of our residents.

17/01/2019 1:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor the progress to continue and to restore Martinsville to its former glory
I hope to open a business downtown in the distant future

17/01/2019 1:36 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownLove all the work that has been done in my hometown. It looks wonderful, nice
having good places to eat. Just keep on doing what you are doing - improving things.

17/01/2019 1:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see more parking available in the daytime. I would really like to see
the eyesore of derelict vehicles parked on the sidewalk by the transmission repair place permanently
removed. Isn't it against the law to park vehicles on a sidewalk?? Why is this business allowed to do this?
What a hazard for pedestrians! (Corner of Mulberry & Morgan)

17/01/2019 12:56 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope that we can rise above the misconceptions others have about our
community and show them what a welcoming, kind, and friendly community we really are. I'd also like to see
more money invested in parking solutions. It is awesome how far the downtown has come in the last few
years, but without better parking, I think it will be hard to become a destination for folks from out of town.

17/01/2019 12:52 PM

24/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see the downtown area expand geographically and culturally. Add walking trails
and bike trails that lead throughout the city the are measured with miles, more benches, more business that
are relevant to the city population but also draw in the younger crowd. Bring back the movie theater and other
family activities.

17/01/2019 1:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFinish all the renovations on the old buildings

17/01/2019 12:51 PM

17/01/2019 12:47 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCombat the drugs and homelessness, the more free stuff that’s offered the more
people that want free stuff are going to come and stay. To much low income facilities are right downtown, they
need to be relocated to The outskirts of town. I don’t mean to sound mean but you can either have a nice hip
downtown os a low income downtown, you can’t have both.

17/01/2019 1:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow and be successful

17/01/2019 1:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownmore growth with entertainment options a good tap room, maybe even a brewery.

jotform_untitled_markdownLess empty buildings, no dumpsters on courthouse lawn, public restrooms

17/01/2019 12:45 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore things to do. Especially out door.

jotform_untitled_markdownBe a place go walking and enjoying meeting people.

jotform_untitled_markdownDowntown movie theater, coffee house on the square, more retail shopping,
parking. To look and feel more like Franklin and Carmel’s downtown

17/01/2019 1:26 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore dining options

17/01/2019 1:25 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue to grow. See more people downtown. More restaurants-variety.
Something for families to do on the weekends.

17/01/2019 1:22 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI moved back 2.5 years ago due to the excitement that is happening with
improvements/renovation & with new dining and shopping options after being in various cities but with the
Senior Housing developments (which is great!), I would like to see a grocery/pharmacy in walking distance
from the downtown area & continued growth of our community supporting our downtown merchants.
And last but not least, I cannot wait for the juice bar and spa to open.

17/01/2019 1:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdowna place for young adults and kids to hang out and keep busy. and attract more
young families. maybe indoor rock climbing, trampolines, educational events.

17/01/2019 1:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBring local business back. Bowling alley and movie theater should never have been
pulled out of the downtown area. The bypass was an awful decision! Bring those 2 things back and make more
of a reason for people to go downtown. Pick one chain food place (like a Jimmy John's or something else
smaller) that would attract people downtown. And one more restaurant with microbreweries

17/01/2019 1:30 PM

3/4/2019
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17/01/2019 12:44 PM

23/70

SURVEY

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see downtown become a vital community, supported and sustained by the
citizens of Martinsville and surrounding areas

17/01/2019 12:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownChange the ugly colors that they are painting the buildings. Downtown looks like a
clown town!

17/01/2019 12:42 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see downtown Martinsville exterior buildings more attractive. More
places to socialize and do activities.

17/01/2019 12:42 PM

jotform_untitled_markdown
Clean, safe, quaint feeling small town.

17/01/2019 12:40 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see more of the stores like when I was growing up.

17/01/2019 12:36 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurants.

17/01/2019 12:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat they will expand business district to pike

17/01/2019 12:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt would wonderful to have all buildings filled with thriving business and no empty
real estate.

17/01/2019 12:30 PM
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17/01/2019 2:11 PM

25/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope the food choices grow, more activities are available for family fun, and
businesses have better accommodating hours.

17/01/2019 2:11 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo get more community involvement

17/01/2019 2:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see more successful businesses and open on the weekend to bring more people
to our downtown.

17/01/2019 2:07 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to continue improving like it has been the last couple of years.

17/01/2019 2:07 PM

jotform_untitled_markdowncontinued growth and success for small, locally owned businesses to attract locals
and visitors to gather here.

17/01/2019 2:03 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFixing the historical district, making it an attraction.

17/01/2019 2:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWe need a signature store of some kind. Something to make the people get off the
interstate and visit our community. Growth won't happen until we clean the entire town up.

17/01/2019 2:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThriving community, social, work, and business establishments, good parking

17/01/2019 2:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWe need things more then just down town. The entire town should be the focus

17/01/2019 1:57 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo continue to grow!

17/01/2019 1:54 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMoved here 3.5 years ago from Avon. Have volunteered with Rediscover
Martinsville. Hope public volunteer groups like this continue. Great to see downtown being redeveloped. Try
and shop and dine downtown as much as feasible. Love 21 North, and Holy Smoke. I think the Brewpub
would be a good addition.

17/01/2019 1:50 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue to grow, attract NEW younger folks to live downtown with mucho
disposable income

17/01/2019 1:50 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo prosper and have tons of restaurants and shops!

17/01/2019 1:49 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBecomes more vibrant and appealing with more amenities to attract more
individuals.

17/01/2019 1:48 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA new mayor

17/01/2019 1:42 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt would be nice if it had activity and not empty or boring buildings. It would be nice
to have stuff to attract younger people and families. I view downtown as depressing and out-dated.
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26/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownMore attraction for the younger population who still live here, who often move to
cities that have more going on, more shopping and food options (especially grocers for me)

17/01/2019 2:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMy mom owned a small store there once that didn't do so well. That was about a
decade ago though (when not much else was on the square), and my oh my, have things changed since then!
I think the current restaurants are the big deal there right now, along with fun and educational spots to visit,
such as taking lessons at Tom Fiddlery or reading a book at the new book store. I do think more events or
places for children need to happen. Maybe a small arcade, or just something to help keep kids off the streets
when they're on break or need things to do would also help our town a lot. Otherwise, the town square seems
to be on the right track and is looking beautiful!

17/01/2019 2:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow and become a place to come to and enjoy walking around downtown
checking out downtown

17/01/2019 2:25 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean up the dilapidated housing, crack down on slumlords, keep parking free or
very reasonable

17/01/2019 2:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see it thrive and it is better now than I ever remember seeing it before and I
have lived here most of my life (35yrs)

17/01/2019 2:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownVibrant And Healthy. Clean! A place people would want to walk around, eat and
have a drink. Options are definitely getting better. Clientele needs considerable work.

17/01/2019 2:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownsuccess

17/01/2019 2:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat we don’t sell the soul of our town to outside interest groups. We should be
proud of who we are and not allow big $ to control the town. Make improvements. Bring back brick streets in
the square and get rid of the vagrants that hang out there. Make it safe and enjoyable to visit downtown.

17/01/2019 2:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdown Hoping that the city does revitalize. Have lived in the community for 45 years;
obviously have seen lots of changes and not all have been positive.

17/01/2019 2:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see an actual parking lot (or two) for consumers. I would like to see
some of the empty buildings utilized with fun activities for the youth of the town. (Arcades, something similar to
Jumpin' Joey's maybe? A classic movie theater like the Tivoli in Spencer, a roller rink, a bowling alley.)

17/01/2019 2:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA bright and successful future for all of the current and new businesses to come. I
have family that has a local downtown business and would love to see them grow and succeed. A clean drug
and drama free downtown with restaurants and bars would be great!

17/01/2019 2:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor downtown to be a thriving location for all to enjoy.

17/01/2019 2:14 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA casual pub. Good, inexpensive food, reasonably priced drinks. Somewhere an
adult can go to enjoy a kid free evening (even if it’s sectioned off or only after dinner for 21+). I have plenty of
family dining options if needed. It would be nice to have a place to go out with my husband or catch up with
friends over drinks without kids running around.
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SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownA place to bring friends and family to and show off with pride! Attractive businesses
with reasonable hours for people who work out of county during the day - that has been one of our biggest
frustrations. We would love to see more places open evenings and Saturdays - more restaurant options,

17/01/2019 2:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCOMPLETE THE BUILDING RENOVATIONS THAT STARTED OVER TWO
YEARS!!!!

17/01/2019 2:42 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSafe and less homeless type people sitting/laying/hanging around.

17/01/2019 2:41 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would live to see the area grow and be cleaned up. More police presence and
cracking down on drugs on the surrounding streets. The worn down houses need repaired or torn down so the
area will look more appealing and feel safer.

17/01/2019 2:41 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCleaner appearance, more unique gift stores, trash cleanup on roads leading into
downtown

17/01/2019 2:41 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope with all the new development it brings people to our beautiful historic
town..But if parking isn't addressed soon I'm afraid it's going to hurt the growth..I would like to see a little old
fashioned grocery and drug store for the people who are choosing to live downtown..

17/01/2019 2:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo provide an atmosphere that will promote family living.
To rid the city of abandoned homes and businesses.
To have events, dining and shopping to will prevent having to drive out of town.
To have careers that will prevent having to work outside of the county to earn a decent living

17/01/2019 2:36 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI can't wait until all of the building renovations are completed and looking like other
small towns of our size.

17/01/2019 2:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownGrowth through the revitalization that brings increased property values to our home

17/01/2019 2:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it get more restaurants with different types of cuisines. Thai, Indian, different
types of Asian cuisines, African etc. Bakeries with items other than donuts or fudge. Fresh bread, croissants,
delicious cakes, scones etc would be great and they should be open till 6 or 7 pm. The variety right now is very
poor all over Martinsville, which is why our family rarely ever eats in Martinsville and we prefer to go to
Greenwood, Bloomington or downtown Indy to eat, shop and do other cultural and social things. Food festivals
would be nice where we could get to try food from all over etc.

17/01/2019 2:34 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt keeps improving

17/01/2019 2:32 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownJust get better

17/01/2019 2:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore mom and pop shops & restaurants
Doing great so far at sprucing the place up, it’s honestly so much better than it was

17/01/2019 2:28 PM
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jotform_untitled_markdownWhen completing the survey previously, this last question was not ans
the survey submitted! Just wanted to comment that with the economic status / poverty rate in Ma
problem exists. People who resided here in 1973, still reside here after bring forth MULTIPLE fam
and the family unit has not risen above the issue. Having multiple shelters in the community is al
detrimental; I understand helping but do not understand enabling! Have seen too many examples

17/01/2019 3:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdowncontimue in the direction we’ve been moving. Continued downtown rev
Bringing in relevant businesses. It would be nice to have an upscale place to go drink a couple be
watch a game. More community events created/added. Continue to take care of our historic build

17/01/2019 3:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo attract more people and make it a destination spot that attracts all w

17/01/2019 3:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCleaner and better restaurants! The majority of restaurants I have bee
were dirty and had terrible customer service!

17/01/2019 2:59 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownrevamp the extremely run-down section on Morgan St. west of Main S

17/01/2019 2:59 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt's great that old buildings are being restored and new businesses are
but no matter how great they look if you can't do something about the homeless and loiterers peo
going to shop and frequently businesses.

17/01/2019 2:57 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it continues to improve, and that there be more green space.

17/01/2019 2:57 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo entice large industry to come here. Continue to improve.

17/01/2019 2:50 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat traffic from 37 does not go through downtown. It will kill busines
one will want to fight that traffic to go shopping.

17/01/2019 2:47 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownStrong sense of Community and Support

17/01/2019 2:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter paint jobs on building exteriors
Replace the new mineral water sign with one that can actually be read

17/01/2019 2:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownConnect downtown, Jimmy Nash, Knobstone, and the property at the
Blue Bluff. The city should position (brand) itself as a place for outdoor recreation, with trails, and
nature.

17/01/2019 2:44 PM

bakery, coffee shop. Having some of these closer to downtown (within a couple of blocks) rather t
parts of town would be great.
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17/01/2019 3:23 PM

29/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownMuch nicer appearance. New stop lights, signage, landscape and etc. we neeed to
put more money cleaning the downtown area. The other eye sore are the apartments by the high school. They
need to go!

17/01/2019 3:21 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinued business growth. I live just outside of Martinsville but was a resident for
35 years and I’m there every day. It’s time to make something of our town

17/01/2019 3:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownParking

17/01/2019 3:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRid the entire city of filth- clean up the drug problem with more arrests, harsher
fines, but also put a program in place for after leaving jail to help addicts stay clean, and be productive citizens.
Clean up the aged, dilapidated buildings around the downtown square as well as a several block radius around
the square. Also, to keep the city clean, people with junk cars, trash, tall grass/weeds on their property needs
fined- not just immediate downtown, but the whole city. A dog catcher/animal control officer needs to be
diligent in capturing strays, enforcing the leash law, and hand out citations- in the city as well as the county.
The poor roads and sidewalks need rebuilt or repaired and made accessible for wheelchairs to move with
ease. The drainage for problem streets so they won’t flood with a small rain, needs desperate attention. The
entire city needs some things for kids of all ages to do. We need something for the adults to do as well. We
need our people to WANT to stay in town for entertainment, shopping, dining, etc. We need to ALLOW outside
corporations to come in and open stores, companies, and factories to supply jobs in our town. We need to
build affordable apartment complexes to supply housing for the new influx of people that the new jobs will
hopefully bring in AND we need to ensure a proper company handles the managing of the apartment buildings
to ensure they stay a nice, clean, safe, and inviting place to call home.

17/01/2019 3:14 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSee previous response.

17/01/2019 3:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it will be a place people want to come to visit and feel safe again.

17/01/2019 3:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be attractive. When people come to town they like what they see.

17/01/2019 3:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSimilar to Plainfield, Franklin, Greenwood, more progressive with better options!
Geared toward the youth which are willing to invest in our community!

17/01/2019 3:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt’s came a long way please keep the good work more places to eat would be nice

17/01/2019 3:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor the downtown to continue to improve and to be sustainable and for the
neighborhoods to start looking g better. Cleaned up ally ways, more sidewalks, quicker response to
abandoned properties before they become detrimental to the neighborhood.

17/01/2019 3:07 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI wish we could bring in like a big woods or a Italian restaurant that serves good
wine. Somewhere to hangout.

17/01/2019 3:05 PM

downtown Martinsville. I’m all for shopping local in my home town but it’s being made very difficult to do so. I
love the new improvements and I hope that Martinsville continues to grow because it is a great community.
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jotform_untitled_markdownThat it continues to thrive

17/01/2019 4:11 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore retail business.

17/01/2019 4:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownUp-scale dining establishment or brewery in building on Main and Morgan
(Upland, Big Woods, Sun King, etc)

17/01/2019 3:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownNone, we need to work on the out lying areas..
Streets with gutters and sidewalks so you don't have to walk in the street..

17/01/2019 3:57 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be attractive to normal people and not so uo scale

17/01/2019 3:54 PM

30/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see it continue to grow and love what is going on right now. I would love to see
something like downtown Decatur in Georgia has done it reminds me a lot of Martinsville. Please take a look at
it.

17/01/2019 3:51 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore businesses, a bar, more parking, better scenery.

17/01/2019 3:50 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo continue improving and thriving but more parking. I have had to quit going to
parade and festival because I can't walk far and never any parking available

17/01/2019 3:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIT IS GOING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

17/01/2019 3:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore family activities

17/01/2019 3:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat when all the stores are remodeled the businesses that come in are retail,
crafts, sports, etc. That downtown isn't filled with only offices and restaurants.

17/01/2019 3:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor all the buildings to be repaired and shops/restaurants will be added instead of
just sitting

17/01/2019 3:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter stores and living

17/01/2019 3:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownGet the bums out of the place that hang around the free place to stay and get them
a life. Tear that building down looks nasty with the new apartments.

17/01/2019 3:25 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMy hope is that the city managers can find the appropriate types of new businesses
that will actually attract the right kind of customers and visitors to downtown. No more "antique" (i.e. junk)
shops and lawyer offices!

17/01/2019 3:23 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWould love another restaurant option. Deli, burger joint, or something ethnic &
diverse.
A community porch where we could take our treats from the Candy Kitchen with great lighting and maybe even
a small jungle gym for kids to burn off some energy. That would be a fun downtown family night. Right????
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17/01/2019 4:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA custom butcher shop.

17/01/2019 4:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownmore parking

17/01/2019 4:51 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurant's, more activities on the weekend

17/01/2019 4:46 PM

31/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI see an enclave of restaurants, upscale bars, things that might make downtown
more attractive to out of town visitors. We have a quaint, attractive downtown area and should feature things
that would attract more out of town visitors. The court house annex is an EYE SORE, move it off the square.

17/01/2019 4:45 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore retail and butcher.

17/01/2019 4:42 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSee it grow and offer evening events..maybe upscale apts to get more people living
downt

17/01/2019 4:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo continue to thrive as it has the last couple years

17/01/2019 4:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBike friendly, brewery, green space, outside dinning and music venue.

17/01/2019 4:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see the town prosperous with people seeing us in a better light . Bringing the
community together through activities , fun and opportunity . Less drugs would be a fabulous thing to focus on
as well!

17/01/2019 4:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownNew Mayor

17/01/2019 4:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor people to see more than just a little quiet town, but a place that you can come
and spend a day with family at the park, or walking around downtown shopping and dining.

17/01/2019 4:26 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownthat the buildings apparence will look just as good as the new buildings inside.
some of the outside colors are horrible. makes the town look trashy with such array of colors. i also wish for
more family friendly activities.

17/01/2019 4:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCleanliness increased (some buildings and homes look delapidated) and drug
problem reduced (active users and paraphernalia outside of city parks)

17/01/2019 4:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean easy to move about and growth.
More niche stores, actual customer service. Good quality products.

17/01/2019 4:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean up the low-income housing. Bring more business. Give people a reason to
be downtown without fear or watching where you step for the trash.

17/01/2019 4:12 PM
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jotform_untitled_markdownA new mayor

17/01/2019 5:34 PM

32/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI love the old down town look I enjoy the small town atmosphere I hate roundabouts

17/01/2019 5:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAttracts more business and restaurants.

17/01/2019 5:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it continues to be renovated and that more shops will decide to locate
downtown. It would be a hoot if the old bowling lanes could be just that, but I doubt the structure could hold
the heavy equipment required. Also, a small movie theater downtown would be nice.

17/01/2019 5:25 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA renewed identity rooted in its rich history. I want to see it thriving and bustling with
business. The population boom is coming, and it would be nice if the city was able to have its "renewed
identity" firmly in place before the boom. That, too, would attract a certain demographic, including young
married professionals who want to raise a family with a modest amount of disposable income. To do that, the
city must provide a number of "non-negotiables" for many young families — good parks, good social scene,
good kid-friendly activities, a vibrant community feel that has its arms wide open, not "closed off" to outsiders.
It will require vision, focus and execution.

17/01/2019 5:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownmake it so those of us who live here don't have to travel out of Martinsville just to
have a good time. not everyone likes to drive all over to find something to do all the time..

17/01/2019 5:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become more like downtown Franklin and bring in more people from outside of
Martinsville.

17/01/2019 5:14 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to be clean with a lot of nice stores and restaurants

17/01/2019 5:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope that the historic architectural value of downtown Martinsville is restored and
upheld I would like to see more diversity and culture within downtown Martinsville. More art and music.

17/01/2019 5:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownthat it become a thriving town again, that we move all the lawyers offices to another
location not on the square but have shops or restaurants there instead.

17/01/2019 5:03 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope things will change for the better. My wishes are that the mayor would quit
taking credit for things going on downtown.

17/01/2019 5:03 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope that it continues to be improved and be maintained.

17/01/2019 5:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFlourishing business and eateries....

17/01/2019 5:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to see Martinsville become a destination location. I workin Franklin and
have watched its transformation from a place you drive through to a place people want to visit. The Farmer’s
Market is a buzz of activity each Saturday in the summer and the streets are lined with interesting and unique
shops. The streets and building facades have been upgraded and there are several restaurants that provide a
variety of options for visitors. In Martinsville right now there is nothing to draw new people to the downtown
area.
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17/01/2019 6:37 PM

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it continues to improve and thrive I love the changes that are happening

17/01/2019 6:34 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI think with all the new shops it's reminding me of Brown County.... Door to door
shopping and dining... It's looking good!

17/01/2019 6:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI like the improvements I am seeing. I hope to see it continue to be revitalized and
the community supporting the local businesses. It would be nice to see something like some of the other small
communities have such as a movie theater or bowling--even if it is duckpin bowling.

17/01/2019 6:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBring Back Big Chain Retail Stores , Like Big Lots , Target , Etc.

17/01/2019 6:32 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMy hopes and wishes for Downtown Martinsville are: attractive shops, friendly
staff, variety of restaurants, community events that will bring people to Downtown.

17/01/2019 6:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter sidewalks 2-3 blocks outside of downtown.

17/01/2019 6:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBring more activities for citizens

17/01/2019 5:59 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownDestination to that very similar to Brown County, and Speedway. Restaurants and
Entertainment.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

jotform_untitled_markdownIt can become a destination by attracting the right businesses

17/01/2019 8:04 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownReduce homeless/vandals-drug seekers

17/01/2019 8:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownVibrant small business activity beyond retail.

17/01/2019 7:59 PM

34/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope for
Martinsville to thrive! To be an attractive place for people and families with plenty of activities! I believe we are
headed in the right direction!

17/01/2019 7:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo get the drugs out and keep them out

17/01/2019 7:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownGrow and flourish

17/01/2019 7:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownImprove cleanliness. Very poor sidewalks when snow. City poor job of cleaning
streets. Street sweeper should be ran every week not every other month

17/01/2019 7:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownInterest for revenue jobs, actively against crime. Cleaner alley ways, trash and
debris, breeds unsafe family life so think street patrol driving should do rounds daily, tighten up on personal ID
request.
On and on

17/01/2019 7:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownOutdoor dining options, live music, boutique clothing, kids activities

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter parking

17/01/2019 7:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSee more businesses bring good paying career type jobs to attract people to our
wonderful town. Oh and an actual real adults only bar that allows smoking.

17/01/2019 7:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore appealing curb appeal for the general public. More business and activity in
the downtown area in general. Would also like to see public benches distributed through out the area along
with landscape but would have to find a way to keep the crack heads and homeless from making them a
hangout.

17/01/2019 6:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat’s it grows in shopping and eatery’s while remaining safe

17/01/2019 6:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownVibrant location with variety of quality dining, outdoor dining, arts/ music, green
space, safe walking & biking availability, cafe with fast wi-fi for working/meeting similar to Starbucks, more
parking as area grows.

17/01/2019 6:40 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat have a beautiful center of town where there are events to take children while
feeling safe around the residents that live on the square.

17/01/2019 6:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownLess drug issues

17/01/2019 7:12 PM

3/4/2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

17/01/2019 5:55 PM

33/70

SURVEY

jotform_untitled_markdownI’d like to see it expand with a variety of restaurants wineries and breweries! And
other entertainment establishments both family friendly and also adult friendly.

17/01/2019 5:55 PM

and is run strictly by Volunteers and they serve a variety of food; snacks, beer and wine, playhouse (expand on Merry Mack’s)
something similar to Old Opry house in Nashville or an Escape room, or music venue maybe have Bynums and the radio
station move downtown. My comment about the buildings in Martinsville being poor is based on current condition and not
future. We love our town!

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope Martinsville will become an attraction for people traveling between Indy and
Bloomington and hopefully a unique restaurant, Sushi, Thai, etc or attraction to bring more folks to town.
Maybe a movie theater like the Tropic Cinema in Key West, Florida. It has 4 small screening rooms that seat 30-75 patrons

17/01/2019 5:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean it up, repair side roads and sidewalks through town, make it more appealing
for clean, nice families to want to live here

17/01/2019 5:51 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat new businesses will come to and thrive in downtown Martinsville.

17/01/2019 5:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat there will be good and reasonably priced places to eat with variety and places
that stay here, not open then gone within a year. Business people that know how to run a business and sustain
that business for years to come.

17/01/2019 5:41 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be more current in appearance. Old town that hasn't been brought into modern
times.

17/01/2019 5:37 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownNot sure, think it's just stuck being downtown Martinsville ᬙ
17/01/2019 11:23 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownShops, Beautification, Choices..
17/01/2019 11:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBe better.

17/01/2019 8:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt's going in the right direction

17/01/2019 8:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it is a place people can feel safe visiting day or night. That more stores (with
glexible later or wkend hours) and restaurants move in and stay.

17/01/2019 9:32 PM

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it will be safer and have more things for families to do. Also things appeal to
younger adults to help revitalize downtown

17/01/2019 9:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI’d love to see a destination restaurant/ distillery, something unique that would
attract people from other places. Maybe a collaboration between a brewery and a restaurant? i.e. Sun King
and Tomato Pie, or a coffee shop/ roastery, or maybe a “Artesian Well Day Spa”?

17/01/2019 9:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownHoping to have a safe, clean walkable downtown with local businesses and
restaurants. With benches to sit on and enjoy the weather, and to people watch. A blend of businesses,
activities, and apartments. And maybe a movie theater.

17/01/2019 9:12 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA great soup, sandwich restaurant open evenings with parking

17/01/2019 9:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownNeed movie theater in downtown

17/01/2019 8:56 PM

17/01/2019 11:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo continue to thrive.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

36/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownSeeing and hearing families and friends enjoying each other's company, making
memories and sharing The Joy.

18/01/2019 12:24 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownWant it to become a destination that locals and visitors come to because it offers so
many great restaurants and retailers.

18/01/2019 12:24 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor everybody to keep working on the beautification projects and attracting
businesses. It is turning out well so far. Keep it up!

18/01/2019 12:06 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownA theater, more events not necessarily festivals. To see businesses stay for many
years not just 3 or 5.

18/01/2019 12:00 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like a nice bar where the people of Martinsville can actually connect once
again. People are going to drink, regardless of how easy/hard you make it for them. No bar in Martinsville now
means inebriated people are driving to and from other towns. I understand wanting to fuel a healthier
environment by ridding downtown Martinsville of a bar, but you can't change human nature and now people
are in danger.

17/01/2019 11:55 PM

17/01/2019 11:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurants and shops.

17/01/2019 10:24 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow and have flavor

17/01/2019 10:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdown
Just eager to see the improvement project done. I hope that they continue this and put the needed
advertisement into promoting Martinsville. Martinsville Candy Kitchen is an example of a business that is
using the internet to promote interest in Martinsville and their business. Love reading on the internet about
them.

17/01/2019 10:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see it grow and prosper and be vibrant with life after dark.

17/01/2019 9:45 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMove the homeless men’s shelter. Festivals and fun atmosphere. 3 to 4 large
events a year. Street concerts. 4th of July parade/fun and end with fireworks at the park.

17/01/2019 9:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be awesome

17/01/2019 9:34 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA grocer, gym, microbrewery, outside patios, longer hours.

jotform_untitled_markdownMore vibrant, with some bars that are open later than midnight and offer live music

3/4/2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

17/01/2019 8:44 PM

35/70

SURVEY

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it will thrive for the members of our community and that people outside of
Martinsville will want to visit our city.
I am a runner and enjoy running through town...the crumbling sidewalks in places make it challenging at times.
I would love to see walking/running/cycling trails that encourage people to move and enjoy our city.

17/01/2019 8:42 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBeautification and action-packed businesses

17/01/2019 8:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThriving friendly community with lots of dining options and shopping. Love spending
money locally.

17/01/2019 8:24 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurants-Italian
Ice cream shop
Movie theater

17/01/2019 8:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBig woods pizza and brew or something Italian. We need some mom & pop shops
as well like Nashville

17/01/2019 8:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI’d like seeing the square getting an attractive refurbished facelift keeping the
original workmanship. Maybe go after the city of the mineral water theme a little more. The hometown feeling
is nice.

17/01/2019 8:07 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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18/01/2019 9:22 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to be “the place” to go. A place we want to go hang to do fun things on the
weekends.

18/01/2019 3:05 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore activity, shops, eating places.

37/70

jotform_untitled_markdownBusiness that stay

jotform_untitled_markdownContinued development

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue on the current trend

18/01/2019 8:55 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinued growth and beautification

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it becomes a destination with good restaurants and activities to draw
patronage from drivers on SR67.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

18/01/2019 4:49 PM
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SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownThe changes being made are supported and business owners expand hours to
include late evenings especially Friday and Saturday.

18/01/2019 2:48 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo look better and not like an old town

18/01/2019 2:24 PM

18/01/2019 2:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope to see this beautiful town grow into what it could be. Stay small and local but
continue getting the upgrades and facelifts it desperately needed. I hope the town cleans up the drug issues as
it's scary to be out past dark and worry about my safety. More street lights and parking lights so safety can be
increased. I'd like to see this town be what it should be

18/01/2019 8:53 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore shops and restaurants that bring everyone here. Access to outdoor recreation
via a greenway that connects local and county parks to our downtown

18/01/2019 8:45 AM

18/01/2019 12:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBeautiful active and peaceful

18/01/2019 11:45 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore accessible and more reason to go there. Parking is a problem.

jotform_untitled_markdownTruthfully, our BIGGEST deterant for tourists is the state of run down houses in
Martinsville. I think it's time to put in city ordinances to MAKE landlords take care of rentals and home owners
put forth effort in maintaining their homes. At least their outward appearance.

18/01/2019 8:40 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinued Renovation and to be more contemporary

18/01/2019 8:31 AM

18/01/2019 10:36 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep improving!

jotform_untitled_markdownRemain friendly and positive

18/01/2019 10:17 AM

18/01/2019 8:17 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownCenter of art and culture
Historical sites highlighting best of Martinsville (wishing wells, Underground Railroad markers)
Beautiful walking/running trails
Clean up of drug/homeless/criminal activity
More parking
Healthy food options in restaurants and grocery area (21 North does a great job with this)
Coffee House
Art and landscaping on display
Rockwell type holiday events

18/01/2019 10:03 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see a diverse collection of shops, restaurants, and businesses
downtown. Maybe a B&B. Make it a place where people can spend an evening or afternoon, perhaps taking in
a show. If there was a way to attract people here from out of town for outdoors activities in the area, then have
them stay and stroll around downtown, that would be wonderful!

18/01/2019 9:59 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownNothing Jason not survive as a donut. The downtown has to be a central point the
city of Martinsville.

jotform_untitled_markdownParking garage, Italian restaurant, something for kids to do like a jump zone kind of
place.

18/01/2019 7:56 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue improvement

18/01/2019 7:41 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownGood shopping

18/01/2019 7:33 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownItalian restaurant. More activities for children.

18/01/2019 7:05 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownThe new renovations are wonderful! It’s nice to drive through downtown and see
so many cars and people spending their time and money locally. I hope it continues to grow and becomes a
place others (outside of our community) want to come and visit.

18/01/2019 6:59 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownHistorical return with an attractive outside instead of red and blue buildings.
Sculpture or fountain would be nice

18/01/2019 5:11 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore upscale businesses

18/01/2019 9:35 AM

18/01/2019 9:16 AM

18/01/2019 1:22 AM

18/01/2019 5:09 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownUpdate....visit Franklin or Columbus and you will see the difference. Who ever has
been in charge of Martinsville the last couple of years has made very good changes. It is going in the right
direction!

JotForm · Reports

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep the meth heads away and the needles off of the street so that it’s safe to walk
around. Have more nightlife options so adults don’t have to go to Greenwood and Bloomington. Have a
movie/food restaurant and bar.

3/4/2019
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18/01/2019 9:11 AM

JotForm · Reports

SURVEY

18/01/2019 12:49 AM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownBike trail, microbrewery,
19/01/2019 9:39 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo prosper

jotform_untitled_markdownParking

18/01/2019 10:03 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownYou're doing a great job. Keep up the good work. I would like to see drug activity
removed from town

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like for families to feel comfortable downtown. Sadly the individuals who
frequent the area are not there to visit the stores or eat in the restaurants but are there to loiter.

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope that downtown Martinsville becomes an active and vital city center. I have
lived on the Square for 2.5 years and some things that would be beneficial are a coffee shop with enough
seating to not feel bad taking up space while lingering. A small grocery store would be helpful, as well as an
easily accessible gym, a place for packages to be delivered and resident parking.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownWe are the capital city of morgan county, yet no update to streets, sidewalks, etc
have been made. We need to clean you downtown, not just trash but offer incentives for updates. Abolish high

19/01/2019 10:19 AM

19/01/2019 9:53 AM

18/01/2019 10:26 PM

18/01/2019 10:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWould love it to be like Franklin, In where there is a variety of stores, restaurants,
movies, coffee shops. Something for everyone. Needs to be safe & accessible. Need affordable eating options
for families, as well. Already has improved so much!

jotform_untitled_markdownMore accessibility to businesses as well as more parking to support local
businesses.

19/01/2019 9:46 AM

19/01/2019 8:44 AM

18/01/2019 9:53 PM

18/01/2019 10:21 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBecome more engaging and enjoyable. Have more social activities that are outside
of what we have. More diversity and cultural events.

19/01/2019 8:40 AM

jotform_untitled_markdowncombination of professional offices and dining and specialized stores.

19/01/2019 8:31 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI wish downtown would be a fun place to go eat/drink on a weekend. I would love to
feel safer walking around on summer evenings with my family, shopping at stores etc. I feel there are still
“shady” people that hang out there and not much to do in evenings other than eat and go home.

18/01/2019 9:47 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCompete with other higher scale towns

jotform_untitled_markdownA place where I can meet up with friends and have a good conversations

jotform_untitled_markdownClean, beautiful landscaping, more nice restaurants with outdoor seating and more
shopping to visit after eating.

19/01/2019 7:18 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore parking. It’s part of the reason I don’t go much.

19/01/2019 1:13 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI am excited about the renovations. I think there are a lot of restaurants and shops
to choose from. So if another restaurant would go in, I would hope it would be something different like an
Italian restaurant (just an example). I would like to see some things to do, not just shopping and dining. I
would come downtown more often if there were more options other than shopping and dining.

19/01/2019 1:06 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI love the progress that is happening so far and hope to see more upgrades.

18/01/2019 11:51 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become a pleasant place to go, with more restaurants, so we don't need to go
far.

18/01/2019 11:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it is restored to its former glory. You can tell how gorgeous it was once upon a
time.

18/01/2019 11:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it can be a thriving and busy location

18/01/2019 10:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFranklin, IN has created a very nice downtown. Part of the streets are closed off
and they have a nice variety of casual dining. Remove the gazebo from the square , people abuse that location
and do not allow the weekly rental properties on the square.

19/01/2019 8:28 AM

3/4/2019
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18/01/2019 9:23 PM

39/70

SURVEY

jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to see us have more retail stores downtown for example woman's
apparel, men's apparel. Business staying open later in the evening.

18/01/2019 8:49 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to be be beautiful, profitable to merchants so they will stay, and safe from
crime.

18/01/2019 8:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIndy’s Restaurant to move to the square. More retail shopping.

18/01/2019 8:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownto become a town where people want to visit and residents are proud of

18/01/2019 7:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become like Bloomington or Columbus, Indiana

18/01/2019 7:50 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownComplete the
Renovation of all buildings and encourage home restoration. A small
Grocery store would
Be a nice edition.

18/01/2019 7:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI want Martinsville to grow. It has the potential to be the size of Greenwood and
house many well-known businesses, restaurants, and stores. Martinsville needs young energy and things to
attract young people along with thing for the elderly to do.

18/01/2019 5:53 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownHave more kid friendly activities!

18/01/2019 5:18 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRefurbished and brought back to life!

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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19/01/2019 3:37 PM
41/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownThe area and surrounding area is cleaned up and it becomes more pedestrian and
bicycle friendly. A grocery store would bring me downtown and many other downtown daily, as their is little
competition for grocery stores in Martinsville.

19/01/2019 3:36 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt is changing for the better but still need to publicize events a little more.

19/01/2019 3:34 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownOptions for dining out
Nightlife (cocktail bar, wine bar, etc)
Appearance I can be proud of (fix buildings and sidewalks)
Clean up dilapidated homes
Have more options here so I don’t have to go to Greenwood or Bloomington so often
A great city that attracts working professionals

19/01/2019 3:26 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the business there make it.

19/01/2019 3:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRenovations ongoing are wonderful & are making downtown a destination. Add
some public parking. Attract a chain restaurant to anchor. We'll still go to the smaller ones. Make it easier to
get downtown & east--west main arterial street.

19/01/2019 2:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore stores and restaurants- antique stores, clothing , any restaurant except
Mexican- we have enough of those

19/01/2019 2:04 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to See myself and my family being able to spend a day walking around
and shopping and having activities to do (like we do in Nashville).

19/01/2019 1:47 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRestaurants and entertainment possibilities downtown to entice the community to
be together as well as bringing diverse travelers to our town.

19/01/2019 1:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo look like the original town!!

19/01/2019 1:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdown That we stay quaint special and attractive to. Locals and people passing thru or
make them want to return to visit , a place our children are proud to be from and possibly return to, and to
maintain our country roots

19/01/2019 1:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor people to patronize what we do have. It's so sad to see businesses come & go
due to lack of patronage.

19/01/2019 1:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownOnly want to see Martinsville prosper

19/01/2019 10:51 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMake it a "neighborhood" with all that requires...housing, shopping, food, services,
entertainment.....

19/01/2019 10:50 AM

drug use. Get more businesses that are part of Corporations to invest in our City and provide much-needed
jobs to bring up the poverty level.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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19/01/2019 10:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSmall town feel, more shopping, less offices

19/01/2019 8:32 PM

42/70

SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be more active again. Loved seeing families out before Christmas walking
around the square. More events to do and see in the evenings. Especially Friday or Saturday evenings.

19/01/2019 7:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow, prosper and draw more people to the area

19/01/2019 7:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAdditional restaurants- would love a brewery! I would love for all of the storefronts
on the square to be occupied by businesses- restaurants, boutiques, coffee shop. I would love to see it as a
destination for date night beyond just dinner- couples strolling the square, stopping for dessert or coffee, or just
a rest on a bench.

19/01/2019 6:34 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownHave more activities to keep kids busy.

19/01/2019 6:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFeel more safe in evening. Found syringes before. I have 4 kids. Would not want
them picking them up.

19/01/2019 6:07 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo have a better plan for marketing the local businesses. To beautify the square
and create more parking. We need a convenient parking garage.

19/01/2019 5:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMake it beautiful and festive

19/01/2019 5:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMake it welcoming! Where are the local coffee shops with over sized chairs, where
people want to come to instead of having to go to Starbucks? We would love to see more local restaurants that
offer healthy food instead of the same old disgusting, fried greasy or barbecue crap. Cicero has a coffee shop
that is incredible, offers delicious healthy options. Even a food truck that offers veggie wraps, dairy free ice
cream, smoothies would be nice on a summer evening. We would love to spend our time downtown only if
they start making changes, otherwise we will continue to spend our time and money in Indy or Bloomington.
Thanks.

19/01/2019 4:57 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWould love to see the rehab of the downtown buildings done with more class. The
paint colors on the buildings is atrocious! The newly painted buildings are ugly, gawdy, garish, and trashy
looking. Using a more eye pleasing color palette would enhance the overall aesthetics of those buildings.
Another eyesore in the downtown area is the sidewalk along side the transmission repair business. Those
vehicles should not be allowed to be parked at anytime on the public sidewalk! Move those vehicles, clean the
oil & auto fluid stains from the concrete, and restore the pedestrian walking along that street.

19/01/2019 4:34 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter shops and restaurants

19/01/2019 4:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownInside Pickleball courts! I would manage them! Fastest growing sport in the US. I
know we are getting outside courts at the park, that’s awesome! Obviously we also need inside facilities being
in Indiana. Build it and they will come...

19/01/2019 3:42 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue to clean it up and remodel. It has come a long way but still has room for
much improvement.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownI wish for Martinsville’s downtown to become a popular site that impresses those
out of town and to provide great dining & shopping for locals. For a long time the downtown did not look
appealing, but with new additions such as 21 North I am becoming impressed. Keep the improvements going!

43/70

20/01/2019 11:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownDestination spot that people want to visit and come back because of unique
restaurants, venues, shops

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be a fun place where people can hang out. Especially teens, they need more to
do.
20/01/2019 11:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo bring other people in so it doesn’t go under
21/01/2019 12:07 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the get done with the construction soon.

jotform_untitled_markdownUntil people downtown put smiles on their faces and pretend they are happy to see
customers, I don't have much hope. You can put a dress on a pig, but it is still a pig.

20/01/2019 8:50 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI love seeing it’s beautiful transformation back to its historical look

20/01/2019 9:23 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope the town becomes known as a destination and shakes it’s backwards
mentality.

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep up all the beautiful renovations ! It looks awesome

jotform_untitled_markdownI love the work being done. It is so great to see the changes and amount of people
downtown. I would love to see a brewery/distillery and for hours to be a little better for people who work out of
town and aren't back in town until after 5:00.

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdown... for it to become a destination and not to be completely bypassed when I-69 is
complete. I'd love to be able to stay in my local community for dining and shopping and entertainment. I'd
love for the people in my community to be able to gather in a welcoming and entertaining hub of culture and
festivity.

20/01/2019 8:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see some of the interactive statues, like Carmel has. 4 season
entertainment. Thai restaurant, Italian Reataurant.

20/01/2019 6:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore good restaurants. I don't like having to go out of town for a good meal. I love
Mexican but I would like at least a couple of more options.

20/01/2019 5:18 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRehab the old buildings and use them! They have the potential to be beautiful and
could attract more people if they were fixed up and used for shops and restaurants more.

20/01/2019 3:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI’ve been impressed with the revitalization efforts and hope it continues.

20/01/2019 2:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIts appearance and added businesses and venues have greatly enhanced a tired,
failing downtown. There is more to be done, howwever.Ϥ

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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SURVEY

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI think we have a great selection of good local restaurants and the building
revitalization downtown is definitely going in the right direction. I can't wait to see it all completed. I hate having
to leave town for certain things like specialty grocery stores that carry fresh organic items (example Fresh

21/01/2019 12:24 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThe mayors continued success in cleaning it up. Would like to see a yarn or craft
store. Also businesses holding classes.

21/01/2019 12:04 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be full of business and for people to use it.

21/01/2019 11:56 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo get it completed and get all the barricades off the streets, they are an eyesore.
Get more parking spaces, honestly there's a lot I would of changed but it's not my choose

21/01/2019 11:55 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become a nice area to go and do things locally

21/01/2019 11:55 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownSafe friendly peaceful

21/01/2019 11:43 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownNeed a parking garage built within a reasonable distance of the square

21/01/2019 11:38 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownredevelopment of morgan st

21/01/2019 11:35 AM

21/01/2019 10:16 AM

20/01/2019 12:32 PM

20/01/2019 2:12 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCourthouse employees to park off the square. County already owns a vacant lot to
the south of the admin building. Transfer Admin employees there to free up parking next to Dewey’s flowers for
Courthouse. County could also buy the lot at the corner of Jefferson and Pike for courthouse employees.

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep the small town feel. It's beginning to look like another Indianapolis. If I wanted
to live in Indianapolis, I would move there.

21/01/2019 8:02 AM

20/01/2019 11:14 PM

20/01/2019 8:16 AM

20/01/2019 11:58 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownmore businesses

jotform_untitled_markdownI want it to make me want to come there. Franklin is a good example of what I
would like to see. They have great restaraunts, antique stores, and places to stop and have a drink.

20/01/2019 11:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAldi's or addressing of food desert, multicultural activities, lively arts

20/01/2019 6:41 AM

20/01/2019 7:57 AM

20/01/2019 10:47 PM

JotForm · Reports

jotform_untitled_markdownCurb appeal. Brewpub. Better weekend hours.

20/01/2019 9:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownDevelopment, modernization to attract newcomers, appealing

3/4/2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

20/01/2019 1:03 AM

JotForm · Reports

SURVEY

jotform_untitled_markdownI like how Mooresville downtown looks. Plenty to see and do. Movies bars etc.
Things to do and see

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

3/4/2019
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JotForm · Reports

JotForm · Reports

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownMartinsville downtown has came a long way from 2013, the year we moved here.
The downtown has a cleaner look and it’s exciting to see new businesses move in. Need more breakfast

21/01/2019 2:24 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep growing, adding more housing and businesses, keeping away druggies and
bums.

21/01/2019 2:07 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it continues to flourish — I would love to see a proper coffee shop and more
variety of restaurants

21/01/2019 2:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI recently visited Downtown Franklin and thought, “this is what I wish my city was
like.” Their downtown is very diverse, sophisticated, friendly for all (including our four legged friends!), and was
extremely safe for pedestrians. It seemed DESIGNED for pedestrians; not simply accommodating for them.
Thank you for allowing the public to provide input. We are excited for the future!! :)

21/01/2019 1:47 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownA variety of restaurant options, due diligence to preserve the history and
architecture of downtown buildings, and easier parking access to ensure customers have easy access to each

21/01/2019 4:49 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBusinesses and restaurants that will ring people downtown

21/01/2019 4:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean up and get rid of the druggies

21/01/2019 4:22 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownLocally owned and operated businesses

21/01/2019 4:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore business less empty buildings

21/01/2019 4:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be the center of activity for the city of Martinsville like it once was.

21/01/2019 3:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat we get less local business and more mainstream businesses (ie Target, Best
Buy, Menards, etc etc)

jotform_untitled_markdownI’m really glad to see the improvements to the stores and store fronts. That needs
to remain. More business such as NICE upcycled items, NICE flea market items. Clothing items that you can’t
find in your big box stores. Some women like the NICE vintage clothing With good prices. I’d like to see
landlords not have such outrageous rent so we can have some of these nice places with decent prices for the
consumer. We need crafting stores such as scrapbooking and quilting (maybe put the two together to share
rent). We enjoy going out to Cedar Creek Winery and listening to the music. We love our BIG WOODS pizza in
Nashville. We’ve gone to Franklin to their renovated movie theater. And the prices for these things ARE NOT
BAD AT ALL. Just throwing out some ideas.

21/01/2019 3:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it grows along with the times. That it becomes a quaint village with antique
shops, outdoor dining etc.

21/01/2019 3:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThe facade project was an amazing start, and all of the current renovations are
encouraging. The environment looks sterile and needs more street trees (native street trees) and landscaping.
I would not encourage public benches as the riff raff from the mission and other services create an
unwelcoming atmosphere to patrons.

21/01/2019 3:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI think Martinsville needs a brewery downtown.

21/01/2019 3:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue improving appearance

21/01/2019 3:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the Artiesen group will continue to upgrade and lease the various old
buildings downtown. And, that the extension of I69, through our community, will not change the small town
living atmosphere, that both I and my wife moved here for.

21/01/2019 2:53 PM

restaurants downtown. Some store owners have hours that keep you guessing. Not a fan of “hours by chance”
Believe the auction house on east side of square is not in a good spot. Think it will hurt businesses around
there, due to parking. Also a hazard to drive through there during auction, people not crossing in crosswalk.
More people outside of our city/county need to see the progress of downtown Martinsville. More advertising. :-)

21/01/2019 3:52 PM

3/4/2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

jotform_untitled_markdownFor a prosperous downtown for all of the businesses. More antique stores, book
shops and businesses where you can spend some time. Right now, I can shop the whole area in less than a
couple of hours. I’d like to linger and hope for more shopping to come to the area.
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21/01/2019 1:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownModernization, more stores and businesses, more events on the town square

21/01/2019 1:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the interstate helps to create more appeal for martinsville in building up local
shops and chain retail

21/01/2019 1:28 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean and bustling with lots of art and culture.

21/01/2019 1:24 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean, safe, and convenient

21/01/2019 1:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownno open store fronts....have all buildings opened and looking cohesive....having
adequate parking available during they day (maybe find parking options for County employees so they don't
take all the spots around the courthouse). I would probably do lunch downtown if there were any parking
spots....

21/01/2019 1:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownsafe and family fun environment for all ages to enjoy spending time downtown. i like
the brewery idea and outdoor eating as well.

21/01/2019 1:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA vibrant business during the day and evenings and drug activities cleaned up.

21/01/2019 12:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRevitalize the downtown and surrounding area. Improve infrastructure, walkability,
decorative street lights that hold planters and have speakers for music, learn from surrounding communities
and become a better destination for shopping, dining, visiting and living.

21/01/2019 12:49 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore businesses like when I was a child

21/01/2019 12:47 PM

Thyme in Bloomington) or crafting stores like Michael's or Joann fabrics. Maybe we could campaign to get
some stores like that over by Walmart after the 69 construction is completed.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

23/01/2019 12:43 PM
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MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownTo have a downtown that will be appealing for locals and non-locals to visit, be a
destination. A place that people will say "You need to go to Martinsville, they have ....." A place where people
feel comfortable and aren't being accosted by the homeless people, or seeing homeless people sleeping in
doorways, alleys, and benches. We don't need alot of restaurants, just quality restaurants that have good food
and atmosphere. A place that people will want to stay, shop local, instead of going out of town for
everything...even their grocery shopping.

23/01/2019 12:32 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAnything other than 2nd hand "antique" and junk stores.

23/01/2019 12:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope it continues with the beautiful renovations that are happening now. Enticing
new businesses

23/01/2019 12:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt continues to grow and no more run down buildings. A place where I want to take
my kids.

23/01/2019 11:43 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope to see the downtown thrive!

22/01/2019 9:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo completely be refurbished and a safe place to go to enjoy with your friends and
family.

22/01/2019 8:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownLess drug use. More help for addicts. Don't sweep them under a rug.

22/01/2019 8:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean
Attractive
Family
Inviting
Variety

22/01/2019 2:32 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWhere you could eat spend afternoon shopping at specialty shops....

22/01/2019 8:52 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownWe need more places to eat and shop. That being said; most people are not going
to visit it during the day since most work outside of Martinsville; therefore we need evening hours and weekend
hours. Currently most places are closed Sunday and Monday. Sunday’s are days more people are in town. As
it is I spend more time in Plainfield because they have a movie theater, shops and restaurants.

22/01/2019 7:27 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat we continue to grow and develop our downtown into something like
Broadripple or fountain square.

22/01/2019 7:01 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownto be a weekend destination for people both inside and outside of the area

22/01/2019 4:43 AM

23/01/2019 1:07 PM

MARCH 4, 2019

JotForm · Reports

jotform_untitled_markdownThat we have a more appealing look ..

jotform_untitled_markdownMore diversity

3/4/2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

22/01/2019 12:47 AM
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jotform_untitled_markdownIt is being to look lovely. I would like to see more movies on main, and family
friendly places and events. I would like a place for older kids, teens, to hsng out and stay out of trouble. Like
tge haven and youth center but for high schoolers too.

21/01/2019 10:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRestoration continuing

21/01/2019 10:26 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor businesses to grow and succeed.

21/01/2019 10:24 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBuildings improved and not empty and ugly with actual stores and restaurants
people would visit

21/01/2019 9:59 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt thrives compairable to Mooresville

21/01/2019 9:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinued growth in dining and local businesses. Recent investments in existing
downtown buildings are a very good start, but additional quality restaurants and other businesses are needed
to attract a more diverse group to downtown and a higher volume of patrons long-term.

21/01/2019 9:14 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be beautiful again. No empty or run down buildings. To have activities that bring
the community together.

21/01/2019 8:28 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA clean, safe, accessible downtown that has an old time feel (facade) big with
modern and diverse (non chain) dining amenities that are family friendly.

21/01/2019 7:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter walkability. Especially for the disabled and older adults. While I feel
perfectly comfortable crossing the roads, other people require additional time to make it across the street. I
would also like to see more accessible housing close to downtown and a grocery store for those who may not
have regular transportation.

21/01/2019 7:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFlourish and become a nice place to shop and visit

21/01/2019 7:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBuinesses to stay ooen later and on weekends

21/01/2019 6:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt would be amazing to be able to dine and find an activity to do while in one area. It
needs landscape and outdoor venues.

21/01/2019 6:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be inviting for all!

21/01/2019 6:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore business, visual appeal

21/01/2019 5:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore shopping and restaurants

21/01/2019 4:51 PM

business.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownTo see it looking proud and alive

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI love everything that is happening in downtown Martinsville. The restoration on
these buildings is phenomenal. I'd like to see more sustainable businesses. It has been nice seeing new
businesses open, but it's sad to see so many close (the Deli, JK's). I think a deli could really flourish downtown
under the right ownership. I have had issues with men from the shelter yelling vulgar things and it prohibits me
from going anywhere south of Come n Git It alone. A bar would be nice - there are no places around where
you can play darts or pool and watch the game. Maybe a happy medium between what the Firehouse offered
and what 21 North offers now? I enjoy the art / murals that are around other parts of Martinsville. It'd be nice to
see that.

23/01/2019 3:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor a more vibrant business and social connection - more restaurants and reasons
to be downtown after 4 pm.

23/01/2019 3:30 PM

23/01/2019 7:31 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownIt could really take a page out of Bloomington’s book. From the Trail right by
downtown to the restaurants and breweries, and artwork throughout.

23/01/2019 10:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownHealthier eating habits, better parking, movie theatre, something kids can have fun
a do, as well as parents

23/01/2019 9:50 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFamily friendly

23/01/2019 9:22 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownUndecided

23/01/2019 8:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore accessible

23/01/2019 7:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA safe clean place to shop.

23/01/2019 7:34 PM

23/01/2019 7:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt would be nice to see several resteraunts and shops coupled with adequate
parking and social events for the family. Although convenient, I view downtown as the legal/government
epicenter of Martinsville. It doesn’t feel very welcoming. Love the positive changes

23/01/2019 6:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownDo not abandon down town before it's finished. A lot was promised and there's not
much to show yet.

23/01/2019 5:47 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope as 69 comes thru it stays the same.

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see every building in downtown Martinsville occupied. I would also
like to see some of the areas around the square be cleaned up. There are some buildings along Morgan
Street just west of the square that need some work or need to be destroyed. I would also like to see all the
alleys be safer and a place more pedestrian friendly. I would like to see downtown Martinsville be a place
people from outside Martinsville know about and want to visit.

23/01/2019 5:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownQuaint, fun place to visit and hang out with friends.

23/01/2019 5:21 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBack to the days of a thriving downtown in the 50's-70's

23/01/2019 4:40 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to be a place we're proud of & a place that people want to come to to spend
their time and money

23/01/2019 4:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore parking

23/01/2019 3:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownGathering place for the community that brings together residents and visitors where
all are welcomed.

23/01/2019 3:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the businesses develop and grow and thrive, and new restaurants are added
that serve good reasonably priced food.

23/01/2019 3:34 PM

23/01/2019 2:47 PM

3/4/2019

City of Martinsville: Downtown Action Plan

jotform_untitled_markdownFor every space to be filled with shops, restaurants, art studios, coffee shop,
bakery, brewery, etc.
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jotform_untitled_markdownParking. A Natural foods store. Improvements with the bow shop and completion of
the range there. A nondenominational coffee shop. Somewhere with curio type goods. Free Wifi. Food
stands/stalls. A decent flower shop. A Thai place. Recycling. A Martinsville themed store that tells what's going
on in town and offers ideas about the town. A warming center for the homeless. A rock shop/hobby shop that
carries models, trains, dolls, etc. Is there a high end bakery on the square? Old fashioned? The Art Sanctuary
does feel unapproachable. I'm not sure why, but there is a little bit of a private feel. Perhaps they can get
artists to wander outdoors once in a while during good weather. When the elderly start moving in, more
benches and an improved pedestrian environment will be nice. Why so many gas stations? BTW the old
Gano's and two other empty properties totaling about an acre is owned by the same person, and it's getting
gross and worn down, but it might be a great place to put something. I mean, it's just sitting there abandoned
and kids jump around all over it and tear it up. It's getting piles and piles of trash from people dumping their
building supplies. Can one of the displaced businesses (I prefer a restaurant of some kind) move there? I know
that's not what is being asked, but the it's just an FYI since some of those businesses are having trouble
finding a location.

23/01/2019 2:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor our city to get out of the stone ages and get more with the current times.

23/01/2019 1:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it will become a drawing place for new families to come and visit and want to
move to our city. We are dying in residents population vs what we are seeing in Mooresville. More
industries/more opportunities/more businesses not only downtown but in the suburbs of the city/revamping our
school system that is dying-needing new leadership. All this will make our downtown a centerpiece!

23/01/2019 1:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope to see more business grow, to attract tourists, to look appealing. It’s getting
there! Empty buildings must go and store front windows should be attractive and up to date. More landscaping
to feel fresh and comforting.

23/01/2019 1:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue to do what you are doing! Oh, and please try and get some more dining
establishments!

23/01/2019 1:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore things to keep people comingto shop and eat

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownThat it would continue to grow and be renovated as is being now

jotform_untitled_markdownAs a Martinsville native who returned after 30 years to take care of her mom, I
would love to see the return of "vintage" stores on the Square. I have very fond memories of Kivetts and
Newberry as well as the movie theatre. It's my hope Downtown Martinsville will be a place where people will
want to spend more time because there are more shopping, dining, social/cultural options.

24/01/2019 3:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdowna vibrant, walkable downtown where everyone can thrive

24/01/2019 3:26 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore parking, diverse restaurants, affordable dining.

24/01/2019 2:53 PM

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI grew up in the "dream" downtown Martinsville. There were very few needs that
downtown Martinsville didn't meet in those days from seeing a doctor, to buying weekly groceries, from buying
a new pair of shoes to buying a new refrigerator. We paid our bills downtown and put our money in the banks.
We bought our clothes, jewelry, and gifts downtown. Whether it was a new bicycle or a baby doll, it came from
downtown. LOL...we saw the first pantyhose with wrinkly ankles and knees downtown. I hope and wish for a
Downtown Martinsville, albeit a much different Martinsville, that will create memories in the hearts and minds
of generations to come.

24/01/2019 12:18 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTake a look at Columbus. They have a look that is inviting.

24/01/2019 11:28 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownRelocate senior center to be closer downtown more Medical Dr.'s

24/01/2019 10:11 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope the beautiful renovations continue, that the businesses thrive, and that drug
use and resulting debris can get run out of town.

24/01/2019 9:54 AM

24/01/2019 10:48 PM

24/01/2019 9:29 AM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdown1. To turn the Fall Foliage Festival into a larger event by moving it to the
fairgrounds and modeling it after other festivals such as the Covered Bridge Festival that pulls in all sorts of
vendors. It is so large that it cannot be completed in one day. This means that the festival is going to need
some new blood with fresh ideas who are willing to think outside the box.
2. I would like to see the historic area become a popular place to visit by anyone in Martinsville and to draw
people in from all over. We actually have had people drive long distances because they saw a newspaper

25/01/2019 10:47 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI want to see our city thrive again! I want nice places to shop, great places to
gather, fun things to do.

25/01/2019 8:51 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownProspective new business's Keeping the heritage of our town

25/01/2019 2:52 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownsuccess

24/01/2019 11:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope the buildings that are being refurbished continue to be transformed. I
haven't been in many; however, the exteriors are awesome. Lovely color choices and unique look.
I'd like to see more attractions and less service or food establishments. The majority of businesses offer food
or legal services.
I wish for a downtown area where there are people walking about browsing stores and enjoying events. And
without fear of their safety.

24/01/2019 11:00 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become a more viberant part of Martinsville

24/01/2019 10:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter handicap access, better parking, one way traffic around the square to open
more parking. Senior citizen friendly.

jotform_untitled_markdownHave you seen downtown Valparaiso or Bloomington? Hell, even downtown
Greencastle has got more goin on that Martinsville. My hope is more that a college buys out Bucktown, levels
it, and builds a campus.

24/01/2019 9:04 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThe progress of downtown is amazing. I would like to see that continue. I’d love to
see other areas in town getting cleaned up (like sidewalks, dilapidated houses fixed, trash picked up, etc). I
love going to Franklin where the sidewalks are stamped and the curbs are decorative. It’s so inviting and puttogether looking. We need mid-priced range restaurants as well.

24/01/2019 6:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to be more fun with more to do.

24/01/2019 5:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be like Bloomington and franklins square

24/01/2019 4:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt seems like it is on the right track! I would like for better hours of shops and
restaurants and festivals to draw in more crowds.

24/01/2019 4:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean it up get empty buildings full get businesses back downtown

jotform_untitled_markdownThriving downtown with more dining choices, a microbrewery/grill, and a safe area
for young adults to go instead of Indy, Fountain Square or Broadripple.

3/4/2019
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24/01/2019 8:31 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownHope to keep it a vital downtown and not slide into antique stores only.

24/01/2019 8:14 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI wish the south part of town would be "cleaned up". Too many apartments in need
of repair. I think there is too much focus on downtown

24/01/2019 5:04 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownAll the buildings become filled with affordable restraints and more of a variety.
Would love to have a nice respectable bar, a fun place for young children (there is a place I believe in fort
Wayne it's just a giant indoor play area), another pool hall, would love if for bare feet placed a store!

24/01/2019 2:34 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownFun things for the kids

23/01/2019 11:46 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI think the purchase of the downtown buildings had been the best thing to happen
in a long time! No business would move into a rundown building such as they were before.

23/01/2019 11:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI wish the square continues to improve and develop Martinsville into the lovely town
it truly is to my family.

23/01/2019 11:37 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownNo comment
28/01/2019 8:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo keep the small laid back and relaxed home town feeling.

25/01/2019 8:25 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSustained businesses, better restaurants or coffee shops, walkability, more pride,
etc

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue being beautified more business coming to town

27/01/2019 7:11 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownInviting --- successful

27/01/2019 2:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAdvertising of the farmers market, continued public interest events.

27/01/2019 1:39 PM

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownContinues to grow and improve. This will not happen until the City controls its
negative image perpetuated by the blatant drug and prostitution presence.

27/01/2019 12:23 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThriving success. Think Zionsville only Hoosiers, not elitists.

27/01/2019 12:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow and beautify! I'd love if more people were proud of where we live᪾

27/01/2019 7:35 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become a center of lively activity

26/01/2019 6:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope the city officials can someday embrace outside investment and investors to
downtown. Fear of outsiders and different opinions is a familiar theme for the City- and an achilles heel for
the community going forward.

26/01/2019 8:11 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownWe need Restaurants and craft beer/distillery businesses. We have traveled to
Franklin, IN and discovered it's attractiveness and revitalization since I69 section 5 construction stopped our
travels to Bloomington. Franklin is our new go-to town.

26/01/2019 12:20 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownA little safer to cross streets (why does Martinsville cross walk striping only last a
few months —. Should have real crosswalks), continue fixing it up, a little nicer landscaping, another nice
restaurant and a coffee shop. 21 North and Los Reyes are great — I hope another restaurant (brewpub) could
be supported. Maybe an amphitheater/park can be built somewhere close (next to art sanctuary?)

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownIt is so good to see the activity downtown. I would like to see the downtown
continue to prosper and grow and for downtown to be a destination.

29/01/2019 4:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope that we can attract more local businesses and to have all of these conpanies
succeed.

29/01/2019 4:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it will have a park with sidewalks, trees and benches someday.

29/01/2019 3:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThe streets need to be improved and the sidewalks to

29/01/2019 3:12 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore business and restaurants. Better sidewalks through the town

29/01/2019 3:04 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownGrowing!

29/01/2019 2:50 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it becomes for attractive, a more social environment and more appeal for
visitors from outside Martinsville.

29/01/2019 1:45 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to see an old town vibe with modern activities. Duck pin bowling,
arcade, roller skating, etc.

29/01/2019 1:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be more like Zionsville, Franklin, etc.

29/01/2019 1:11 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore activities for kids

29/01/2019 1:07 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope it becomes a busy, artsy commimity

29/01/2019 1:06 PM

29/01/2019 1:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurants and shops that would appeal to people and give people a reason
to visit Downtown.

25/01/2019 11:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt looks and feels great. My hope is for the enthusiasm and evolution to continue to
encourage those outside of Martinsville to move here.

25/01/2019 8:56 PM

28/01/2019 11:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCleaning up downtown drug apartments

25/01/2019 8:34 PM

28/01/2019 8:43 AM

28/01/2019 8:29 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it becomes a destination for area visitors

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue and sustain ongoing Revitalization efforts. Would love to go there multiple
times a week to eat, shop and be among the community.

27/01/2019 11:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep cleaning it Up and making it a Safe and Enjoyable area for All to Enjoy.

jotform_untitled_markdownSee previous remarks.

3/4/2019
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jotform_untitled_markdownI hope to see the downtown continue to grow and build itself as it has the last few
years but i also don't want to see businesses leave due to lack of support. There are finally enough businesses
coming in downtown they have a chance to improve the downtown by pushing the drugs out and the
individuals that do not want to see the downtown grow. Instead they just want to take care of themselves

25/01/2019 2:38 PM

article on us or saw us on tv. I would like to see the downtown area continue to grow and put Martinsville on
the map as a place you don't want to miss.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see emphasis on the beauty of our surroundings, the convenience of
our location close to surrounding cities, the kindness of our people. I hope we can be a destination for people
of all ages and from many walks of life. I would like to see us develop more green space where people can
enjoy relaxing downtown. I would also like to see safe bicycle and walking paths leading to and through the
downtown area.

30/01/2019 3:57 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownfinanccial ssuccess of new buildings

30/01/2019 11:51 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI appreciate the work that has been completed to date and hope that this continues.
Bringing the beauty of the city's architecture back to "life" is returning the personality back to Martinsville. A
wish - any new buildings should strive to imitate the structural history, so that as the downtown city zone
expands so will the look.

30/01/2019 11:23 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it be a successful project.

30/01/2019 11:07 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMy dream is for our city to continue on this pattern of growth.To embrace our
sameness instead of focusing on our differences.For our community to shop small,encourage and uplift our
business owners

30/01/2019 10:11 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownFix street and road

30/01/2019 9:47 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownEverything I said in the previous question and further not to allow things to go
unchecked just because someone wrote a check. You have a blessing and a curse that one entity owns so
many buildings. At first it sounded great. Then, you see they only use one contractor who only has one style in
every building. Exposed brick and restored floors. Great, but not the only style available. On the inside they all
look the same. We are putting part-time businesses in many of these buildings, and apparently someone gave
the ok for any paint color to be allowed downtown. So much good has happened such as the City of
Martinsville sign relit, but pouring in specialty businesses instead of destination and anchor businesses won't
bring downtown back. It appears Martinsville sold it's soul to a couple with a little money and that is sad
because this is bigger than they are skilled to handle unchecked.

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownBetter parking to enable the current restaurants and shops to stay in business.
With more space for free parking, there will be more interest for those who are comtemplating opening
businesses. There are several empty parking lots about a block from the Courthouse which would be ideal for
shoppers.

2/02/2019 5:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to feel safe.

2/02/2019 4:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt is looking great!!!! But definitely need parking!! Around noon impossible to park
down on square to get to anything.. why not a parking garage? Would help a lot. Also how about a grocery
store on square , like a market with fresh foods,deli and things people need and easily accessible with delivery
if weather is an issue.
I think this would definitely help people who cannot drive and live downtown or seniors. Also would be nice to
see some clothing boutiques or shops for all sizes. I love antiques and specialties but make the square a real
shopping area with everything so people will stay and shop in town.

2/02/2019 10:15 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo survive after I-69 comes through. With new businesses that will pop up, the fear
of killing downtown is real. You already see it on the bypass in the Hardee’s area. That side of town was ruined
from a business standpoint after Grand Valley and Walmart was built. Once strip malls start going up along the
interstate there will be no business left for downtown.

2/02/2019 10:14 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownitalian restaurant

2/02/2019 9:17 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see it begin to thrive. Many people enjoy town squares, such as Martinsville,
Bloomington and Franklin, IN, There is a lot of history in these places. The key is to make them inviting places
where residents can enjoy a meal, have a drink, be entertained, buy an ice cream cone, visit the farmers
market, etc. Martinsville already has the foundation with a fantastic city park, thoughtful, friendly and helpful
residents and a town square that appears to be in the revitalization process. I expect to see more and more
people move from the larger cities to smaller towns to enjoy living in a place of strong values, patriotism,
thoughtfulness, tranquility and a slower pace. My wife and I really enjoy this town square and city a lot.

1/02/2019 10:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo have an inviting, clean place for the whole family to enjoy.

jotform_untitled_markdownInvest more money in the look of Martinsville and its surrounding areas. I prefer to
go Mooresville, the town is much better looking. It invests in itself.

1/02/2019 9:17 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownVibrant pedestrian friendly center city with people who are happy to be there

31/01/2019 10:22 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be more inviting and to bring more life to Martinsville

30/01/2019 10:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean it up.

30/01/2019 7:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like downtown Martinsville (including the Main St. and Morgan St. corridors)
to be attractive, vibrant, and inviting to all, with a great variety of restaurants, shops, and venues for things to
do. I love the beautifully renovated apartments and want that quality of downtown housing to be the standard
going forward.

30/01/2019 7:28 PM

1/02/2019 8:10 PM

3/4/2019
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jotform_untitled_markdownTo be able to love our little town even more. It would be great to spend my money
here instead of leaving every friday and Saturday to go to another town.

30/01/2019 9:06 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI love all of the changes so far! More entertainment would be nice.

29/01/2019 11:26 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt becomes a destination for outsiders.

29/01/2019 8:21 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFranklin is a great place to visit. I hope Martinsville can get to that point.

29/01/2019 7:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat Martinsville would prosper by bringing in work to bring people back. Get rid of
the drugs, a better way of getting drugs off the streets. More activities for the youth in this town to help keep
them out of trouble. This town is getting older and it won't survive the I-69 project if it doesn't do something to
attract tourists.

29/01/2019 5:34 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore activities to bring people to downtown

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownto become another little nashville

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see the current renovations continue. I think it needs something (a
theme of sorts) to make it a destination, whether that be unique restaurants or shops or some cultural event

11/02/2019 9:05 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo keep it’s small town charm but bring in some of today’s conveniences with more
options for shopping and dining out.

9/02/2019 6:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWish the building renovations could be completed quicker. Wish the streets and
sidewalks in Martinsville were in better shape. Wish the County would quit buying up houses downtown and
creating vacant lots. Wish the city could work with home contractors to build nice new houses on the empty
lots in town.

6/02/2019 9:55 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownGet rid of Manna Mission!! It's a blight on our city.

6/02/2019 9:17 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo make it great again!

5/02/2019 7:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope that we aren't putting all of our eggs in one basket. Downtown cannot
support the kind of housing we need to attract middle class families to our community. We need an investor to
develop the tract of land Mr. Keller had added to the State registry along with some sort of industry to provide
incentives which drive new families into our community so we can maintain our revitalized downtown and
stabilize enrollment in our schools (including tax-base stability.)

5/02/2019 5:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRecent capital spending has improved the current and potential state of downtown
Martinsville so much. Parking is generally good, but for events it would be nice to have somewhat greater
number of available spaces. One concern is the lack of safe pedestrian passages around the courthouse itself
(often vehicles are allowed to park in illegal spaces, which impedes corner visibility of cars/pedestrians; during
snow periods the access ramps are almost never cleared; there are no sidewalks around the
perimeter). Lastly, now that we are seeing significant downtown improvement, the city absolutely MUST
improve the corridors between I-69/SR37 and downtown. Signage is very inadequate, and many of the
buildings along any available route are generally shabby and unappealing. Improved signage and corridors will
draw greater traffic, and improve the image of the city significantly in the minds of non-residents.

5/02/2019 3:31 PM

12/02/2019 12:48 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownI can't wait until they get downtown construction done, I think that will help the
businesses that are here and that are coming. We like to dine out for dinner, so more variety for restaurants
would be, at good prices would be great. We love how Holy Smoke does their specials every Friday night! A
movie theater would be awesome and some place for kids to hang out. Probably more signage to tell people
what is available OFF the square.

12/02/2019 1:20 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue with the improvements. Downtown is looking good. Need to clean up the
residential housing IE pride of ownership.

12/02/2019 1:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI wishes our leaders would care about everyone, not just deep pockets. In 5 to 10
years a revisit to our down town will tell the story nobody has the ability to see. Downtown cannot be
supported by the food industry. Housing for the elderly and the disadvantaged will not support the down town.
Fresh paint will soon peel as it has for the last 50 years. Many buildings that are being fixed will not last. The
damage is at their core. They are obsolete. So in 20 years our kids and grandkids will be meeting about how
to fix up buildings that were left in bankrupt companies...........and after the smoke and mirrors we will be at the
same place. We need to get over all the giggles and stop and talk to other cities that have faced what we
have. Downtown is gone everywhere. We have as many businesses failing as open. Go back and follow all
the open houses and see where those companies are 1 year 2 years, 5 years down the road. Why is
everyone so set in the mind that they will not even try to look forward. The Candy Kitchen cannot carry down
town. It is still a struggling business that has faced many problems. The lawyers and the court house do not
contribute more than a few quick lunches downtown.......the money goes out. Get your gaze off of just the
store fronts and look how run down the buildings really are, look up at the second floor. Then drive through the
alleys and see what is really there. And one last thing, the gentlemen with all the money, will one day tire of
this never ending effort.............you will see exactly who has money to risk, and when it fails who looses.
Times have changed. People don't want the same thing they did in 1950. And............have you any idea what
the internet has to offer? If I really need something quick............that is where to go. I needed a nice cushion
for my office chair. In less time that to get in car...drive down town...and realize nobody there has what I want,
the product was found, ordered and in two days I was sitting on it. Time have changed.

12/02/2019 1:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownentetainment

12/02/2019 12:49 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see it restored to a destination like it was in the 60s.

12/02/2019 12:49 PM

12/02/2019 12:39 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat residents will want to stay local to shop and eat. And the entire downtown area
will look nice, just not part of it.
And I urge you to make everything handicap accessible.

jotform_untitled_markdownVery proud of the progress that is being made by the very giving citizens.
Martinsville can be so much more than it has been in the past. We are on the right track! Thank you

11/02/2019 2:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it becomes local residents number one choice for social events rather than
going out of town.

11/02/2019 9:49 AM

facility. I would like to see the downtown get away from being low-grade flea-market/antique type shops. High
quality antiques would be ok. We need to attract folks from outside the area rather than just passing money
among locals (Bob buys from Fred who buys from Tom who buys from Bob).

jotform_untitled_markdownTea Shoppe, Artisan Pizza/Craft Beer restaurant (Big Woods), Outdoor patio sitting,
Courthouse employees to park away from the square for better customer parking, Walking paths

3/4/2019
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jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to keep a beautiful historic look , but have modern amenities. The common
perception of Martinsville from an outsider's view is that it is behind the times and dirty. I would love to see it
catch up with times bringing in younger generations from the nearby college town Bloomington. There is
absolutely no night life that I am aware of and for most people that is an important part of their week at the
end. It is beautiful and historic but there isn't much to draw new people and faces in.

4/02/2019 11:18 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownHope the building re-facing continues. Downtown is looking very nice.

4/02/2019 8:21 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTrash cans, grocery store, and remove trees from the sidewalks around the court
house. It's crazy that to walk around the square you have to walk around trees. Not sure why that was done
but it's not pratical.

2/02/2019 7:35 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownIt will be an attractive and vibrant location where all can come together for activity
and entertainment.

12/02/2019 5:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it would continue on the current path - more vibrancy, downtown events,
variety of restaurants and business, etc...

12/02/2019 4:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownArtesian Group to give up their ownership and sell to downtown business people;
it’s the only way to build responsible community. If individuals don’t take ownership of their buildings why will
they care to maintain, improve, strive for their best? We don’t need a company town.

12/02/2019 4:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownPARKING at doorsteps of businesses ,security, increased real business, Move
court functions near jail

12/02/2019 4:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownmore retail. butcher. For us to be a destination with cool shopping added to our
downtown restaurant experience.

12/02/2019 3:32 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBeautiful atmosphere that makes it a nice place to stop by. Variety shops that invite
leisurely shopping and visiting. Economical restaurants that a set in quaint shops or storefronts

12/02/2019 3:23 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAn attractive, well maintained, safe place for families, singles, couples, and senior
citizens to dine, shop, see a movie, have a drink, listen to music, or enjoy an evening walk

12/02/2019 3:16 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBring an affordable Italian restaurant, new apartments, clean up some of the
houses around downtown. Just looks rundown and outdated.

12/02/2019 3:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore Parking, and cleaner looking

12/02/2019 3:03 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownOverall landscape, clean roads and new traffic lights

12/02/2019 2:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownEasy to get to with lots of dining options with adequate parking. I think it might
need a parking garage as well.

12/02/2019 2:51 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it continues to be improved and enhanced and becomes a dining destination
for out of towners.

12/02/2019 2:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCity would transform alongside the businesses

12/02/2019 2:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdown
We need more than restaurants downtown. Sorry the most recent deli didn't work; but it wasn't as good as the
earlier one.
FBF has two retail outlets for their socks in Nashville. Why not one here?
Parking has to be addressed.

12/02/2019 1:45 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownGrowth in jobs and business beyond just retail and legal

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownenough parking, good quality stores that bring in out of towners, activities that bring
people to town,

13/02/2019 4:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI'd like to see some public transportation, like a couple of trams maybe, circling
around shopping areas and making stops in residential areas. It might help get some cars off the roads,
especially helpful when traffic picks up from I69. People would use them if they were regular and reliable.

13/02/2019 2:31 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownClean; best lighting possible; comfortable to handicapped or people with limited
mobility, & very elderly; less liquor outlets;

13/02/2019 2:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownAs I have listed I see a huge Need here for bringing HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
EDUCATION TO THIs TOWN! BEGINING WITH TEACHING ON REAL DANGERS OF SMOKING AND
MAKE IT HARDER FOR SMOKERS TO CONTINUE ! Letting them Know it’s NEGATIVE AND THEY DO NOT
HAVE THE “RIGHT” to do this around others! There Must he consequences to this UNACCEPTABLE
Addiction!
PARKING MUST BE IMPROVED OR THE TOWN CAN NOT GROW!

13/02/2019 1:15 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownPedestrian alleyways
Buried cable and electric wires
Bike racks
Bike trails
Signage that describes parking and points of interest

13/02/2019 12:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMom & Pop business with more parking.

13/02/2019 11:26 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to see Downtown be like the old days, an exciting place to visit and
something to be proud of.

13/02/2019 11:25 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow and become known for fine dining and shopping.

13/02/2019 9:29 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownSimilar activities and shops as downtown Franklin.

13/02/2019 4:44 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI’d like to see more things go into downtown other than law offices that would be
more appealing for people to stay local instead of venturing out of town to do!! I know it’s been said before but
maybe a pub or something but personally I’d like it to have a age group so younger people won’t be able to
come in a start problems. Just a nice sports pub or something!!

12/02/2019 8:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore family friendly activities

12/02/2019 8:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore specialty shops.that are open when working people could shop.
Evenings or weekends

12/02/2019 5:28 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor a cozy atmosphere and restaurants and shops with attractive buildings.

12/02/2019 5:14 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownI really want to see the renovations completed. They're taking so long. I'm sure
everything will look much better once they're completed but for now it looks worse than it did before they
started. I'd like a better variety of restaurants downtown as well. A coffee shop/bakery would be great!

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownFor young, old and middle aged to congregate there. I sometimes curse when I
drive through that Auction traffic on Friday night, BUT I love that sometimes even I forget and go "Wow,

15/02/2019 12:36 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurants and a brewery would be nice. It was a shame when JK’s closed
and Elizabeth moved. That corner was lively. I live 1 1/2 blocks from the square on Jefferson st. It was so nice
to look out my windows and see what beauty was there on the corner. I am SO GLAD they got the drug house
and apartments empty now as well, and hope something great can be put in both of those spots.

15/02/2019 12:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo improve the looks, get businesses in that stay. Diverse businesses.

15/02/2019 11:28 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo get rid of the homeless shelter.

15/02/2019 11:14 AM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to see a beautiful and thoughtfully designed space that could be used
for the town's annual events. I love our events, but closing down the main streets around the square during
festivals is very inconvenient and causes parking problems for the residents who live near the square. A small
but welcoming park near the square would be nice as well, to have a place to relax and play after dinner or
shopping.

18/02/2019 4:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCultural activity, history center.

18/02/2019 10:29 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownParking garage to aliviate parking issues

18/02/2019 7:53 AM

17/02/2019 5:18 PM

14/02/2019 8:22 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor the continued improvements and more great restaurants. Housing for seniors.

jotform_untitled_markdownStay small. Small towns are disappearing and they are a hidden treasure. Great to
raise a family!! Market that, not big business

16/02/2019 4:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownGeneral clean up.

16/02/2019 12:03 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownLand an anchor destination restaurant. Rumor had a Big Woods almost coming to
town. We need a reason for people to come to Martinsville. The current are good, but not the biggest draw on
a weekend night. A family restaurant that also serves alcohol from Cedar Creek, Mallow Run, Tax Man, etc.

16/02/2019 11:04 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownLots of eating choices, unique shopping, activities for teens, family friendly fun. I’d
love to see Martinsville thrive!

16/02/2019 9:24 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI'm very enthused by the progress being made in Downtown Martinsville. I feel
parking is one of the highest priorities that needs to be addressed right away. Employees/owners of the
courthouse and businesses should not be allowed to park in front of their business. Those spaces should be
saved for people visiting downtown. It would be great to see dedicated parking lots or a garage for employees
who work downtown. Thank you for taking the time to offer this survey and receive public input about the
future of Martinsville!

15/02/2019 3:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor the construction to be finished. Why is there only One construction company
working?

15/02/2019 2:25 PM

wonder what's going on downtown." and feel excited seeing the traffic and people. Something needs to be
done at that corner for traffic, BUT that excitement, engagement is what I hope for all of downtown. People
flock there by the 100's....no problems finding parking;) If you WANT to be there, there is adequate parking.
I encourage metered parking (I think it would great revenue to keep up with the maintenance). BUT those
meters HAVE to be digital. having to remember your quarters to park would deter people I feel like.

14/02/2019 8:51 PM

3/4/2019
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jotform_untitled_markdownExpand the downtown to include other adjacent areas like the Art Sanctuary. I also
wonder why, as the city of mineral water that we do not have a fountain or other water features to attract
people from other areas.
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jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see Martinsville expand on their flowers on the square and extend it
to Morgan Street and possibly Main. There is a city in a Canadian Province which has flowers and shrubs
lining their entering streets to the business part of town. It is quite beautiful and something to see. This might
entice more people to visit downtown just to see what is there. Perhaps the city could provide the plants and
containers and the citizens living along the route could take care of the plants. We all enjoyed Elizabeth's
flowery display while she was here and many came to see it. It was a drawing card. And if that is not feasible,
then what about hiring a full-time gardener to take care of the displays.

14/02/2019 8:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore signage designating resident only parking. Especially on S Wayne Street.
Tired or being blocked in on days we work and being late because of poor planing by the township. Roads
better maintained, sidewalks better taken care of. And for the town to be more. inclusive for minorities. Also for
pot to become medically legal in Indiana as a whole. It helps people.

14/02/2019 10:56 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become alive and vibrant, add Murals, We need out of town patronage. More
restaurants, use Elizabeth Vaught as floral/gardening Consultant for Downtown

14/02/2019 10:54 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI admire the efforts made thus far - hats off to Fenneman & Molin families. To attract
new business, rents
need to be affordable - perhaps below "market value" to attract & help them get established - long term they
need a return on their investment but patience is going to be needed. Downtown should be retail, services
orientated. We need an Industrial/Commercial Park for other types of businesses
and the jobs they bring that are badly needed in Martinsville.
Thank you for this opportunity to share my opinion.

13/02/2019 8:56 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownCleaner and more attractive
More food and shopping

13/02/2019 8:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinued improved building and business occupation. With upgrades.

13/02/2019 6:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBeautification continues
Variety of food establishments
Variety of stores
Banquet facility

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownProsperity for the business owners and continued renovations to the buildings.
20/02/2019 4:28 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo thrive like it did in the 50s, 60s & 70s!

19/02/2019 2:29 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownItalian restaurant
Seafood restaurant
Microbrewery
Options besides Mexican and fast food.
Love what’s being done though. Props to all.
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20/02/2019 4:02 PM

19/02/2019 7:54 PM

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownThat downtown will thrive, bring work and community and be a place to be proud of.
Plenty to do and see day and night.

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the current administration will put attention to other areas of the city besides
downtown

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055

20/02/2019 9:59 AM

19/02/2019 7:27 PM

19/02/2019 5:41 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it stays friendly with locals

jotform_untitled_markdownMy hopes are 69 will bring more opportunities and business to Martinsville.

20/02/2019 9:59 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownA movie theater would be great. As well as if we want to attract outsider to
Martinsville for visits we need to have shops that have merchandise to buy. Law offices and such fill
spaces but do not draw visitors for shopping. Restaurants and shops will bring in people outside
Martinsville. That is just my opinion

20/02/2019 8:55 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo become a town people want to visit

20/02/2019 8:44 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI'd love to see it restored to its former glory. Just since 21 North and Fables &
Fairtales opened, my visits to downtown have increased by 75%. More businesses like that would increase the
likelihood that I'd shop/eat/etc. downtown. It's nice to think about having different options, especially a little
more upscale.

19/02/2019 4:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see an emphasis of history within historic preservation & facades, art
projects, an event center and beautifully landscaped areas for the public to enjoy. Better lighting throughout
and places offering activities would be great.

19/02/2019 2:35 PM

20/02/2019 12:20 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownmore businesses with better parking

19/02/2019 11:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo see the buildings renovated

19/02/2019 11:38 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep upgrading the buildings so Martinsville is not forgotten. I would like to see the
local business owners do well.

19/02/2019 11:09 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be more receptive to various cultures.

19/02/2019 9:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like it to be a destination for locals to spend their evenings. It would be nice
to have enough restaurants, coffee shops, bakeries and shops all with outdoor seating. It would encourage
people to go downtown regularly and locals would be more apt to run into each other. This typically leads to
people spending more of their income supporting local businesses as well.

19/02/2019 9:21 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA cohesive look/color scheme, more landscape (trees/flowers/metal artwork) in and
around the downtown area, more green spaces in Martinsville, property clean ups and more parking for
downtown and community theater (depot).

19/02/2019 9:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdown.

19/02/2019 9:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue on the path it's on, downtown is looking fantastic! Meeting space would
be great, Italian restuarant, movie theater, bowling alley, roller rink, etc.

jotform_untitled_markdownClean it up!!! Remove the paint from
The buildings, Fix the sidewalks so you can actually walk-
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jotform_untitled_markdownItalian restaurant
Seafood restaurant
Microbrewery
Options besides Mexican and fast food.
Love what’s being done though. Props to all.

19/02/2019 12:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWe moved here from New York and one of our favorite things about Martinsville is
the downtown area. Its quaint and friendly with so much culture and history. We want to see the history of this
town preserved but also have new life breathed into it for this population. We want it to be prosperous
financially for the city while not getting too large or overpopulated or commercial so that it will always retain it's
small town charm and appeal.

19/02/2019 11:39 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownGet the drugs out!!

19/02/2019 11:28 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownA movie theater
Evening hours

19/02/2019 11:12 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo keep that friendly small-town feel

18/02/2019 9:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownImmeasurable Success! As both a tourist destination and community gathering
place...

18/02/2019 4:28 PM

Thank you for asking for feedback from Morgan County residents! I love Martinsville and I'm so happy to see
such amazing development happening here. Thank you for what you are doing!
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jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see downtown become safer for all ages, at all hours.
27/02/2019 4:45 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBrewery, coffee roastery, Italian or breakfast restaurant

23/02/2019 9:27 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be a place like the county seat should be. Mooresville has it all . Beautiful shops
still has the old town style downtown but has all the restaurants and stores and shops you could ever want.

27/02/2019 2:48 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownRevitalization of downtown and keeping our community vibrant.

27/02/2019 2:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdown.

27/02/2019 2:04 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the construction projects be finished

27/02/2019 2:04 PM

MARCH 4, 2019

jotform_untitled_markdownThat the downtown continues to thrive and buildings get restored. I would like to
see a brewery.

27/02/2019 2:01 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope the stores stay mom & pop - no big retailers. Need to stay local and cultural.
Facelift needs to be done by the time 69 is done.

24/02/2019 12:02 AM

27/02/2019 4:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMove farmers market back to square. See last comment

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdown Thank you for what you’re trying to do.
First***KEEP OUR BEAUTIFUL HISTORIC COURTHOUSE*** ty for improvements but please involve as many local people as possible. With i69 it’s goingbto be hard to
maintain our small town atmosphere as it is.
***LESS restaurants with bars***more FAMILY FRIENDLY restaurants PLEASE.

27/02/2019 5:19 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo prosper and be a great place to raise my kids.

27/02/2019 5:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to be a fun place to spend the evening. (Much like the square in
Bloomington.) Vegan and vegan keto friendly places to eat would be appreciated.

27/02/2019 4:51 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo continue to see it thrive, as well as keep the history and “homey” feeling

27/02/2019 4:46 PM

27/02/2019 4:11 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownReign in the drug problem. Become a terrific day trip destination.

27/02/2019 4:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBike and walk-in trails leading out of downtown to rural areas. A trail leading out of
downtown that connects the city park and another to and up the river to both Morgan county parks. More
parking and more festivals.

27/02/2019 3:58 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA vibrant downtown like Nashville with restaurants, shops and entertainment filled
with people walking around the streets, sidewalks and places of business. Shopping, eating, drinking, listening
to music and just enjoying life here in Martinsville.

27/02/2019 3:44 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBetter parking more handy cap.

27/02/2019 3:37 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownWould love to be able to walk and shop like it was in days gone by. Lots of shops
and restaurants.

27/02/2019 3:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to look more appealing to the eye. I am from Columbus and downtown
Columbus draws people in. Downtown Martinsville is not appealing to even look at.

27/02/2019 3:30 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownOnly to prosper

27/02/2019 3:28 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownKart Racing!!!

27/02/2019 3:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI love how far it has come, hope it continues to go in that direction.

jotform_untitled_markdownTo have a vibrant downtown and drawing more people downtown.
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jotform_untitled_markdownI would like downtown to be a source of pride where I can take friends and family to
shop, eat, hear music and see live theater.
One thing that turned me off as a new resident was attending the Fall Festival and seeing the Confederate
Flag on display and being sold. I left when I saw that.

21/02/2019 2:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownbeautify and offer evening shopping and dining - outdoor lighting / ambiance

20/02/2019 11:10 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownKeep it wholesome. Been here a year and a half and I live the fall festival and
Halloween celebration. This town is a hoot. So sweet.

20/02/2019 9:18 PM

reorganized and made active again. Look at cities like Franklin, Bloomington, Shelbyville.
They all have Main Street organizations that are working hand in hand with the city and other
community organizations. This is going to be essential to Martinsville's growth, promoting
downtown and downtown businessess, and attracting people.

organization has been very important to getting downtown where it is and where it is going. It needs to be

jotform_untitled_markdownWhat happened to Rediscover Martinsville? It seems to have died. This

20/02/2019 5:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThe renovations make it look even better. More people want to move into
Martinsville.

20/02/2019 4:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo have the area fixed up preserving the nostalgia of the past but modernized.

20/02/2019 4:45 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat we will have more options for late nights drinking, dancing, eating.

20/02/2019 4:17 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBeautifully maintained buildings, interesting shops to browse, eating places.
Inviting and welcoming.
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jotform_untitled_markdownmore parking
more activities
more restaurants

27/02/2019 7:37 PM
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jotform_untitled_markdownMy hope is that side streets leading to downtown will get new sidewalks. Just more
entertainment...especially outdoor entertainment in the summer.

27/02/2019 7:36 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownNot just a place to pass through - Franklin has done an outstanding job reinventing
itself. It is becoming a destination location rather than a place people drive through to get somewhere else.
Local vendors are drawing people from all over the Midwest. Passing through Franklin gives you a “Back
Home Again” feeling. I would love to see something similar happen in Martinsville.

27/02/2019 7:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownmy hope is that I69 doesn't kill our downtown .... afraid of the amount of vehicles
that will be traveling thru and worry for my safety when walking to downtown restaurants with all the increased
traffic...also...wish you would move farmers market back downtown..

27/02/2019 6:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to see more unique, high-quality businesses come around downtown.
The kind that would encourage our people to come downtown instead of Bloomington, Greenwood,
Indianapolis, etc. I also hope to see the members of our community take part in our city's advancement and
transformation, and for there to be more opportunities for us to come together.

27/02/2019 6:26 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it would open its eyes and realize that Martinsville is bigger than just that
square!

27/02/2019 6:13 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would love to see more dining/entertainment options for families with younger
children and teens. Right now I feel like our teens have nothing to do in town ... which can lead to bad choices
and driving further from home. I’d also love to have access to quality meat/seafood ... maybe a co-op style
grocer? Nice landscaping ...Tons of improvements have been made to our buildings curb a

27/02/2019 5:59 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt would be great to have the downtown completely renovated and have some cool
shops and restaurants available. It's got a good start and I'm excited to see what happens next. I just don't
want it to get too "uppity" and restrictive. I live right downtown and really don't want to be penalized by a bunch
of new rules and regulations that affect my way of life.

27/02/2019 5:55 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore welcoming atmosphere.

27/02/2019 5:40 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be alike Bloomington

27/02/2019 5:36 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownBeautification

27/02/2019 5:28 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore things to “do”

27/02/2019 5:27 PM

** We haven’t been to the newer restaurants because they all seem to be more for singles or couples that
want to concentrate on drinking & we rarely go out without our children.
As well as no dress code is being advertised so we have no idea whether it’s jeans or dress.
Ty for any help you can give

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownMusic store that is avalible for shopping. One their now is never open

28/02/2019 2:13 AM
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jotform_untitled_markdownMy biggest hope is that Martinsville doesn't slowly waste away when I69 comes
through. I expect expansion of businesses and things to change. I'm just hoping it doesn't get over ran with
drugs, and end up actually getting a ghetto. I don't live here anymore, but dammit, I still love my hometown!

28/02/2019 12:40 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore dining options

27/02/2019 11:35 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope that 69 coming through doesn't screw up our community! IE: overcrowding
downtown streets. Even less parking, waiting an hour to eat on a weekend. I hope we stay true to who we are.
I live here because I like it the way it is. A little change is good, I just don't want to lose what we have

27/02/2019 10:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue the restoration of The buildings

27/02/2019 9:43 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownFor it to survive and flourish after this expensive renovation project.

27/02/2019 9:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownA hardware store and Italian restaurant.
More activities and hours of operation available to those who work in Indy. A clean, family friendly environment
that will make the citizens of Martinsville proud and have a desire to invite friends and family to events and
stores.

27/02/2019 9:08 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownSuccess for local businesses, engagement among community members, and
places for fun!

27/02/2019 9:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownIt's on the right track. We have great history and can be proud of it. Keep working
on upgrading our infrastructure and technologies.

27/02/2019 9:02 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThe area around/behind Manna Mission is frankly scary. I understand it's important
for people to have a place to stay, but the loitering and illegal activities I've seen and heard about make me
scared to walk in that area. If a shelter remains there, it needs to be better policed. No more drug activity or
alleyway liaisons, please!

27/02/2019 8:52 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownPeople pass through on purpose.

27/02/2019 8:22 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore visitors and revenue from people living in and outside of martinsville

27/02/2019 8:06 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinue to clean up the city and make it attractive to residents and visitors

27/02/2019 8:05 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore safe & friendly things for the kids maybe a skate rink, movie theater, Arcade
Etc.

27/02/2019 7:49 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see more jobs available as well as safe activities for people to do. I
would like people to have jobs to be able to support themselves and local businesses.

27/02/2019 7:44 PM

https://www.jotform.com/page.php?p=reports&formID=90074041503141&reportID=90453477360055
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jotform_untitled_markdownThe signage on most businesses is substandard. Most business signs look like
they were made in someone’s basement. I. e Supersports/bbq Restaurant. Professional, high quality signs
would be an improvement.

28/02/2019 1:41 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat it thrives

28/02/2019 1:33 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownThat everyone is open to new ideas that make our city prosperous in the future

28/02/2019 12:12 PM

jotform_untitled_markdownI hope for more businesses and less drug population. But we all hope for that.
Downtown is looking more beautiful everyday.

28/02/2019 11:14 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownThriving business

28/02/2019 10:19 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be vibrant and successful, attracting people to spend time in Martinsville.

28/02/2019 9:57 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownMore restaurants & brew pub/winery

28/02/2019 9:52 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo grow, keep updating the buildings to attract people.

28/02/2019 9:49 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownBig hopes love the martinsville area looking to move to morgan county this spring.
To answer the question refer to question before this one..

28/02/2019 9:42 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownThings will move in and be profitable. But with the new highway that’s unlikely. And
just the nature of small business makes it unlikely. Even if they are there, their prices won’t be able to
compete. Martinsville is dying and the speed is about to increase.

28/02/2019 8:57 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be a destination point for food music and shopping with that being said we need
to work on a kohls,olive garden,fazolies, Bob Evans Cracker Barrell...quilt shop, craft store and the like for
people who live here full time.....something on the order of Plainfield shopping and movies...hell even Bedford
has better shopping!

28/02/2019 8:28 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be a place with more dining, cafe and small unique retail stores. A coffee shop with
lounge area and internet. Nightly entertainment such as a comedy or variety show venue to offer more entertainment options in Martinsville

28/02/2019 7:15 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownLet’s get rid of the signal lights and make downtown like a big roundabout. Take a
look at Salem Indiana,perfect example for what downtown should look like.
Future is bright for this small town

28/02/2019 6:45 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownContinued progress on renovation. Addition of social options (taproom).

28/02/2019 3:35 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownI would like to see it become vibrant while retaining a small town charm.

28/02/2019 2:48 AM

jotform_untitled_markdownTo be home again

28/02/2019 2:27 AM
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2 Washington Street Mid-block Crossing

3 Southeast Corner of Courthouse Square

4 Architectural Water Feature and Urban Trail

5 Jeﬀerson Street Streetscape

6 Courthouse Authorized Personnel Drop-oﬀ

7 Northwest Corner of Courthouse Square

5 Urban Bench Swings on Main Street

6 Corner of Main Street and Washington Street

Downtown Action Plan
Perspective Renderings

1 Southwest Corner of Courthouse Square

11 Washington Street Streetscape

12 Architectural Water Feature

13 Jeﬀerson Street Streetscape

14 Performance Park

15 Splash Pad

16 Event Lawn

17 Catenary Lighting on Jeﬀerson Street

Downtown Action Plan
Perspective Renderings

10 Washington Street Mid-block Crossing

Main St.

PHASING ENLARGEMENTS

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.

*Phase 1 is portioned into four projects. Implementation of Phases 1A , 1B
and 1C at the same time will retain access and functionality of the Square
and Courthouse during construction.

Mulberry St.

3
Marion St.

West St.

Phase 1A improvements will relocate the sheriff entrance to
the north side of the Courthouse, and includes installation
of the urban trail on Jefferson Street from Morgan Street to
Washington Street.
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Phase 1A: $1,800,000 - $2,000,000

Wash

Main St.

PHASING ENLARGEMENTS

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.

*Phase 1 is portioned into four projects. Implementation of Phases 1A , 1B
and 1C at the same time will retain access and functionality of the Square
and Courthouse during construction.

Mulberry St.

3
Marion St.

West St.

This phase replaces Washington and Jefferson Streets with
pavers creating a curbless environment. Upgraded crosswalks
and alleys delineate pedestrian space and streetscape
improvements include trees, landscape, and site furnishings.
The urban trail on Washington passes the south entrance to the
courthouse, which is enhanced with an passive architectural
water feature and landscape.
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Phase 1B: $6,500,000 - $7,400,000

Wash

Main St.

PHASING ENLARGEMENTS

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.

*Phase 1 is portioned into four projects. Implementation of Phases 1A , 1B
and 1C at the same time will retain access and functionality of the Square
and Courthouse during construction.

Mulberry St.

3
Marion St.

West St.

Urban bench swings, seat walls and enhanced landscape
adjacent to new sidewalks is proposed. A space for public art
at the northwest corner of the Square is balanced by relocated
monuments that center around the Morgan County Veteran
memorial. Also included is the parking on Morgan and Main
adjacent to the Square.
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Phase 1C: $3,000,000 - 3,400,000
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PHASING ENLARGEMENTS

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.
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3
Marion St.

West St.

Phase 1D continues the urban trail east on Washington
Street up to and including the intersection of Washington and
Sycamore. It also extends the trail south on Jefferson toward
the library, ending at Jackson Street,
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Phase 1D: $2,400,000 - 2,800,000
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PHASING ENLARGEMENTS

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.

Phase 2: $5,000,000 - 5,700,000
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The park shows two parcels that could be utilized as one venue
for larger events. To the west, a splash pad accommodates
various seating configurations and proposes a building with a
central breezeway to house concessions, public restrooms, and
park office. Catenary lights hang over Jefferson Street, which
is raised to provide a level transition between the parcels. The
event lawn offers multiple seating options oriented toward a
stage located adjacent to the Art Sanctuary. Upgraded alleys
enable loading/unloading access and increase pedestrian
connectivity. The length of the alley from Pike Street to Morgan
is a direct connection from this event space to the Square.
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Proposed Building:
• Concessions
• Public Restrooms
• Park Oﬃce
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Main St.

PHASING ENLARGEMENTS

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.

Mulberry St.

3
Marion St.

West St.

Streetscape improvements for Phase 3 include trees, fiberglass
planters and a wider sidewalk on Morgan Street from Main to
Jefferson. Improvements continue east to Sycamore Street
and west to Marion Street, excluding the intersection at Main
and Morgan. The north portion of Main Street from Morgan to
Pike is also included.
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Phase 3: $4,800,000 - 5,500,000

Wash
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PHASING ENLARGEMENTS

Jefferson St.

Harrison St.

Pike St.

Mulberry St.

3
Marion St.

West St.

Phase 4 consists of the renovation of both Main Street
intersections within the focus area. New signal poles
and upgraded crosswalks tie into proposed streetscape
improvements. Amenities include wider sidewalks, trees,
planters, and an urban trail extension down west Washington.
The upgraded half of the alley entices pedestrians with framed
views of the enhanced Square while the rest of the alley retains
its functionality.
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Phase 4: $4,100,000 - 4,700,000
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